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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the Maritime response to the First World War in the context of the
greater English-Canadian reaction to and support for the war. With this object in mind, it
uses established gauges of support for the war: enlistment in the CEF and support Union
government in 1917 federal election. The study illustrates the marginal character of
English Canada's oldest region and the implications of Maritime marginalization for
proportional representation in the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF). Recruitment in
the Maritimes was proportionally similar to the rest of English Canada despite abias
towards Maritime units, an insignificant British-born population, and asignificant French
speaking population. For their part, the Maritime election results demonstrate the crucial
importance of regional Liberal leadership to the success of the Union cause by
juxtaposing the success in New Brunswick with the apparent failure of Union in Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island. In contrast to historical and scholarly perceptions to the
contrary, this thesis ultimately argues that despite regional nuances, the Maritime
response the Great War was basically the same as other regions of English Canada.
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INTRODUCTION
As war loomed in the summer of 1914, Struan Robertson, the commanding officer
of the

78th

Regiment (Pictou Highlanders) contacted Canada's Minister of Militia,

informing him they were ready for service. By late August, militia units from Halifax,
Colchester, Lunenburg, and the county of Cumberland joined with the

78th

in Truro to

organize preparatory to moving on to the improvised camp at Valcartier where the
Canadian Expeditionary Force (ClEF) was consolidating before departing for England.'
While militia units across country organized, aflood of volunteers clamored to sign up as
part of Canada's contribution to the war effort. Given the luxury of choosing the best
candidates, the ClEF set strict standards for new recruits, favouring single, healthy men
with military experience.
As English-speaking Canada embraced the war effort, many trends and
characteristics were common across the country. Still, regional differences began to
emerge. The obvious and compelling dichotomy that defines the Canadian First World
War e
xperience is the French-English divide. However, the dichotomy is overly
simplistic. Without question, consistent characteristics and trends developed across
English-speaking Canada and, by necessity, national survey histories must focus on
generalizations that contributed significantly to the shared, national experience. The
analysis to this point has glossed over and even obscured the participation of the
Maritimes and the regional character of Maritimers' war experience. Indeed, the

The regiments, which provided varying numbers of men, were the 76th Colchester Rifles, the 631(1 and 66111
Halifax Regiments, the 75t11 and 69111 Lunenburg Regiments, and the 93rd Cumberland Regiment. M.S. Hunt,
Nova Scotia's Part in the Great War (Halifax: Nova Scotia Veteran Publishing Co., 1920), 65. The
Canadian Militia was generally poorly trained and organized due to sparse funding and lack of experience.
It was, for many, a social and networking organization. For more on the militia, see Stephen Harris,
Canadian Brass: The Making of aProfessional Army, 1860-1939, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1988)
-
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Maritimes have almost been casually disregarded. Paradoxically, the region has been
lumped into the English-speaking Canadian war experience while being accused of
failing to contribute as significantly as other regions.2
From Confederation, Maritime Canada found itself increasingly marginalized by
the political and economic influence of Ontario and Quebec and even the emerging West.
Recognition of the region's economic inferiority was addressed through national
economic policies, such as the favourable freight rate system that allowed the Maritimes
to compete with Central Canada in supplying the resources for settling the West. 3 Federal
policies facilitated growth and diversification of the local economy. Yet, Maritime
growth was nevertheless dwarfed by the significantly larger growth and expansion in
Central Canada and the West, keeping the region reliant on favourable government
policies.

'Politically,

the region suffered continuous reductions in federal parliamentary

representation; a constant reminder to the people of the region's decline. Despite
diminishing influence in the federal arena, the region's future was tied to federalism. The
quandary became progressively more frustrating as government policies increasingly
focused on the West while the Maritime provinces' political influence diminished. 5

2 For example, Desmond Morton and JL Granatstein note that "few [volunteers] came from the Maritimes."
Yet, at the same time, they speak of the "patriotic consensus [supporting the war] in English-speaking
Canada
See Desmond Morton and JL Granatstein, Marching to Armageddon: Canadians and the
Great War 1914-1919 (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1989), 10 and 27 respectively. Ian McKay
concludes similarly in "The 1910s: Stillborn Triumph of Progressive Reform," in The Atlantic Provinces in
Confederation, ed. E.R. Forbes and D.A. Muise (Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 1993), 207-209. Press For a
good overview of the general English-Canadian attitude to the war, see R. Matthew Bray, "Fighting as an
Ally': The English-Canadian Patriotic Response to the Great War," Canadian Historical Review, 61:2
(1980), 141-168
Ernest R. Forbes, Maritime Rights: The Maritime Rights Movement, 1919-1927: A Study in Canadian
Regionalism (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1979), 4
Craig Brown and Ramsay Cook, Canada 1896-1921, A Nation Transformed (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1974), 86
For example, federal subsidies to the West became increasingly disparate from those accorded the
Maritimes Provinces. See Forbes, Maritimes Rights, 17-19
...."

'
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War in Europe broke out amidst the quietly diminishing role of the Maritimes in
Canadian society.

The marginal character of the region within Canadian society was

transposed to the region's role within the army. The demographic makeup of the region
was overwhelmingly Canadian-born and, like the rest of English-speaking Canada,
establishing Canadian ownership of the European conflict took time. The result was
fewer enlistments in the initial months of the war than in other parts of English Canada.
The process of national identification with the war effort began to articulate itself more
fully after the first contingent set sail for England. 6 Accordingly, in the Maritimes and
across the country, enlistment of Canadian-born men increased. However, under an army
administration that held to asystem of political influence and patronage appointments,
the Maritimes failed to establish proportional representation of either units or officer
appointments. At first glance, the slowness of the initial Maritime recruitment efforts and
their woeful unit representation in the CEF could be construed as evidence that the region
was unsupportive of the war.
The thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter One explores the development of
the CEF from aMaritime perspective and establishes the region's failure to attain avoice
in Canada's great national endeavour. The Canadian Minister of Militia, Sam Hughes,
took personal control of recruiting and officer appointments at the outset of hostilities and
did not relinquish his influence until he was forced out in late 1916. Under Hughes'
parochial and partisan administration, the Maritimes was marginalized: battalions raised
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island were rarely kept intact;
Maritime recruits were repeatedly used to reinforce battalions from across the country;
6A

similar theme regarding the increasing Canadian ownership of the war effort can be found in the
Canadian Annual Review, 1914 (Toronto: Canadian Review, 1914), 196-197 and G.W.L. Nicholson,
Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1919 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1962), 213
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and almost no Maritime officers succeeded in gaining advancement beyond their regional
units within the CEF. 7 After Hughes' departure, even the new administration's attempts
to undo the ills of Hughes' control failed to wholly redress the Maritimes' complaints.
Chapter Two examines recruiting as an indication of Maritime support for the
war, and argues that despite asignificantly different demographic makeup to the rest of
English-speaking Canada and the regionally-biased treatment towards the Maritimes
within the CEF, overall enlistment in the Maritimes was consistent with the rest of
English-speaking Canada.
Chapter Three and Four investigate the Maritime response to the Union
government in the federal election of 1917. The 1917 election pitted an amalgamated
Conservative and Liberal party under Robert Borden favouring conscription against
stalwart Liberals who maintained partisan allegiance to Laurier's leadership and opposed
conscription. The outcome polarized the country. French-speaking Canada rallied to
Laurier's anti-conscriptionist position. English-speaking Canada voted overwhelmingly
in favour of Union, except in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. In Chapter Three,
the evidence argues that English-speaking New Brunswick embraced Union because of
the influence and leadership of Frank Carvell. French-speaking New Brunswick
unsurprisingly supported Laurier. Thus, New Brunswick's reply to the conscription crisis
was consistent with the rest of English-speaking Canada. Chapter Four explores Prince
Edward Island's and Nova Scotia's apparent inability to abandon traditional party politics
and its rejection of the win-the-war siren call of Union. The deficient central leadership
and the lackluster participation of former Liberals in the Union campaign left the local
There were no senior appointments in the infantry (beyond Lieutenant Colonel) for Maritime-born
officers resident in the region at the time of enlistment which was, by far, the most important and largest
component of the CEF. One such officer became aBrigadier-General in the artillery.
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political organizations and the electorate with the impression that Unionists were simply
Conservatives by another name, with the result that the election became a traditional
partisan race fought over other issues. Different from New Brunswick and the rest of
English-speaking Canada, the campaign in Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia never
established astrong correlation between voting for Union being congruous with voting to
support the war. But this does not seem to have been so much arejection of the message
as the messengers.

Thus, the marginal treatment of the Maritimes did not preclude

support for Canadian involvement in the war. Rather, the closer exploration of key
indicators for support of the war confirm that Maritime support was basically similar to
the rest of English-speaking Canada despite regional nuances which were unique to New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia.
The marginalization of the Maritimes is awell-developed theme in the regional
historiography. 8 Building on this established theme, this study diverges from the
traditionally economic approach but nevertheless maintains the assumption that the
country's power brokers treated the Maritime Provinces differently, though not
necessarily by intention. Against the backdrop of the regional disparity, the arguments of
this thesis qualify 'support for the war,' relying on two fundamental indicators that
Canadian historiography has used to gauge it. The first is an analysis of the voluntary
recruitment by Maritime Provinces. Beyond recovering the basic statistics of those who

8 The theme of Maritime marginalization is strong in Maritime historiography.
See, for example, T.W.
Acheson, "The Maritimes and 'Empire Canada'," in David Bercuson, ed., Canada and the Burden of Unity
(Toronto: MacMillan, 1977), 87-114 and "The National Policy and the Industrialization of the Maritimes
1880-19 10," in Industrialization and Underdevelopment in the Maritimes, 1880-1930 (Toronto: Garamond,
1985), 1-26; Ernest Forbes, Aspects of Maritime Regionalism, 1867-1926, CHAHB, No. 36 (Ottawa:
Canadian Historical Association, 1983); John Reid, Six Crucial Decades, Time of Change in the History of
the Maritimes (Halifax: Nimbus, 1987); Patricia Thorton, "The Problem of Out-Migration from Atlantic
Canada, 1871-1921," Acadiensis, 15:1 (Autumn, 1985), 3-34; and perhaps the most important historical
analysis of the region's role in Canadian society, namely Forbes, Maritime Rights.
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enlisted or counting the number of regional battalions, it is important to contextualize
recruitment numbers in the region. The existence of fewer Maritime battalions, for
example, had less to do with recruitment than afeeble political lobby for more units. The
second gauge to indicate support for the war is the willingness to vote for Union
government, and therefore conscription, in the federal election of 1917. Canadian war
historiography relies on the assumption that English Canadian nationalism and its
demand for fulsome support for its army was best articulated by the unprecedented
support for Union government in the 1917 federal election. 9 Specific regional and
bibliographical studies have helped to expand on aspects of the obvious English-French
dichotomy. 10 But the underlying assumption that English Canadian support for the war is
reflected through its support of Union government is integral to the historiographical
analysis. Therefore, the decision to focus on recruiting and the 1917 federal election
results to understand Maritime support for the war is based on a well-established
historiographical model. Ultimately, understanding Maritime support for the war must
rely on the same key indicators of support for the war by which the rest of the country has
been judged.

There is astunning amount written on the conscription crisis and resultant federal election in 1917. While
the historiographical debate surrounding conscription is not part of this study; coming out of the general
discussion is the assumption that English-Canadian support for the war manifested itself in the rhetoric
leading up to the election. The polarized election results across the country vindicated the pre-election
rhetoric. See for example, A.M Wilims, "Conscription, 1917: A Brief for the Defence," Canadian
Historical Review 37:4 (December 1956), 338-340. Ramsay Cook's bibliographical (and largely regional)
analysis of J.W. Dafoe assumes English-speaking Canadian nationalism in "Dafoe, Laurier, and the
Formation of Union Government," Canadian Historical Review, 42:3 (September 1961), 186. Robert Craig
Brown and Ramsay Cook conclude much the same in Canada, 1896-1921, 274. Importantly, Bray
concludes that the "Win the War" movement across English Canada demanded Union government. See,
Bray, "Fighting as an Ally'," 166-168.
10 See the above mentioned Cook, "Dafoe, Laurier...," 185-208. Also, John Herd Thompson, The Harvests
of War: The Prairie West, 1914-1918 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1978), especially, Chap. 6, "1917
Conscription and Coalition." Another regional study that helps to explain specific nuances that help
diversify basic generalizations is W.H. Heick, "If We Lose the War, Nothing Else Matters': The 1917
Federal Election in North Waterloo," Ontario History 72:2 (1980), 67-92

7

There is awealth of sources on the English-speaking Canadian war experience, all
of which pay lip service to regional differences while creating and describing national
truisms. And, as previously mentioned, there is an established precedent in the value of
regional approaches to national histories whereby regionally focused historical analyses
have contributed to afuller picture of the overall war experience. 11 Still, there is little
written that expands our understanding of the Maritimes during the Great War. Most of
the studies on the early twentieth century Maritimes have focused on economic and social
issues. 12 There is no military analysis of Maritime participation in the Great War and,
apart from acursory regimental history and some contemporary memoirs, there is only
Ian McKay's short chapter on the progressive movement in the 1910s that is specifically
about the region's military contribution. 13 McKay's largely economic analysis of
recruiting and Maritime support for the war mistakenly argues that recruitment in the
Maritimes was significantly lower than elsewhere in English Canada. 14

Like McKay,

Maritime historiography has all but ignored the political experience of the region during

11 Regional Canadian war analyses include, John Thompson's social and economic study of the Prairie
Provinces' war experience during the First World War, The Harvests of War. More recently, Ian Miller has
completed asocial analysis of the First World War's effects on the community of Toronto. See Our Glory
& Our Grief Torontonians and the Great War (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002).
12 Studies mentioned above by Forbes and Acheson have the most detailed regional analysis, though it is
entirely an economic analysis. Few, if any, references are made to the war or the region's role in the
conflict. Most other studies are specific to asocial or economic trend. For example, David Frank, "The
Cape Breton Coal Industry and the Rise and Fall of the British Steel Corporation," in Industrialization and
Underdevelopment in the Maritimes, 1880-1930, 55-86 and Craig Heron, "The Great War and Nova Scotia
Steelworkers," Acadiensis 16:2 (Spring, 1987), 3-34
13 See M. Stuart Hunt, Nova Scotia's Part in the Great War (Halifax: Nova Scotia Veteran Publishin Co.,
1920); S. Douglas MacGowan, Mac Heckbert and Byron O'Leary, New Brunswick's "Fighting 26' "(St
John: Neptune Publishing Company, 1995); McKay, "The 1910s," 192-229
14 Much of McKay's evidence for fewer Maritime recruits is largely circumstantial and the statistics
gathered from the Canadian Annual Review do not correspond with army records. Despite acknowledging
that more than an economic analysis is necessary for understanding the Maritime response to the war,
McKay never really pushes his analysis of Maritime support for the war beyond his economic framework
of analysis.
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the war and, specifically, during the federal election of

1917.15

J. Murray Beck's survey

history of Nova Scotia politics touches briefly on the provincial politics of wartime Nova
Scotia, 16 but the material relevant to the First World War is superficial, relying almost
entirely on the two main Halifax dailies. 17 A more insightful political analysis of Nova
Scotia during the war years is Bruce Fergusson's biography on W.S. Fielding. However,
like Beck, Fergusson's focus is more general and his analysis superficial for the war
years. Remarkably, there is almost nothing written on the war experience in New
Brunswick. Richard Wilbur's popularly written survey of French New Brunswick covers
the entire war in afew pages with no references to any primary material. 18 M.M. Ferris'
unpublished MA thesis on the New Brunswick provincial and federal elections of 1917
focuses on the provincial vote. 19 Indeed, the most critical insight into wartime Maritime
politics is still the Maritime component of John English's exemplary analysis of the
national Conservative Party, 1901-20.' o Nevertheless, many questions remain about the
role of Canada's oldest English-speaking region during the course of the First World
War.
Given the large English majority, the supposedly low recruitment and the success
of the. Laurier Liberals indicates that at least on the surface something different within
the

15

English-speaking

community

of the

Maritimes

when

compared to

similar

McKay almost ignores the federal election, except to briefly demonstrate Acadian objection to

conscription. See McKay, "The 191 Os," 220-221
16 J. Murray Beck, Politics ofNova Scotia, Volume II: 1896-1988 (Tantallon: Four East, 1988)
17 The survey nature of Beck's book leaves little room for much analysis as evidenced by his reliance on
the Morning Chronicle and the Halifax Herald for almost all of his citations.
18 Richard Wilbur, The Rise ofFrench New Brunswick (Halifax: Formac, 1989)
19 Ferris analysis relies solely on newspapers and fails to analyze Union's success on aprovince-wide scale.
M.M. Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections of 1917 (Unpublished MA Thesis: University of New
Brunswick, 1974), 142
20 English's study is, nevertheless, a more general study of the Conservative Party that focuses most
predominantly on the war years. See specifically Chaps. 8and 9, John English, The Decline of Politics:
The Conservatives and the Party System 1901-1920 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977)
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communities across the rest of Canada. The following study attempts to establish a
general English-speaking Maritime experience during the Great War

-

and various

constraints do not allow for afull examination of the Acadian community. Their story is
incorporated where they were a significant influence in defining the Maritime war
experience

-

such as in recruitment and electoral results.

But to understand the

Maritimes is to understand aregion that remained overwhelmingly English-speaking. 21

21 The French-speaking population made up approximately 18% of the region's total population. See
Archibald Blue, Robert Hay Coats and George B. Foster, Fifth Census of Canada, 1911 (Ottawa: C.H.
Parmelee, 1915). Politically speaking, the Acadian minority was concentrated in a handful of federal
ridings.
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CHAPTER ONE
Fitting In: Maritime Marginalization in the
Canadian Expeditionary Force

The course of events in the summer of 1914 eventually led to German violation of
Belgian neutrality, giving Britain the pretext for war. The British ultimatum for
Germany's withdrawal from Belgian territory expired at midnight on 4 August 1914,
meaning Britain was at war with Germany. Canada's constitutional relationship with
.

Britain meant that Canada, too, was at war with Germany.' Nonetheles
s, the level of
participation was for Canada to decide. Canada's immediate offer to send acontingent
was gratefully accepted by Britain on 6August, with the British urging Canada to send a
division-sized force as soon as possible. On 10 August, the Borden cabinet authorized an
expeditionary force of 25,000 men "to be composed of officers and men who are willing
to volunteer for overseas service under the British Crown."2
The development of the Canadian. Expeditionary Force (CEF) through the course
of the First World War had two clearly distinct periods. During the first, under the
direction of the Minister of Militia, Sir Sam Hughes, the force was inexpensively
recruited and haphazardly trained. Thousands of young Canadians were placed under the
command of officers with little or no real military experience who had received their
commissions through political connections. The parochial and unprofessional policies
and methods of the Hughes' era came to an abrupt end with his dismissal in late 1916;
however, the problems created by his administration lingered, plaguing his successors
until the end of the war. Hughes' overdue dismissal inaugurated the second period of

G.W.L. Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1919 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1962), 5
18

2 lbid.,
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sound administrative leadership of first Sir George Perley and later Sir Edward Kemp.
Under their direction, the CEF began the process of reforming itself into an effective and
professionally run organization. 3
Though just one of many problems caused by Hughes' administration, the
regional makeup of the CEF was greatly skewed by the time he was forced out of office.
The CEF was a reflection of the larger English-Canadian society from which it was
created. Accordingly, the marginalized character of the Maritimes in the CEF, and
especially in the Canadian Corps fighting in France, mirrors the region's place in
Canadian society during the early part of the 20'h century.

Sitting on the margin of

English-speaking Canadian society, and with comparably little influence, Maritimers
were the biggest losers in Hughes' patronage system. Regional consciousness did not
develop solely from the increasing necessity for manpower; rather, as the ethos of
efficiency and professionalism took hold in the CEF, the government and in society, the
army administration recognized that discrimination against the region needed to be
redressed. In the post-Hughes era, a balanced regional recognition began to be
established. The treatment of the Maritime Provinces within the CEF is critical context
for understanding the response of the Maritimes to the war effort. The response of New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia was remarkably similar to the rest of
English-speaking Canada despite the unique bias against the region.
In 1911, Colonel Willoughby Gwatkin, aBritish regular, was appointed General
Staff Officer of the Canadian Permanent Force, the Dominion's small professional army.
Note that in late 1917, Kemp was transferred from the Militia Department to the Overseas Ministry.
Leaving the Overseas Ministry, Perley became High Commissioner to London. Major-General Sidney
Mewburn, of the unsuccessful Canadian Defence Force initiative, succeeded Kemp, becoming Minister of
Militia. Despite his role as Minister of Militia, Desmond Morton demonstrates that Kemp exercised his
greatest influence over the Canadian Forces in his role as head of the Overseas Ministry. See Desmond
Morton, A Peculiar Kind ofPolitics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982), Chap. 8
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As part of his responsibilities, he headed a committee that developed a detailed
mobilization plan using regional places of assembly before concentrating the troops at
Camp Petawawa. 4 However, in 1914, the Minister of Militia, Sam Hughes, quickly
discarded the plan, by-passing the Permanent Force commanders, and contacted the
commanders of the Canadian Militia, many of them his friends and political cronies,
directly.

From the outset, Hughes' personal involvement' caused confusion for all

involved. Petawawa was scrapped as the mobilization center in favour of Hughes' pet
project, Camp Valcartier. By mid-September, 32,665 men had assembled there and begun
rudimentary training.

The chaos created by the abandonment of the original plan was

worsened by Hughes' personal meddling in appointments and equipment procurement.
Hughes was intimately involved with the appointment of officers, decisions regarding
battalions and the participation of both in the first contingent. The difficulties caused by
Hughes are well documented elsewhere and he was justly labeled "the Empire's most
inefficient Defence Minister." 5
From the outset, Hughes' mired the CEF in partisan politics and patronage, which •
greatly influenced the army's development.

Individuals lobbied their influential

government acquaintances in hopes of securing a military appointment.

Little or no

thought was given to regional representation or the long-term viability of recruiting
reinforcements from the many local areas that quickly assembled battalions to fight for
the Empire. The lack of foresight over recruiting reinforcements was rooted in the
prevailing attitude that the war would be short.

'The

ill-fated mobilization plan was referred to as Memorandum C1209.
Quoted in Daniel Dancocks, Sir Arthur Currie: A Biography (Toronto: Methuen, 1985), 31. For more on
Hughes' inadequacies, see Ron Haycock's measured analysis of Hughes, Sam Hughes, The Public Career
of aControversial Canadian, 1885-1916 (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1986)
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On 1October, the First Contingent set sail for France. The

1St

Division, twelve

battalions strong, did not contain asingle battalion representing the Maritimes, although
every other province was represented by at least one. Nova Scotia troops were assigned
to two English-speaking Montreal battalions, the l3" and the
Edward Island and New Brunswick were placed in the

12 th

14 t1i •
6

Recruits from Prince

Battalion, amixed Quebec-

Maritime unit dominated by English-speaking Montreal officers that was subsequently
broken up to reinforce Montreal battalions in France. 7 The

17 th

Battalion, which had been

recruited mostly in Nova Scotia, was first assigned to take surplus infantry. Once in
England, it became areinforcing battalion as part of the Canadian Training Depot. 8 By
comparison, British Columbia, with roughly half the population of the Maritimes, was
represented by the 7k"Battalion (1

British Columbians), with an additional allocation of

BC men in the l6" Battalion (Canadian Scottish). Moreover, British Columbia had the
same quota of infantry allotted to the First Contingent as all of the Maritimes. 9 While the
second contingent, raised in early 1915, included the
the

26th

25th

Battalion from Nova Scotia and

from New Brunswick, another true Maritime battalion did not make it into the

Canadian Corps order of battle until the spring of

1917.10

Moreover, through the course

The 13th Battalion incorporated three Nova Scotia militia regiments while the 10 Battalion amalgamated
men from ten Nova Scotia militia regiments, including all of the Halifax units. See AC Garner Papers,
Archives of Saskatchewan, R352, III, 50, "Militia Orders," 13 October 1914. Ithank Dr. P.H. Brennan for
this citation.
The English-speaking Quebec battalions had powerful political benefactors. These units included the
142
42 nd and 73rd Battalions), the
Royal Montreal Regiment 1141h Battalion), the Canadian Black Watch
Victoria Rifles (24" and 6O Battalions) and theCanadian Grenadier Guards (87' hBattalion).
8Nicholson Canadian Expeditionary Force, 39
'Robert Laird Borden Papers, MG 26 H [NAC], vol. 39, J.D. Hazen to H.H. Stevens, 20 Oct 1914. In
1911, the population of the Maritimes was approximately 938,000 (Nova Scotia 492,338; New Brunswick
351,889; Prince Edward Island 93,728). British Columbia's 392,480 was nearly 100,000 less than Nova
Scotia's. All figures from Archibald Blue, Robert Hay Coats and George E. Foster, Fifth Census of
Canada, 1911, Vol. 2(Ottawa: C.H. Parmelee, 1915), 146
10 During the battle for Vimy Ridge, the 85h which had been designated as apioneer (labour) battalion,
was pulled in to help take "the Pimple" after heavy losses to the 73'' Battalion (the third Black Watch
Battalion from Montreal) for which there were insufficient reinforcements. The 73'' was subsequently
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of the war, no infantry officer serving in France who enlisted from the Maritimes
achieved the rank of Brigadier.'
During the CEF's Hughes era, political connections had more to do with
appointments and the selection of fighting battalions than regional representation (not to
mention competence). 12 The organization of the first contingent in the late summer of
1914 clearly demonstrates Hughes' bias. Recruitment in August 1914 was an ad hoc
affair and the situation in Nova Scotia was no different. Lt-Col. Struan G. Robertson,
officer commanding the militia's

78th

Regiment (Pictou Highlanders), spearheaded the

recruitment efforts in Nova Scotia. 13 He arrived at Valcartier with alittle more than 500
men and officers

-

about half the numbers necessary for afull-strength battalion. Given

his meager political influence, Robertson's recruits were immediately split up into
different provisional battalions." Robertson appealed directly to Prime Minister Robert
Borden, afellow Nova Scotian, to intervene, and the latter quickly contacted Hughes to

broken up and the 85 1h replaced it permanently in the 12111 Infantry Brigade. The Royal Canadian Regiment
joined the Y d Division in the late spring of 1916 and was nominally aMaritime unit. Initially, it was made
up of men from the pre-war permanent force regiment stationed in Halifax, the personnel of which had
been recruited from various parts of Canada. By early 1917, it became exclusively reinforced by Nova
Scotia recruits and by 1918 was mostly Nova Scotian. See Department of National Defence Papers, kG 24
[NAC], vol. 1823, file GAQ-5-37, "Some particulars regarding service in the field of personnel of certain
Nova Scotia units" [undated]
11 Two officers resident in the Maritimes in 1914 achieved the rank of Brigadier-General in the artillery and
served with the Corps in France, W.H.O. Dodds and H.C. Thacker. The latter, however, was stationed in
Halifax as amember of the Permanent Force when the war broke out, and was not anative of the Maritimes
but aBritish immigrant. During the course of the war, 59 officers of the rank of Brigadier-General or
higher served with the Canadian Corps in France
only one was Maritime-born and aresident of the
region in 1914. Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, Appendix A, and Dr. P.H. Brennan, analysis of
selected personnel files, Ministry of the Overseas Military Forces of Canada, RG 150. Ithank Dr. Brennan
for this citation.
12 Most battalions, regardless of region, never made it to the front intact, but were typically broken up in
England to reinforce battalions drawn from their area that had suffered combat losses at the front.
13 M.S. Hunt, Nova Scotia's Part in the Great War (Halifax, Nova Scotia Veteran Publishing Co., 1920),
65
14 Borden Papers, vol. 45, S.G. Robertson to R.L. Borden, 3 Sept 1914. Note: at the time, the terms
"regiment" and "battalion" were used interchangeably to represent what today would be called abattalion
approximately 1000 infantry with afull compliment of nearly 30 officers.
-

-
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address the situation. 15 Despite Borden's efforts to raise the Maritimes' profile, nothing
came of the appeal.
In the chaos created by Hughes at Valcartier, the Maritime officers lamented
being "battered about from pillar to post." 6 The 500 odd Nova Scotia recruits were first
moved to the

12th

Battalion and then to the

5t11

Battalion, apredominantly Saskatchewan

unit where, not surprisingly, they were disappointed to find that not one Nova Scotia
officer was granted asignificant appointment. Moreover, having received no uniforms,
the Nova Scotians trained in civilian clothing and were excluded from all parade
participation. Meanwhile, the officers of the Nova Scotia contingent failed to impress
Hughes, who lambasted and ridiculed them constantly. Indicative of Hughes' approach
to selecting "competent" officers, he singled out only one Nova Scotia company
commander as competent and efficient, aman, as it turned out, who carried the political
recommendation of Hughes' good friend and prominent Nova Scotia industrialist, Col.
John Stanfield. 17
Hughes' animosity towards the Nova Scotia battalion discouraged many of the
volunteers and nearly athird of the men returned home. 18 Robertson, however, remained
optimistic about his ability to recruit the requisite 1000 men to bring the battalion up to
full strength, though his subordinate officers were less sanguine.' 9 Complaints about
Hughes emanating from the Nova Scotia officers got back to the Minister, further

Borden Papers, vol. 45, R.L. Borden to S. Hughes, 7Sept 1914
Ibid., unsigned, Company commander to unknown recipient, titled "Nova Scotia Battalion," 23 Sept
1914
17 The officer recommended by Colonel Stanfield was from Truro, but is otherwise unidentified. See Ibid.
's Of the 500 men who arrived at Valcartier from Nova Scotia, only 350 remained by late September.
19 For subordinates'
opinions, see Borden Papers, vol. 45, unsigned, Company commander to unknown
recipient, titled "Nova Scotia Battalion," 23 Sept 1914. For Robertson, see Borden Papers, vol. 45, S.G.
Robertson to R.L. Borden, 25 Sept 1914
15

16
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damning the prospects of aNova Scotia battalion in the first contingent. 20 Manpower
deficiencies aside, Hughes had the final word in decisions, and his awareness of
complaints concerning his command sealed the fate of the l7 Battalion. 21
By November, the Canadian government had increased its offer of men for
Britain and authorized asecond overseas contingent, with the Maritimes awarded two of
the twelve battalions in the 2"' Division. Henceforth, the 25 k" Nova Scotia Battalion and
the

26t11

New Brunswick Battalion occupied the press. Disappointment with the 17th

Battalion was largely forgotten until an article appeared in the Liberal Hali
fax Chronicle
in late February, alleging that the

17th

had been brutally mistreated. 22 Borden highlighted

the accusations in atelegram to Perley, then the acting High Commissioner in London:
"Seventeenth Battalion Highlanders [have been] used for months as
lackeys and scavengers for the entire Canadian encampment; Colonel
Struan Robertson relieved [of] his command; left without equipment and
boots; crowded like cattle in a filthy camp; and left for weeks without
qualified medical officer to cope with epidemic of disease
also that
regiment landed [at] Salisbury without equipment and none received." 23
...

If complaints from Nova Scotia, officers at Valcartier had been largely dismissed, the
Chronicle's accusation now had the federal government's full attention.
Asked by Borden to investigate the situation, 24 Perley was confident from the
outset 'that the Chronicle statemenf was grossly exaggerated .
25 A thorough investigation
was initiated to determine the validity of the newspaper's allegations and, while Perley
Borden Papers, vol. 45, G.A. Andrews to R.L. Borden, 4Nov 1914
Though not part of this study, it is interesting to note that smaller specialized units fared no better than
the larger, more high-profile infantry battalions. The 2'' Brigade Canadian Field Artillery was raised in
Montreal, but also drew from Nova Scotia. The
Division Ammunition Column pulled from Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. The 17th Battalion eventually went to England in late
September under strength, with only 717 men. See RG 24, vol. 1823, file, G.A.Q. 5-37 and David W. Love,
A Call to Arms (Calgary: Bunker to Bunker Books, 1998)
22 HalifaxMorning Chronicle, 25 Feb 1915
23 Borden Papers, vol. 45, C.E. Tanner to R.B. Borden, 25 Feb 1915
24 Borden completely trusted Perley. See Desmond Morton, A Peculiar, Chaps. 5and 6, are most revealing
of the trusting relationship between the two men.
25 Borden Papers, vol. 45, G.H. Perley to R.B. Borden, 26 Feb 1915
20

21
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coordinated the investigation, Borden was left to defend the army and the government in
the House of Commons .26 Perley first contacted the Surgeon-General, J.C. Jones, who
confirmed that "the Unit was under exactly the same conditions as all the other Units of
the

4t

Brigade,

...

were not crowded like cattle

...

[and] were never left without a

qualified medical officer."27 Lord Kitchener, the British Secretary of State for War,
confirmedfor Perley that the allegations were untrue and publicly defended the army in
early March. 28
The inquiry by the army uncovered the overstatement of the original accusations.
Nonetheless, the Chronicle correspondent who had penned the original article, Horatio
Crowell, vehemently defended his journalism in the paper's editorial section and
personally to Borden. 29. While most sources confirmed that the

17th

Battalion had not

suffered conditions worse than any other Canadian battalion training in England,
Robertson's dismissal became a sticking point. Major-General E.H.A. Alderson, the
long-suffering British regular commanding the Canadian contingent, was diplomatic in
handling the situation. Robertson's command demontrated a"complete want of grip,"
leaving Alderson to conclude that "commanding aBattalion was not quite his vocation in
life." 30 According to Alderson, any extra hardship endured by the

17th

could be attributed

to the incompetence of its leadership since it had been treated exactly as the others.

House of Commons debates, as quoted in RG 24 [NAC], vol. 1517, file H.Q. 683-32-1
Borden Papers, vol. 45, J.C. Jones to G.H. Perley, 27 Feb 1915
28 Kitchener spoke with H.J. Creedy, who informed Perley. See ibid., H.J. Creedy to G.H. Perley, 1Mar

26

27

1915. For Kitchener's public stance, see "Malicious Falsehood Is What Kitchener Calls It," Halifax Herald,
4Mar 1915
29 Borden Papers, vol. 45, H.C. Crowell to R.L. Borden, 4 Mar 1915 and Borden Papers, vol. 45, H.C.
Crowell to R.L. Borden, 5Mar 1915; Halifax Morning Chronicle, 4Mar 1915
30 1bid., E. H. A. Alderson to G.H. Perley, 7Mar 1915
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Yet, amongst the Canadian officers who interacted with Robertson, opinion was
divided over his competence. 3'Hughes was convinced of Robertson's deficiency, noting
that he had been difficult from the outset, refusing any sort of compromise for the Nova
Scotians that would place afellow Maritime officer senior to him. 32 However, Hughes'
attitude towards the l7" had been one of annoyance from the outset, and certainly the
officers of the battalion felt that Hughes had apersonal quarrel with the Nova Scotia unit.
After losing numerous men to different battalions, one frustrated officer of the

17th

grumbled: "I guess Sam Hughes got in his fine work at last and burst the Nova Scotia
Regiment"33

Robertson felt similarly, commenting to McCurdy that Hughes had

expressed an "unrelenting antagonism" towards the battalion since its inception. 34 If
Hughes did not grasp the significance of the

17th

as the region's standard bearer, he was

keenly aware of Borden's desire to have aNova Scotia battalion. 35 Robertson articulated
the sentiment in aletter to F.B. McCurdy, explaining that he had been advised
"by officers on the Staff that while our discipline and appearance was
excellent Colonel Hughes had said that [we] were apolitical battalion of
Sir Robert Borden's and that he had nothing to do with us and that we
would never get to the front."36
Hughes' animosity towards Robertson and his battalion was passive rather than active.
Alderson confirmed for Perley that the Minister had nothing to do with Robertson's

For instance, Captain R. McMeekin felt Robertson was "a perfect gentleman, afist class officer and
[had] the respect of the whole Regiment." Borden Papers, vol. 45, McMeekin to S. Hughes, 3Feb 1915.
Colonel Ward, the Adjutant and Paymaster General, felt the leadership was in question as "the l'7 1h Nova
Scotia Regiment is adisgrace to the Province, and Ihave heard several officers say the same." Ibid., S.
Hughes to R.L. Borden, 8Mar 1915
32 Ibid., S. Hughes to R.L. Borden, 8Mar 1915
33 Ibid., R. McMeekin to S. Hughes, 3Feb 1915
34 Ibid., unsigned [S. Robertson] to F.B. McCurdy, 4Feb 1915
35 See ibid., S. Hughes to R.L. Borden, 26 Sept 1914
36 lbid unsigned [S. Robertson] to F.B. McCurdy, 4Feb 1915
31
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dismissal, and was adamant that Robertson's incompetence required his removal. 37 As
Alderson became increasingly frustrated with the situation, he became less diplomatic in
his choice of words for describing Robertson's competence, finally explaining to Perley
that "Robertson was quite hopeless as a commanding officer.

,38

The acting High

Commissioner's investigation confirmed that the decision to replace Robertson was not
politically motivated.
Still, Hughes' inaction contributed greatly to the escalation of the battalion's
problems into aregional scandal. He was informed of the grievances earlier in the month
in aletter from

17t11

Battalion Captain, R. McMeekin, but did nothing to redress any of

the grievances and chose not to "trouble" Borden with the problems outlined by
McMeekin. 39 Hughes' decision to ignore the problems faced by the

17t11

Battalion

indicates the lack of influence of the defenders of the Maritimes' only battalion.
While numerous senior officers, detached from the political sentiments that
influenced Hughes, vindicated Robertson's dismissal, evidence supports the conclusion
that the feeling of discrimination of the Nova Scotians was real. Months after the
controversy had died down, a private from the battalion, who had returned home
invalided, indicated that "he and almost all his comrades in the 17 th were disgusted and
indignant at the treatment which had been accorded the

17th

regiment.

A0

Looking into

Private Livingston's comments, Lt. Col. W.E. Thompson, discovered that while
Livingston may have overstated the case, others from the regiment substantiated the

17
38

Ibid., E.A.H. Alderson to G.H. Perley, 12 Mar 1915
Ibid.

39 Ibid., R.L. Borden to G.H. Perley, 26 Feb 1915
40 Ibid., F.B. McCurdy to R.L. Borden, 22 Dec 1915
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impression that efforts were in place to break up the

17'h .
41

McMeekin, who had appealed

to Hughes after Robertson's dismissal, noted that "the little two by four Province [now]
has astranger in command and only two hundred and seventy two officers and men left
and is turned into adumping ground for the transfers of criminal or undesirables and sick
•

,,42

Appointments and promotions were still very much influenced by partisan interests

in January 1915 and the fact that the replacement for Robertson was an English-speaking
officer from Quebec was further indication of how little influence the Maritimes
exercised, and further alienated the 17's subordinate officers .43 The perception of being
marginalized was characteristic of abattalion that lacked the political influence to change
its situation. Finally, the personal acrimony of Robertson's relationship with Hughes
played arole in the difficulties experienced by the

17t11

Battalion, as did Robertson's

obvious shortcomings as acommanding officer.
Despite Robertson's failure as acommander, it is incredible that there was not one
single battalion representing the Maritimes in the first contingent. Ontario had five
battalions and Quebec two, while Saskatchewan and Manitoba each had one, though they
had nearly the same population as Nova Scotia. 44 Alberta and British Columbia, which
also each had aprovincial battalion, had comparable populations to New Brunswick. 45

41

Ibid., W.E. Thompson to S. Hughes, 21 Jan 1916

jbjd R. McMeekin to S. Hughes, 3Feb 1915
The resentment caused by the appointment of a Quebec officer to the senior Nova Scotia Battalion
should not be understated. The indignation of the incident remained a focal point of the Battalion's
perceived mistreatment throughout the war. In aletter over ayear later, Lt. Col. D.D. Cameron notes the
complaint again in aletter to Borden. Ibid., D.D. Cameron to R.L. Borden, 8July 1916
'' The 1911 Saskatchewan population was 492,432, Manitoba's was 455,614 and Nova Scotia's 492,338.
45 The 1911 Alberta population was 374,663, while British Columbia's was 392,480. New Brunswick's
population was 351,889. Admittedly, the population of the four Western Provinces might have risen as
much as 10% over these figures by 1915, given the influx of immigrants in the immediate pre-war years.
400,000 arrived in 1913 alone, at least half of them settling in the four Western provinces, but this would
not significantly undermine the overall comparisons.
42
43
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Furthermore, save the l7', no battalion at Valcartier was used as reinforcements unless
there was another battalion from the same province that was to be sent to the front.
The demands for recruits increased continuously through 1915 and 1916. More
proactive recruiting policies were adopted by granting the rank of Lieutenant Colonel to
prominent citizens who would recruit locally. Hughes, of course, "took akeen personal
interest in recruiting, though the results of his participation were not uniformly
beneficial."46 Under this system, the Maritimes raised numerous battalions. Of the many
battalions recruited across Canada, few stayed together long. Once in England, they were
broken up to reinforce fighting units in France. Efforts were made to amalgamate newly
arrived battalions with existing reinforcement battalions from the same region in Canada.
Nationally, efforts to shuffle men from battalions being broken up into units from the
same region were successful about 80% of the time. However, amongst Maritime
battalions, only 50% of the battalions broken up distributed men to solely Maritime units.
For example, the

106th

Battalion, the

(New Brunswick) Battalion to the 9" (Alberta) Reserve Battalion, the

145t

(Nova Scotia) Battalion went to the

l86' (New Brunswick) Battalion to the
236th

4t11

(New Brunswick) Battalion to the

23rd

(Quebec) Reserve

(Western Ontario) Reserve Battalion, and the

20th

(Quebec) Reserve Battalion. 47 Moreover,

Maritime battalions were also more likely to be broken up than battalions from any other

46 Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 214
47 Numbers are based on battalions with aclear provincial affiliation (not including units like the 237"
Battalion which was recruited across several Military districts) which were subsequently broken up or
absorbed by reserve and regular battalions. Of the 18 Maritime battalions broken up, only nine, or 50%,
were distributed to exclusively Maritime units. For comparison, 17% of British Columbia, 15% of Prairie,
22% of Ontario, and 19% of Quebec units were broken up went in whole or in part to non-regional units.
Statistics gathered from Love, A Call to Arms, 92-141
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region .
48 The regional inequity went unnoticed, as problems inherent in Hughes' system
began to affect everyone throughout the army's administration.
The recruitment scheme implemented by Hughes created an obvious problem of
surplus officers in England, as their battalions were broken up to fill the necessary
manpower requirements of those battalions suffering "wastage" fighting in France.
Surplus officers were, of course, from every region. Their grievances were uniform: they
had been promised command, or a senior appointment, within a battalion which was
"supposed" to be fighting in France and were instead stuck in England with no men to
command .
49 The only way such officers could get to France was to go as reinforcements,
which certainly meant accepting alower military rank. While Hughes managed to avoid
taking the blame, the grievances were among the first indications that his parochial,
shortsighted administration was coming undone. 5°
By late 1916, only the

25th

(Nova Scotia) and

26th

were representing the Maritimes in the front-line. The

(New Brunswick) Battalions

85th

Nova Scotia was in France

working as apioneer battalion constructing tunnels, roads and trenches while the Royal
Canadian Regiment was not yet pulling recruits solely from Nova Scotia, although it soon
would be. Under the Hughes' regime, the Maritimes had managed amere two fighting
battalions

-

three if the RCR is included

-

amongst the first four divisions with their

total of 48 infantry battalions. Furthermore, despite efforts to keep troops in units
representative of their region to maintain morale and aid in recruiting, Maritime men
were being dispersed to units from across Canada like the draft of New Brunswick troops
86% of the Maritime battalions raised were broken up compared to 48% of British Columbia battalions,
84% of Prairie battalions, 83% of Ontario battalions and 62% of Quebec battalions. Note that these figures
for battalions being 'broken up' include battalions that were reassigned as Pioneer and Forestry units.
Statistics gathered from Love, A Call to Arms, 92-141
49 An excellent explanation of the surplus officer problem is found in Morton, A Peculiar, Chaps. 3and 6
50 lbid., 55
48
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from the

Reserve Battalion who reinforced the

44t1i

Battalion from southwestern

Manitoba. A more galling trend, however, was illustrated in December 1916, when 900
men from the

106th

(Nova Scotia) Battalion (nearly the full battalion) were dispersed to

prop up several of the significantly under-strength English-speaking battalions from
Quebec. 51 Maritime battalions were broken up and regional considerations were ignored
in favour of reinforcing battalions for whom no more local recruits were forthcoming.
Maritime men were placed under Montreal officers, apparently without any thought
(other than keeping the precious Anglo-Quebec battalions in the field). 52 Disillusionment
and frustration amongst officers was rife as a growing consciousness of the marginal
nature of the Maritimes developed.

As the general objection to the Hughes'

administration steadily increased during 1916, so, too, did the vocal protest by Maritime
officers of their region's treatment.
Battalion numbers only partially contribute to the evidence of the marginal
treatment

of the Maritimes under the Hughes'

administration.

After sustaining

considerable casualties at the St. Eloi craters and Mount Sorrel in the spring of 1916, the
Corps drew heavily from its reserves in England. As aresult, more than half of the men
in the

17th

Nova Scotia Reserve Battalion were taken. With recruiting in Canada

beginning to dwindle, an order was issued to merge the

17t1i

and

921d1

(Toronto) Battalions

"owing to the depletion of various Battalions in the 2 d Canadian Training Brigade both
in Officers and other Ranks."" Lt. Col. D.D. Cameron, the commanding officer of the

51
52

Richard Turner Papers [NAC], MG 30 E 46, vol. 10, file 71, Turner to Perley, 26 Feb 1917
As demonstrated, it was considerably more likely for aMaritime battalion to be absorbed by another

region's unit than it was for one from any other region in Canada.
53 Borden Papers, vol. 45, briefing note, undated
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17t1t,

immediately wrote to his brigadier to protest the impending merger. 54 Cameron

pointed out that the

17th

was "the senior Nova Scotia Battalion in the C.E.F.," and to

amalgamate it with aregiment from another province would likely have "a detrimental
effect on recruiting in Nova Scotia."55 Indeed, the efficiency and quality of the

17th

Battalion in its capacity for training seemed without doubt. 56 The decision to "obliterate"
it, therefore, had political overtones. Cameron recognized that the process of decisionmaking was politically motivated, and his tempered letter of protest to his commanding
officer would likely be ineffectual. Accordingly, Cameron appealed to the Prime Minister
directly, pleading that the latter might use his influence to reverse the order. Cameron
was proud of the resilience of his battalion, especially given the shabby treatment he felt
it had received. The appointment of a commanding officer from Quebec had deeply
offended everyone in the battalion. Despite the regional intention of the battalion system
set up by the CEF, the Nova Scotia regiment "had been compelled to reinforce.., more
than twenty two units at the front." 57 Calling the "union of [Nova Scotia's] premier
Battalion with an Upper Canadian Unit," an insult, Cameron commented that the decision
would likely have far reaching political effects. 58 While Borden was doubtful of the
political consequences, he immediately sent atelegram to Hughes, who was already in
England. 59 Borden was unequivocal that the unit should remain intact. 60
The

17th

was spared amalgamation as aresult of Borden's intervention. Rather

than amerger, the

9211(1

Battalion was simply absorbed into the

5t1i

Reserve Battalion, a

'Cameron had been appointed commanding officer of the 17111 Battalion on 1September 1915, replacing a
Montrealer.
55 Borden Papers, vol. 45, D.D. Cameron to G.O.C.,
G.T. Brigade, undated
56 Ibjd D.D. Cameron to R.L. Borden, 7Aug 1916
57
58
59
60

1bid., R.L. Borden to S. Hughes, 18 Aug 1916
lbid Briefing note, undated. Ibid., R.L. Borden to D.D. Cameron
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rather more appropriate choice since the

5th

Central Ontario units serving at the front.

Reserve was the reinforcement depot for
Borden rarely intervened in the decision-

making process of the CEF; however, in this instance, his intervention had been critical in
sparing the

17th

Battalion. One should not, however, overstate the influence of the Nova

Scotia officers on either Borden or the decision-making process of the CEF.

Only a

couple of months later, Cameron was again lobbying Borden on behalf of the

17t1i,

reminding him that "as anative of Nova Scotia and Premier [sic] of Canada, [you] have
power to arrange for this Battalion to be sent to France [with the

5h

Division] as an

Active Service Unit.' 6'Other officers of the battalion lobbied their political connections
for the same favour. 62 Despite the appeals reaching Borden and Perley, the

17t1i

remained

areserve battalion until the end of the war. 63
The recruiting, appointment and administrative system of the Hughes' era began
to unravel under the strain of broken promises and surplus officers. With limited political
influence to protect themselves from discrimination, the Maritime units found themselves
increasingly disadvantaged in the struggle. Aware of the political implications in his
home region, Borden had informed Hughes in early 1916:
"I hope you are bearing in mind the importance of keeping intact as far as
possible regiments from the Maritime Provinces. It would appear from
information which has reached me that they have been broken up more
than regiment[s] from some other parts of the country." 64

61 Ibid., vol. 75, D.D. Cameron to R.L. Borden, 20 Oct 1916
12 Ibid., vol. 45, R.D. Orck to R. Rogers, 23 Oct 1916
63 Unlike Borden's efforts to save the 17h1 Battalion from merger, his only action with regard to Cameron's
request for active service for the l7" was to forward Cameron's appeal onto Sir George Perley without
comment. See ibid., vol. 75, R.L. Borden to G.H. Perley, 13 Nov 1916
64 Ibid., vol. 196, R.L. Borden to S. Hughes, 5Feb 1916. Statistics from Love's A Call to Arms vindicate
Borden's concern in light of the fact that Maritime units that were broken up were very often not retained in
the Maritime reinforcement pool.
-
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Nevertheless, patronage appointments had been made across the country and the
implications of offending regions other than the Maritimes had greater consequences.
Hughes had little time for the Maritimes and it reflected in the treatment of Maritime
battalions throughout his reign as Minister of Militia.
The

55th

Battalion was recruited in New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,

under the command of Lt. Col. J.R. Kirkpatrick. The 55 1h Battalion was deposited in the
l2' (Central Ontario) Reserve Battalion, commanded by Colonel E.C. Ashton. In early
May, 1916, with the battalion already reduced to 275 men, Kirkpatrick was accused of
mismanaging the battalion and relieved of his command. Shortly thereafter, the
remainder of the

55t11

was completely absorbed into the 4O' (Nova Scotia) Battalion.

Kirkpatrick was indignant at the treatment of his battalion, writing to influential New
Brunswick MP and Borden's Minister of Marine and Fisheries, J.D. Hazen, to complain.
Kirkpatrick vehemently denied the accusation that the 55' was in any way inefficient,
providing Hazen with reports indicating its high quality. Moreover, Kirkpatrick felt
strongly that "we [the

55th

Battalion] would have been at the front now, as aunit, had it

not been for the political pull on the part of the O.C. of the

60 th

[Montreal] Batt. ....

61

Furthermore, Kirkpatrick was adamant that the Ontario Brigade commander, Ashton,
showed a bias against the Maritime unit. Ashton, not surprisingly, objected to
Kirkpatrick's analysis of the situation. 66 Despite Hazen's request for an enquiry, Hughes'
aide, J.W. Carson, dismissed Kirkpatrick's accusations solely on Ashton's word,
concluding: "I think you will

...

agree after receipt of this communication that Colonel

Kirkpatrick had the fairest sort of fair show, and was certainly anything but discriminated
65
66

RG 24, vol. 1520, file HQ 683-41-5, J.R. Kirkpatrick to J.D. Hazen, 29 May 1916
Ibid., E.C. Ashton to Headquarters C.T.D., "Memorandum re: Lt. Col. J.R. Kirkpatrick

C.E.F," undated

-

55111

Battalion,
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against." 67 The matter was closed, the

55t1i

Battalion absorbed, and any thought of

regionally biased decision-making forgotten.
The 10011 Battalion was authorized in November 1915 to be raised primarily in
the Truro, Nova Scotia area as part of the increasing efforts to raise more men in Canada.
Despite many months of organization, as late as June 1916, Lt. Col. R limes lamented the
inefficiency of some of his companies, which were dispersed throughout the region on
various home-defense duties. 68 In spite of Innes' concerns, the

106t1i

was quickly

centralized and departed for England, arriving on 26 July 1916. There, it was promptly
drafted into

a training battalion (the

2311

Reserve

Battalion)

"commanded by

Montrealers" which served as a Quebec reinforcement depot. 69 Drafts of men and
subalterns (junior officers) were taken from the

106th

as the pressures for reinforcements

mounted with Canadian participation in the bloody engagements on the Somme in the
summer and autumn of 1916. Eventually, the remaining handful of men and officers were
transferred to the

40th

(Nova Scotia) Battalion, another reserve unit. Innes felt compelled

to inform his political connections of the situation, arguing that regional discrimination
was primarily behind the fate of the

106th

Nova Scotians. 7°

Given the highly politicized nature of decision-making under the Hughes'
administration of the CEF, limes felt that the Battalion's "fate had been pre-arranged by

67 J.W. Carson was integral to Hughes' manipulation and control of the CEF. With the ambiguous title of
"Special Representative in the British Isles and at Seat of War," Carson involved himself in all sorts of
military matters, building his own power, but owing his position to his personal friendship with Hughes.
He essentially acted as the eyes and ears of his patron in London. Carson's involvement, power and
influence characterize the parochial nature of the CEF under the Hughes administration. For more on
Carson see Morton, A Peculiar, Chap. 4. For quote, see ibid., J.W. Carson to C.F. Winter (Military
Secretary, Dept. of Militia and Defence), 12 July 1916
68 RG 24, vol. 4562, file 133-25-1, R. Innes to G.O.C., Military District 6, 1Jun 1916
69 Borden Papers, vol. 45, R. Innes to F.B. McCurdy, 8Nov 1916
70
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someone." 7'limes was indignant at the treatment the Maritimes had received throughout
the course of the war, noting that only one Nova Scotia Battalion was in the line in
France, and aWesterner, Lt. Col. Edward Hilliam, commanded it. 72

Furthermore, no

Nova Scotians were in command of any infantry battalions in France, nor were there
senior Staff appointments for Nova Scotians in France. 73 limes concluded that the
marginal treatment extended to Nova Scotia was endemic, and the treatment of the 106 th
was merely another act consistent with the ongoing regional discrimination. Not
surprisingly, the army was unimpressed limes' opinion of the situation and dismissed him
as one of the many troublesome surplus officers.

With that, the matter of the

106t1

Battalion was swept under the carpet. 74
limes' concern over the prevailing discrimination against Maritime units and
officers was not unique. The

140th

Battalion, raised in St John, New Brunswick, arrived

in Liverpool on 6 October 1916 under the command of Lt. Col. L.H. Beer. As soon as
they reached Shomcliff Camp, part of the battalion was immediately taken over by the
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) and the RCR .
75 Thereafter, the men
were quickly drafted in small lots to reinforce non-Maritime units in France, leaving
fewer than 100 men and officers in the 140'h by February 1917. Beer initially complained
to Hughes over the 140 1h being broken up, and Borden became involved too. After

'Ibid.
72

Though limes referred to Hilliam as a'westerner,' in fact he was aBritish immigrant who had joined up

in Western Canada when the war broke out. After falling out with Currie in 1917, he ended the war in
command of aBritish Brigade.
73 See Albert Edward Kemp Papers [NAC], MG 2711 D 9, vol. 150, file M-20, "Maritime Provinces,
1918," F.B. McCurdy to R.L. Borden, 26 July 1918. Innes was technically in error—first Lt. Col. CH Hill
and then Lt. Col. CRE Willets both Nova Scotians commanded the RCR during the latter half of 1916.
Of course, quite understandably many Nova Scotians did not yet consider the RCR aNova Scotia
Battalion.
74 Borden Papers, vol. 45, G. Perley to R.L. Borden, 15 Dec 1916
75 Normally, the PPCLI was allocated reinforcements primarily from Eastern Ontario. Department of
Militia and Defence Papers, RG 9[NAC], vol. 4701, folder 73, file 1, Unit Report, 28 Feb 1917
-

-
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discussing the matter with Major-General J.C. McDougall, Borden was advised that Beer
was satisfied with the arrangements made. 76 In truth, the matter had been covered up.
Beer followed up on the matter when Perley replaced Hughes as head of the military
affairs for the CEF in November 1916.

Though Beer did not hint at the regional

discrimination that Innes and Kirkpatrick had keyed on, he complained that politics and
favouritism had conspired to dissolve his battalion. 77 Beer, however, had made numerous
enemies in his efforts to obtain command of an earlier New Brunswick Battalion (the
105th)

in 1915. Like Robertson, Kirkpatrick and limes, Beer's concerns were dismissed

as the bitter rhetoric of an incompetent officer who did not have the necessary qualities to
command abattalion. 7'The

140th

Battalion lasted mere days in England before being

effectively dissolved. After reinforcing the RCR and PPCLI depots, the few remaining
men and officers were absorbed by the

13th

(New Brunswick) Reserve Battalion.

During the autumn of 1916, as the indignation of many Maritime officers began to
reach Borden, the much publicized efforts to raise aNova Scotia Highland Brigade began
to unravel. The Nova Scotia Highland Brigade was a regionally initiated attempt to
redress the lack of representation by Nova Scotia battalions in the Canadian Corps. 79
However, when the battalions that comprised the Brigade arrived in England, they were
J.0 McDougall was part of Hughes' army administration in Britain. He had briefly commanded the
Canadian troops in England in 1915. He was apart of Hughes' Acting Sub Militia Council as Acting
Adjunct General through 1916 and was returned to Canada after General Turner took control of the
Canadian troops in England in December 1916. Kemp Papers, vol. 129, file B-b, "Major Beer L.J. (19161918)," J.C. McDougall to J.W. Carson, 21 Oct 1916
77 Ibid., L.H. Beer to G.H. Perley, undated [late 1916]
78 Beer eventually reverted to the rank of Major with the 13t1i Reserve Battalion. While covering for the
commanding officer, Lt. Col. Brown, Beer had complaints filed against him. In March 1918, the Court of
Enquiry found the claims unsubstantiated. Like many Canadian surplus officers, Beer was never able to
establish himself in apermanent role within the CEF. Evidence indicates that this was the result of the
recruiting system that created the surplus officer problem rather than Beer's competence, which in every
instance was found to be excellent. See Kemp Papers, vol. 129, file B-b, "Major Beer L.J. (1916-1918)"
79 G.S. Campbell, the Chairman of the Nova Scotia Recruiting Association, had written at length on the
value of having afull Nova Scotia Brigade to aid in the recruitment drive for 1916. Borden Papers, vol.
196, G.S. Campbell to R.L. Borden, 30 Jan 1916
76
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ordered to send .drafts to reinforce the now perpetually under-strength Montreal units.
The commanding officers desperately sent off atelegram to Borden, hoping to save the
Brigade. 80 Perley, who had only just taken administrative control of the CEF's overseas
operations in the wake of Hughes' dismissal, was contacted by Borden to aid in keeping
the battalions of the brigade intact. Perley was unsympathetic, noting to Borden:
In order to bring the four Canadian Divisions up to strength after the
summer's heavy fighting it has been found necessary to take drafts for that
purpose from all the battalions set apart for aFifth Division, even from the
Nova Scotia Highland Brigade. Itrust that all parts of Canada will be
happy to do their share in thus backing up our Divisions who have fought
so valiantly and successfully. 8'
The battalion commanders met with Perley after petitioning Borden to intervene, but the
meeting was disheartening. Desperate to save their battalions, the commanding officers
went so far as to appeal to Lady Borden. 82 Even the recruiting officers in Nova Scotia
lobbied Borden, claiming that "[the] disintegration of the brigade will seriously hinder
recruiting in [the province]

,,83

Against his will, Borden was being dragged into the

administration of the CEF.
Accusations of regional discrimination were hardly new to Borden. Shortly before
Borden had gotten word from the Colonels of the Nova Scotia Brigade, he had received
the most unequivocal statement of regional discrimination from fellow Conservative MP
and battalion commander, George Fowler. In September 1915, Fowler was appointed
Lieutenant Colonel and given command of the

104th

Overseas Battalion. Centered in

Sussex, the battalion recruited from across New Brunswick. It overcame difficulty

Ibjd vol. 45, Colonels Day, Muirhead, Phinney and Langford to R.L. Borden, 29 Nov 1916
G.H. Perley to R.L. Borden, 2Dec 1916
82 Prime Minister Robert Borden's cousin, A.H. Borden, commanding officer of the 8s 1h (Nova Scotia)
Pioneer (labour) Battalion was embarrassed by the note sent by his fellow officers. See Ibid., A.H. Borden
to Lady Borden, 6Dec 1917
83 Ibid., G.B. Cutten to R.L. Borden, 6Dec 1916
80

'Ibid.,
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mobilizing, and arrived in England in July 1916. 84 The

104th

(New Brunswick) Battalion

had not been broken up, as had been the fate of most battalions coming over in 1916;
rather, it was one of the two Maritime battalions allotted to the

5th

Division, the 185 th of

Nova Scotia Highland Brigade fame being the other. Still, by November, Fowler had
become aware of the "growing dissatisfaction" over the perceived discrimination of the
Maritime officers and units. As Fowler informed Borden:
The Maritime provinces have been ignored in the matter of appointments,
and in the matter of Brigades in the Field. When the Militia Council was
formed, no man east of Montreal was put on. We have in New Brunswick
raised 18,000 men, and have only one New Brunswick Battalion, as such,
at the front, but our men have been used to reinforce Battalions from
Montreal to Victoria. Nova Scotia has only one Battalion on the firing
line, yet this province has supplied men for many Battalions West [sic] In
short there seems to be an unjust and unfair discrimination against the
lower provinces; not warranted by reason of any slackness on their part. 85
Fowler' s statement confirmed the accusations leveled by the majority of Maritime
Battalion commanders. Robertson, Cameron, Kirkpatrick, limes, Beer and Fowler all had
expressed dissatisfaction with the processes of administration in the CEF and the inherent
marginalizing of the Maritime region.
Borden was perplexed with the overwhelming evidence of regional discrimination
which characterized decision-making process in the CEF, but failed to do much about it.
Borden was uncharacteristically dismissive in his communication with Perley in early
December 1916, washing his hands of the mistreatment of the Nova Scotia Highland
Brigade. Nevertheless, the Prime Minister outlined the mistreatment of the Maritimes to
Perley in no uncertain terms:
84

Fowler was dissatisfied with the mobilizing process, having companies spread across New Brunswick.

He felt this would make it difficult to compete with battalions that had the advantage of being together in
the competition to get over to France. See RG 24, vol. 4574, file 3-3-1, G.W. Fowler to O.C. Troops, NB, 2
June 1916
85 Kemp Papers, vol. 75, file 111, "Senior Officers, 1916-1917," memo titled "General Remarks" by G.W.
Fowler to R.L. Borden, undated [Nov 1916]. The same document can be found in Borden Papers, vol. 69
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The seventeenth, fortieth, plus two drafts, sixty-fourth, one hundred and
sixth and one hundred and twelfth regiments from Nova Scotia have all
largely been used to supply reinforcements to Battalions from other
Provinces and the twenty-fifth is the only Nova Scotia regiment sent to the
front as a unit... It is alleged that very much greater proportion of
battalions from other localities, especially Montreal, have gone to the front
as units. 86
Perley was taken aback by Borden's tone, offering a more conciliatory
explanation, while explaining the difficulty in correcting the mess created by
Hughes. 87 Crucially, at long last, recognition of the problem of regional disparity
in the CEF was beginning to take hold amongst the senior political and military
policy makers

in

.

Ottawa and London. 88 Perhaps more importantly, the

introduction of aprofessional administration had the ability to redress some of the
problems created by Hughes.
The second era of the CEF began in November 1916 with the appointment
of Sir George Perley as Minister of the newly created Overseas Military Forces of
Canada 89 and Edward Kemp as Minister of Militia. 90 The appointments of Perley
and Kemp ushered in anew era of professionalism in the administration of the
CEF, replacing the autocratic, chaotic and openly partisan administration

lbid vol. 45, R.L. Borden to G.H. Perley, 6Dec 1916
Ibid vol. 34, G.H. Perley to R.L. Borden, 8Dec 1916
88 lbid vol. 75, Briefing note, 2Feb 1917
89 Sir Sam Hughes was not easily gotten rid of as Minister of Militia. For the details leading up to his
eventual dismissal on 31 Oct 1916, see Morton, A Peculiar, 86-90 and Haycock, Sam Hughes, Chap. 15.
Perley, moreover, was not immediately pleased with his appointment, which he regarded as inferior to his
previous post as High Commissioner. Nevertheless, Borden assured Perley that his new -duties were
"infinitely more important." With Borden's encouragement, Perley vigorously discharged his new
responsibilities. See Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 210-11
90 Kemp officially replaced Hughes as Minister of Militia, though his role was focused on domestic
Canadian issues like military contracts and recruiting. The relationship between Kemp and Perley was
cordial and their roles complimentary. For more on their relationship, see Morton, A Peculiar, Chap. 6
86
87
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characteristic of Hughes' leadership. 9'No clear channels of communication and
no obvious chain of command existed in the chaos created by Hughes. Perley
transformed the system, creating structure that administered the flow of
appointments and reinforcements. 92 Indicative of the feeling of relief over
Hughes' replacement, one officer excitedly wrote Borden, anticipating an end to
the

chaos and seething dissatisfaction in the Department that has existed so

"...

long.

,93

In addition to the fairness of proportional regional representation, the

implications of regional mistreatment within the CEF compromised recruiting
efforts. Any issue that would hinder the professional development of the army
or recruiting

-

Despite

-

had asympathetic ear in Perley and Kemp.
Perley's

sincere

recognition

of the

Maritimes'

plea

for

representative treatment, he was handcuffed by the legacy of Hughes' policy.
Merit-based promotion and regional representation were both issues needing
redress; however, the impact of years of patronage decisions and simply illthought-out policies was not easily rectified. Perley explained this to Borden:
"Unfortunately battalions at front were not selected proportionately from
different section Canada [sic] Montreal much over represented while other
sections short... Position difficult but would like rectify [sic] this
disproportion if at all possible." 94
Perley's deep frustration with the disproportionate representation indicated the
scale of the problem created under Hughes' administration. Nevertheless, Perley's
efforts to rectify the disproportion were both significant and sincere.

Borden's

'The transition from the Hughes administration to the Perley administration was gradual; however Perley
epitomized aprofessional, hands-off approach. He left army decisions entirely up to army commanders,
allowing for the implementation of promotions and appointments based solely on merit. See ibid., Chap. 5
92 A.M.J. Hyatt, General Arthur Currie: A Military Biography (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1987), 61-62
93 Kemp Papers, vol. 75, file 111, "Senior Officers, 1916-1917," S. Sharpe to R.L. Borden, 12 Dec 1916
94Borden Papers, vol. 45, G.H. Perley to R.L. Borden, 8Dec 1916
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stern and disillusioned cable of 6December was awatershed; Perley and Kemp
discussed the issue that day. After indicating the level of chaos created by Hughes
and his deep frustration, Perley concluded in acable to Kemp: "Quite agree with
you desirability proportional representation in Battalions at front. Have discussed
it many times but so far have seen no practical way remedying it."95 Indeed, by
late 1916, the perception of a regional bias against the Maritimes was well
known. 96 A flurry of activity followed over the following months as the senior
administrators of the CEF desperately attempted to undo the unfortunate situation
created by the predecessor.
Kemp was in full agreement with Perley over the desirability of
"remedy[ing] the grievances of... inadequate representation." 97 Perley contacted
Major General R.E.W. Turner, who had been recently appointed General Officer
Commanding Canadians in England. 98 Perley was sympathetic with the problems
inherent in attaining fair regional representation, but emphasized its importance.
Furthermore, Perley encouraged Turner to discuss the matter with the Canadian
Corps Commander, Lt.-Gen. Julian Byng. Though complaints over regional
representation and bias had been evident since the organization of the first
contingent, within a month of Hughes' replacement, both ministers and senior
commanders

were

beginning

to

address

the

problem.

The

professional

administration of the CEF under Perley and Kemp identified a problem and
encouraged aresolution. Conversely, Hughes had disregarded issues that seemed

Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 71, G.H. Perley to A.E. Kemp, 6Dec 1916
Borden Papers, vol. 45, F.B. McCurdy to R.L. Borden, 28 Nov 1916
97 Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 71, A.E. Kemp to G.H. Perley, 6Dec 1916
98 A brief synopsis of Turner's appointment and the reasons behind it can be found in Hyatt, Sir Arthur
Currie, 63

95

96
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personally irrelevant, handicapping resolution because of his exclusive control
over all matters concerning the Department.
Turner promptly discovered how difficult the situation had become, 99
quickly concluding that fighting units from English-speaking Quebec were overrepresented at the front. They were so drained of recruits that they were forced to
draw heavily from units raised in other parts of the country to maintain
themselves. Turner, himself aQuebecker, suggested reducing the seven Montreal
battalions to five, replacing the two disbanded with "two Battalions from
England, one of these at least originating in Nova Scotia Province." 00 Perley took
Turner's proposal to Byng. The favourite British regular amongst many of the
senior Canadian officers, Byng had restored harmony to the Canadian Corps after
the fiasco at St Eloi and the power struggles between Alderson and Hughes. 10 '
Byng noted the value of condensing the Montreal battalions, which were all
under-strength, but raised the issue of surplus officers. Ultimately, Byng
exemplified his diplomatic nature: "I shall regret the loss of two fine Battalions
that have made their names, but if the matter is in the interests of the Canadian
Forces there will be no obstacle placed in the way by me." °2 Further analysis by
Turner revealed that British Columbia was also over-represented while Ontario,
like the Maritimes, was

03

99 Turner referred to the difficulties at length in Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 71, R.E.W. Turner to G.H.
Perley, 16 Dec 1916
'°° Ibid., R.E.W. Turner to G.H. Perley, 11 Dec 1916
101 See Jeffery Williams, Byng of Vimy: General and Governor General (London: Leo Cooper, 1983)
102 Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 71J, Byng to G.H. Perley, 18 Dec 1916
103 Byng was in complete agreement and earnest to help rectify the situation as best he could. See Borden
Papers, vol. 75, J. Byng to G.H. Perley, 23 Dec 1916
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Perley had to be sensitive to the implications of reducing Battalions in
both Montreal and British Columbia and asked Borden whether it was worth
trying to implement a plan that would reduce each of these districts by two
battalions while adding one to Nova Scotia and three to Ontario. In the meantime,
Perley and Kemp began to devise astrategy to stop the problem from getting any
worse. Turner recommended a halt to battalions being raised individually in
Canada, only to be broken up in England, which exacerbated the surplus officer
problem. Instead, Turner suggested training battalions be established in England
which would supply recruits on aterritorial basis. In Canada, each military district
would establish depots to gather the men from the various recruiting centers, who
after some preliminary training, would then be dispatched to appropriate training
battalions

in

England. 104

Indicative

of the

new

order

under

Perley's

administration, Turner's plan was apractical first step to redress the proportional
representation problem. Perley encouraged Kemp to adopt the plan, concluding
that regional representation was the key grievance needing to be addressed. 105
Through late December, Perley, Turner and Byng struggled over which
battalions to absorb. Political and military considerations were discussed, but the
resolve to redress the situation remained unshaken. 106 Statistics confirmed the
staggeringly

disproportionate representation.

The Maritime

Provinces had

recruited similar numbers to both British Columbia and Quebec. Army statistics
provided to Borden indicated that British Columbia had eight battalions in France,

104
105

Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 71, R.E.W. Turner to G.H. Perley, 16 Dec 1916
Ibid., G.H. Perley to A.E. Kemp, 20 Dec 1916

'
°6 Byng shied away from the political discussion, usually offering apragmatic military analysis of each of
the proposed ideas forwarded by Perley and Turner. For example, see Borden Papers, vol. 75, R.E.W.
Turner to G.H. Perley, 26 Feb 1917
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Quebec had nine, and Nova Scotia had just two.

Even Alberta, which had

recruited nearly an identical number of men as Nova Scotia, had twice as many
battalions in France.' 07 Ontario too, was vastly underrepresented, though it had
gone relatively unnoticed due to its large population and significant number of
Ontario battalions in the Corps.
Borden's 1916 New Year commitment to 500,000 men was ambitious.
Recruitment was ebbing in Canada and 'wastage' at the front was taking up the
majority of the volunteers forthcoming. A compromise was struck that the
formation of the

t1
5 "'

Canadian Division would go ahead, though the division

would remain in England, ostensibly for home defence. Major-General Garnet
Hughes, Sir Sam's son, was promoted to command the

51h

Division. Two

Maritime battalions were assigned to the division's 1
5tBrigade: the lO4
Battalion and the l85" Battalion, from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
respectively. Though the

5th

Division would never reach France, proportional

regional representation was adefining factor in the establishment and make up of
the

5th

Division and was part of the process of redressing some of the problems

inherited from the previous administration.
Nevertheless,

Perley

and

Turner continued

disproportion amongst the fighting units.

efforts

to

resolve

the

Turner had becoming increasingly

concerned with English-speaking Quebec's inability to supply sufficient recruits
to reinforce its battalions and was particularly upset that large drafts from other

107 Ibid., "Memorandum Regarding the Absorbtion [sic] of Quebec and British Columbia Battalions at the
Front," undated [December 1916]. The document indicates that there were 10 British Columbia battalions
in France because it included pioneer battalions in its count. Eight of them were combat battalions.
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provinces had been propping up the English-speaking Quebec battalions for most
of 1916. He was unequivocal:
"In my opinion the representation at the front should be such that each
Province can maintain satisfactorily the personnel of its representative
units. No Province should be penalised because some other Province has
failed in this respect." 108
Further, Turner recognised that the number of Quebec battalions might have to be
reduced, given his opinion that no region should be 6ompensating for another. Turner
was consistent

-

he felt the same about British Columbia. 109 The skewed regional

representation of early 1917 was the legacy of Hughes' patronage system and had
become completely unsustainable.
Some officers in the CEF recognized that the decisions being made under the new
administration were in the best interest of the army, rather than due to political
interference. The commander of the

60th

(Montreal) Battalion was resigned to the

breakup of his unit, indicating that in the interest of recruiting in Canada, "we must bow
as gracefully as we can to the inevitable and accept the decision with as good as heart as
possible

....

"110 Still, many were unwilling to embrace the new order. Upon realizing one

of his units was at risk, Maj..-Gen. David Watson, OC

4th

Division and awealthy Quebec

City publisher, appealed to his old friend, Turner to spare the

731X1

(Montreal) Battalion.

Turner was resolute:
.the "73rd"... knew before they left Montreal that their Battalion [was]
likely to be used as drafts and should never have gone to France. To
maintain the Province of Quebec Battalions since 1st June, 1916 to 1St
Feb. 1917, the other provinces had to furnish 4,900 men. If the Province of
Quebec cannot find drafts for their Units, then they are not entitled to be
maintained in the Corps...
•.

Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 68, R.E.W. Turner to G.H. Perley, 26 Feb 1917
'
°9 lbid file 71, R.E.W. Turner to G.H. Perley, 1Mar 1917
"° Ibid., F.A. de L. Gascoigne to R.E.W. Turner, 28 Feb 1917
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Speaking to the new order of professionalism in the army, Turner added:
The whole question was talked over with the Corps Commander on his
last leave: please understand it does not rest with me only; as Canada has
asked that the representation of the Provinces in the Corps be equalized
according to recruiting. 11 '
Despite personal appeals from within and facing external pressures by Opposition
politicians in Parliament, the leaders of the new administration remained resolute that
their plan for "territorial re-organisation" was in the best interest of the CEF." 2 Still, the
situation was far from perfect. During the redistribution of units in the spring of 1917, the
5th and 7th Montreal Artillery Batteries absorbed the 8th New Brunswick Battery !" 3
Though complaints were channeled through Hazen to Kemp in an effort to save the
Battery, Perley was unable to reverse the course. 114 If not perfect, genuine efforts were
made to address the representation issue while political influence was increasingly
removed from the decision-making process.
The additional battalions were allotted to under-represented regions to form the
5th

Division while two Quebec and two British Columbia battalions already with the

Corps were transferred to other provinces for reinforcement purposes. Perley and Turner
had identified the grossest inconsistencies of the regional representation problem. Indeed,
the prime motivation in the formation of the 5th Division

"...

was the adjustment of

Ibid., R.E.W. Turner to D. Watson, 22 Mar 1917
Kemp Papers, vol. 76, file 121, C.S. Maclnnes to A.E. Kemp, 16 Mar 1917
113 Ibid., vol. 59, file 103, "Hazen, J.D., P.C., M.P. 1917," O.B. Price to J.D. Hazen, 7 July 1917. It is
extraordinary that New Brunswick was not allocated another battalion at this point. The province would
take over reinforcing the
Manitoba Battalion in August 1918. Given that Maritime recruits were still
propping up Anglo-Quebec units like the 5" CMIR from the Eastern Townships plus all five remaining
Anglo-Montreal battalions, one might speculate that the addition of another Maritime battalion would have
cost Anglo-Quebec another battalion in addition to the 60" and the 73 w .Despite changes in administration,
there were limits to upsetting the Montreal power-brokers.
114 Ibid. ,
G.H. Perley to A.E. Kemp, 15 Aug 1917
''

112

44111
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territorial representation

15

By April, most of the changes had been set in motion.

Particular attention was paid to demonstrating that the Maritime misrepresentation had
been redressed.

Two Maritime battalions had been assigned to the

5th

Division;

manpower deficiencies and related questions of efficiency prohibited more Maritime
battalions from being included. The

104th

(New Brunswick) Battalion was strengthened

by absorbing the 105 1h Battalion from Prince Edward Island. Additionally, the
Scotia) Battalion had been incorporated into the

Division's

12th

85th

(Nova

Infantry Brigade,

replacing Montreal's 73 d,giving the Maritimes afourth active service battalion.' 16 The
commanding officers of the CEF were pleased with the resolution because it addressed
the chronic problem of under-strength units. Borden was pleased that regional inequities
were being addressed. The solution, largely devised by General Turner, demonstrated the
increasing level of professionalism in the CEF.
Once the initial misrepresentation had been addressed, the CEF was diligent to
ensure that the balance did not skew again. Different statistical reports were developed
based on recruiting and regional population.' 17 Based on recruits, battalions in the field
and wastage, manpower supplies were carefully calculated to find out when resources
would be exhausted. Recruitment shortages for the British Columbia battalions had

115

Borden Papers, vol. 75, "Memorandum Regarding the Breaking Up of Battalions in England," G.H.

Perley to R.L. Borden, 2Apr 1917
116 It is important to note that Perley devoted particular attention to explaining the resolution of
representation as it affected the Maritimes, speaking to the level of frustration that had developed over the
course of the war to that point. See ibid., G.H. Perley to R.L. Borden, 2Apr 1917. Note also that the RCR
was assigned solely Nova Scotia recruits in early 1917 and began to develop atruly Maritime character
slowly through the absorption of Nova Scotia reinforcements throughout 1917 and 1918.
117 In May 1917, when proportional battalion allotments were worked out on aper capita basis, it was found
that the Maritimes, Quebec and Saskatchewan were under-represented in the CEF. The results were slightly
different than the statistical analysis based solely on recruits. See Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 72
"Memorandum," undated [May 1917].
Quebec was "underrepresented", of course, only if French
Canadians began to enlist in large numbers, an unlikely eventuality.
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become critical by July due to waning recruitment. 118 By September, Alberta, Quebec
and Manitoba were failing to supply the necessary recruits to support their battalions.' 19
The regional recruitment system was in jeopardy.

However, through the spring and

summer of 1917, the government had recognized that the voluntary system of recruitment
was no longer sustainable, regardless of regional representation.

Conscription was

considered and put to the electorate as the primary issue in the federal election of 1917.
Importantly, under the system of regional volunteer representation, the Maritimes had
fulfilled its obligation.
While the regional representation of battalions was rectified, another legacy of
the Hughes administration was unavoidable. Whether they ultimately proved competent
or not, nearly all CEF officers acquired their positions through patronage appointments
during the first years of the war. Hughes' influence was pervasive and his interference in
appointments and promotions has been well documented. 12° Additionally, many of the
battalion commanders in the

2

nd , 3rd

and

4th

Divisions were promoted from the first

contingent, where there were very few Maritime officers. Under the Hughes'
administration, Maritime officers failed to gain experience in positions of command and
were, consequently, disadvantaged. Not surprisingly, with little political influence and
less experience, no infantry officers (and only one artillery officer) from the Maritimes
had advanced beyond command of a battalion through

1916.121

When, after Hughes'

departure, the system of promotion based on merit was implemented, few Maritime
officers had much field experience and, furthermore, their involvement in the interlocked
Ibid., file 71, R.E.W. Turner to G.H. Perley, 19 July 1917
Kemp Papers, vol. 75, file 110, "Reinforcements, 1917," Cablegram, "ADCANEF" to "DEFENSOR," 5
Sep 1917
120 For example, see Hyatt, Sir Arthur Currie, 73
121 The relatively small militia involvement in the Maritimes also hurt promotion opportunities. In the early
days of the CEF, if one had not been in the militia, promotion was nearly impossible.
118
119
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web of officer-relationships in the Corps, which seemed to prove crucial in gaining
seniors' attention, was not well developed.
After the Canadian success at Vimy Ridge, Lt.-Gen. Byng was given command of
the British Third Army and Lt.-Gen. Arthur Currie, only three years removed from the
British Columbia militia, was assigned as commander of the Canadian Corps. Dancocks
describes Currie as amasterful manager of human resources. 122 Part of what allowed
Currie to manage the Corps was his unconditional authority. Currie was the consummate
professional and he could not stand for any political influence in the appointment of
officers under his command. Currie successfully established that he alone had control
over appointments in the Canadian Corps, and that the only criteria for promotion would
be merit.
Currie consistently reiterated his control, if only on principle. In one instance, he
explained to Perley: "I did not object to [the appointment of] Edgett personally because
he is

...

well worthy of promotion, but I do object, and most strenuously to the

interference from the outside with the administration of the Corps." As Currie explained,
he had to assume final responsibility for the efficiency of the Corps and there could be
"no interference with my prerogatives in the matter of recommendations. "23
In the spirit of more equal regional representation, Borden was nonetheless
hopeful that aMaritime officer might be promoted to command an infantry brigade

-

especially as the war began to draw to a close. A significant effort was made by
influential Maritime politicians to encourage this. McCurdy and Borden discussed the
matter of "giving to the three Maritime Provinces adequate representation in important

122

123

Daniel Dancocks, Sir Arthur Currie, 144
Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 74, A.W. Currie to G.H. Perley, 4Aug 1917
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administrative posts." 124 General Turner provided Kemp with alist that confirmed that
the original list included officers who had been stationed in the Maritimes as part of the
Permanent Force before the war. McCurdy eliminated Permanent Force officers from the
list, as they obscured his point, and focused on the combatant infantry officers, none of
whom had been promoted beyond the rank of Lieutenant Colonel (that is, battalion
commander). 125 McCurdy was clearly distressed by the failure of the Maritimes to
produce a single infantry officer who had been successful in receiving promotion to
general rank in the CEF.
Despite McCurdy's concern, he was critical in his analysis of the situation.
McCurdy felt that "the misadventures of the

17th

Battalion" had hurt the officers hailing

from Nova Scotia. McCurdy inadvertently struck upon the legacy of the Hughes
administration:
It was natural that
districts that got off to agood start with the first
contingent should be in a position of vantage for filling important
positions overseas as new positions were created
Without any design
on the part of those in authority, officers from such districts, owing to the
conditions under which they went overseas
would naturally fall into the
important positions, and following that as one officer after another was
called on to nominate his assistants, he very naturally selected from
officers personally known to him; the natural result was that in each subdepartment or branch the personnel became composed of personal
acquaintances or friends of the originally appointed head of the branch
126
all from the same district
...

....

...

-

•

As the Hughes' administration had shown bias towards the marginalized regions of
French-speaking Quebec and the Maritimes, few Maritime officers were able to secure
important

appointments.

The

Maritime

officers

were

subject to

being

further

24 Kemp Papers, vol. 150, file M-20, "Maritime Provinces, 1918," R.L. Borden to A.E. Kemp, 18 June
1918
125 Ibid. ,
F.B. McCurdy to R.L. Borden, 26 July 1918
126 Ibid., 31 May 1918
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marginalized because they were strangers to those in power, notwithstanding efforts later
in the war to rectify the proportional representation of battalions. 127
As the army adopted policies of promotion based on merit, few Maritime officers
had connections to the internal army power structure to promote their ability to the
decision-makers. Officer promotion was based largely on being known and trusted by
senior officers. Officers from the two Maritime battalions that were stationed in England
with the

5th

Division remained isolated from those making promotions in France. 128 Lt.

Col. F.P. Day, for example, was ranked amongst

5

1

Division commander Garnet Hughes'

best officers. '
29 Despite his glowing recommendation, Day had to revert to Major to get
to France, where it was only after he was able to demonstrate his ability in the field that
he eventually received promotion to command the

85th

Battalion.

Currie was adamant external political interference in promotion or appointments
did not occur. While regiment-based regionally proportional representation was logical
for the promotion of recruitment and sustainability, regionally proportional representation
of officers was amoot point for those in army. Little sympathy existed within the CEF
when McCurdy expressed the opinion, as early as 1917, that "every military district in
Canada, so far as possible, [should] have fair proportion of staff and general positions

127 For the proportional representation of officers, the Maritimes were indeed underrepresented. The
Maritimes 'produced' 21 of the 263, or 8%, of the senior officers in the CEF. However, they recruited
nearly 11% of the men enlisted, meaning they should have had 29 senior officers. This, of course, does not
take into consideration the representation of the coveted senior command positions in the field, where the
Maritimes had only two senior officers (one aBritish immigrant) in the artillery and none in the infantry.
For statistics relating to officers: Dr. P.H. Brennan's analysis of CEF Personnel Records, RG 150. For
statistics relating to general enlistment numbers, see RG 24, vol. 1843, file GAQ 10-47 E, "Enlistments by
Province," undated [1927]. Iwould like to thank Dr. Brennan for this citation.
128 Including the battalions in the
Division, there were six Maritime battalions at this point.
129 Sir Sam Hughes and Family Papers [NAC], MG 27 II D 23, vol. 14, file 14-11, G. Hughes to R.E.W.
Turner, 3January 1918
5111
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130

Borden responded to McCurdy's appeal by attempting to use his influence to aid

Lt. Col. Layton Ralston, who was then commanding the

85th

(Nova Scotia) Battalion. He

wrote Kemp 131 in the summer of 1918:
Unless Iam mistaken no Brigadier has yet been selected for the Maritime
Provinces; and if consideration of such an appointment should be required
at any time in the future, and if General Currie should approve, Ihope that
Lieutenant-Colonel Ralston will not be overlooked. 132
Ralston was an exceptional officer, who ably commanded the 85". Kemp dutifully
forwarded Borden's appeal to Currie. In his reply to Borden, Currie noted: "It is a
pleasure for me to say that Ralston is such agood officer that there is no need for he
Prime Minister or anyone else to put in aword in his behalf." Currie added that Ralston
was in line for advancement but dismissed the matter as Ralston was, at that time,
wounded. 133 Borden was annoyed with Currie's casual dismissal, feeling that the CEF
had

not

given

due

consideration

to

the

regional

representation

in

important

appointments. 134
Kemp had replaced Perley as Overseas Minister to reestablish political control of
the CEF. As Morton argues, Perley's efforts to allow the CEF to establish ameritocracy
and develop as a professional army had allowed too much freedom; the federal
government was still responsible and accountable for the CEF. Kemp's role as Perley's
replacement

was

to

reestablish

the

balance

of political

control

and

military

independence. 135 As to the regional proportional representation of officers, Borden

Kemp Papers, vol. 150, file M-20, "Maritime Provinces, 1918, "F.B. McCurdy to R.L. Borden, 31 May
1918
131 Kemp replaced Perely as Minister of Overseas Military Forces of Canada as part of the Cabinet shuffle
in preparation for the 1917 federal election. For more, see Morton, A Peculiar, 137
'
32 Kemp Papers, vol. 158, file R-27, R.L. Borden to A.E. Kemp, 9Aug 1918
133 Ibid., A.W. Currie to R.L. Borden, 15 Aug 1918.
134 Ibid., vol. 150, file M-20, "Maritime Provinces, 1918," R.L. Borden to A.E. Kemp, 19 Sept 1918
135 See Morton, A Peculiar, Chap. 6.
130
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clearly felt that political intervention was necessary. Kemp was compelled to readdress
the issue with Currie. 136 Currie, however, was as adamant as ever. Ralston was "by no
means the head of the list as regards seniority." Furthermore,' Currie refused to "take
territorial matters into his consideration in appointing senior Officer[s]
of] some portions of the country

...

being discriminated against

...

....

[Appearance

[arose] only from the

fact that promotions have been made strictly on seniority and merit." 137 Ralston did not
receive apromotion to brigadier. Currie never compromised his sense of professionalism
or his integrity. Ultimately, appointing commanding officers from one province to
another had little significance in the Corps, so it was enough to appoint Maritime officers
to the command of the Maritime battalions from the winter of 1916-1917 onward,
presumably only as aresponse to political "realities."
There was no lingering bias towards the Maritimes. The professionalism that
eventually allowed for battalion-level regional representation was also, ironically,
justification for denying the political interference that would have redressed asystemic
regional bias in senior appointments. Both the battalions and the officers fell victim to an
inherent regional bias against the Maritimes. Nevertheless, the bias was not calculated;
rather, it reflected the society that created the CEF. Conscious efforts were made to
redress the regional disproportion of battalions. First, the impetus was strong because
recruiting was becoming increasingly difficult. Second, the Perley administration
consciously decided to undo the evils of the Hughes administration because of its
136 Kemp Papers, vol. 150, file M-20, "Maritime Provinces, 1918," A. E. Kemp to Brig.-Gen. J.F.L.
Embury, 25 Oct 1918
137 Ibid., J.F.L. Embury to A.E. Kemp, 4Nov 1918. An undated memo from early 1918 in which Currie
lists fifteen officers he considered suitable for promotion to brigade or divisional command in the coming
year does not list Ralston, nor any other Maritimer. Hugh Urquhart Papers [McGill University Archives],
Currie Memoranda and Correspondence, vol. 1, 1918 file. Iwish to thank Dr. P.H. Brennan for this
citation.
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negative effect on the army. As to the matter of senior officer appointments, the
marginalized character of Maritime officers was more subtle and less vindictive than the
obvious discrimination suffered under the Hughes administration. 138 Within the structure
of the CEF, and because of the appointments and promotions made under Hughes,
Maritime officers lacked the seniority and numbers to effectively promote their ability to
gain advancement. F.B. McCurdy identified their frustration at the time.
The character of the regional bias establishes the context for looking at the
Maritime participation and support for the war. The Maritimes established similar
recruiting trends to the rest of English Canada despite the Hughes' administration and the
possible implications it may have had on recruiting. Thus, while regional biases within
the CEF may have been asource of frustration, resentment and even anger, these feelings
did not manifest into decreased support for the war. Indeed, an effort to take agreater role
in the national struggle remained the overwhelming characteristic of Maritime
involvement.

138 Another indication of how marginal the region had become within Canadian society was the percentage
of Maritime born officers who, in 1914, had left the Maritimes. Senior officers tended to be talented
business and professional men. However, many of these successful men had left the Maritimes, as Ivan
Ralston had done. Indeed, 35% (13 of 37) of all Maritime-born officers who attained senior officer status
(staff from Brigadier up, and OC's of infantry, artillery and machine gun units of battalion or equivalent
size and up) enlisted from other areas of Canada, reflecting the exodus of human talent from the region.
Only 59% (22 of 37) of Maritime-born officers enlisted in the Maritimes. It is unknown where the other 6%
lived when they enlisted.
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CHAPTER TWO
Doing Their Bit: Recruiting in the Maritimes

Through 1915, it became increasingly apparent that the war would not be over as
quickly as many had anticipated in the autumn of 1914. Despite regionally unique
obstacles to recruitment, the Maritimes "responded generously to appeals on behalf of the
people of shattered Belgium."'

This was no patriotic boast

-

in fact, after raising

proportionally few enlistments for the first contingent, the Maritimes responded similarly
to the rest of English-Canada. By war's end, over 40% of eligibly-aged men from the
Maritimes had worn their country's uniform. 2 Still, because of the meager numbers that
enlisted during the first few months of the war, historical analyses often comment on the
limited participation of the Maritimes. 3 The Maritimes had sent only areserve battalion
with the first contingent. By comparison, British Columbia sent the 7th Battalion and the
largest portion of the l6", despite having only four fifths the population of Nova Scotia. 4
The

10 th

Battalion, plus another Reserve Battalion, the

9 th ,

represented Alberta, which

had a similar population to New Brunswick. But New Brunswick had no provincial

Taken from an article devoted to Cape Breton's contribution to the war effort after the announcement that
Cape Breton had surpassed 3,200 enlisted men. Sydney Record, 12 Oct 1915
2 For comparison, Manitoba and Saskatchewan had enlisted 41% of their eligible men; Alberta had enlisted
42%; Ontario 46%; Quebec 25%; and British Columbia and the Yukon 36%. For total regional enlistments,
including those taken under the Military Service Act (MSA), see, RG 24, vol. 1843, File GAQ 10-47 E,
"Enlistments by Province," undated, [6 December 1927]. For eligible recruiting demographic, see ages
between 20 and 45 years old in "Male Population of Canada Census of 1911," taken from Kemp Papers,
vol. 127, file 49
See, for example, Desmond Morton and JL Granatstein, Marching to Armageddon, 10. McKay, "The
1910s," 207-209. With regard to the first contingent sent from Canada, Desmond Morton notes the limited
support from the Maritimes, suggesting that the older parts of Canada were under-represented largely
because the economic depression in the West created the right environment for people to join up quickly
for a'short war.' Morton, A Peculiar, 21-22
"According to the 1911 Census, the population of Nova Scotia was 492,338 while British Columbia's was
392,480. See Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, Vol. 2, 148
-
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representation in the first contingent. 5 The Western provinces sent five battalions in the
first contingent alone, four of them forming aregional brigade.
Still, under the voluntary enlistment system and over the course of the war, the
Maritime provinces made up for the initial shortfall in recruitment. In large part, the
explanation for the initial shortcoming was the tiny British-born immigrant population in
the Maritimes. Moreover, as discussed previously, the Maritimes lacked the political
influence to achieve an appropriate level of battalion-based representation. There is no
evidence that the disproportionately few Maritime line battalions

-

by the summer of

1918, there still numbered only four of forty-eight— and the ongoing reinforcement of
units from other regions hurt recruiting numbers; yet, the lack of battalion-based regional
representation creates the perception of limited participation by the Maritimes to the
casual observer. Importantly, the critical power-brokers did not perceive aproblem with
the Maritimes' contribution. Indeed, despite recruiting handicaps unique in Englishspeaking Canada, such as the marginal treatment of the Maritimes within the army
structure over the first years of the war, the small numbers of recent British immigrants
and the significant French-speaking population in the region, the evidence strongly
suggests that the Maritimes contributed aproportional share of recruits from the second
contingent onward. 6
Through the first year of the conflict, the CEF found recruits easily due to the
overwhelming public support for the war, the allure of adventure, and the strong sense of
duty to the Empire. Furthermore, the economy had gone through several seasons of

Alberta's 1911 population was 374,663 compared to New Brunswick's 351,889. Ibid., 148
The French-speaking population represented approximately 17% of the Maritime population. By
province, New Brunswick had proportionally the largest French minority (28%), then Prince Edward Island
(14%), while Nova Scotia had the smallest (10%). Ibid., 187-257
6
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chronic unemployment. Initially, the number of recruits far exceeded the limited
Canadian commitment of men. Strict medical examinations disqualified thousands of
would-be volunteers while a written protest from an individual's mother or wife
prohibited a surprisingly high number. 7 Even with the strict regulations governing
enlistment, the army struggled to cope with the numbers of recruits, enrolling nearly
36,000 in less than amonth.
In spite of the general euphoria for war, the commitment to enlist came largely
from the British-born community. 8 For example, immediately after the British declaration
of war, Montreal businessman Hamilton Gault was given permission to raise abattalion
for direct service in the British army. Despite its unique nature as a British unit, the
experience of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) was similar to
most of the units raised for the first Canadian contingent. Of the 1100 members enrolled,
only 110 were Canadian born. 9 Nationwide, the officers of the first contingent were
predominantly Canadian-born while less than 30 percent of the other ranks were. The
disparity was particularly acute in the first contingent, though the second contingent had
only aslightly improved Canadian-born representation among the ranks.' °
The lack of Canadian-born enlistees was characteristic across the country and
partially explains the over-abundance of recruits in the West. For example, the Prairies
easily enlisted numerous battalions, but drew from an eligibly aged British-born male

Intervention by women was aserious issue in August. See Canadian Annual, 190
theory argues that British-born volunteers made up amajority of the initial enlistees because of their
heightened sense of patriotism toward their homeland and their less established life in Canada. See, for
example, Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 212-214 and Morton, A Peculiar, 22-23. However,
Ian Miller argues in his analysis of Toronto during the First World War that initially British-born
individuals were more likely to be chosen amongst the overwhelming numbers of volunteers because they
were more likely to have had military experience. Miller, Our Glory, 18. Also see Chap. 3
Canadian Annual, 1914, 184
'
° Ibid., 197
8 The
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population of over 100,000. Indeed, the British-born population was nearly as numerous
as the Canadian-born population." The Montreal Star reported that only 20% of the
recruits in the first contingent were Canadian-born, and the trend was discussed at length
in the Toronto Star and the Globe. 12 The same was true in the Maritimes where the
Herald lamented the lack of Canadian-born participation.' 3 In the Maritimes, however,
there was no reservoir of British immigrant men to mask the shortfall.
The large proportion of British immigrants volunteering for the ClEF was due to a
variety of reasons. People born in the United Kingdom still saw Great Britain as home
and had adeeper understanding of the menacing threat of Germany. Moreover, Britishborn men were more likely to have some military training, no matter how perfunctory. In
the initial wave of recruiting, military experience prompted men to volunteer and,
perhaps more importantly, was asignificant factor in their being accepted. 14 Canadianborn individuals were more likely to have steady, well-paid employment than the recent
British immigrant. Furthermore, their roots and commitments to family were more
established, making it more difficult to uproot themselves for acause that was already
more distant.' 5 For Desmond Morton, the economic hardships, especially amongst recent
immigrants in the West, caused hunger and disappointment. Enlistment offered away out
to the many British immigrants who had become disillusioned with their situation.' 6
Generally speaking, British immigrants and the unemployed swelled the ranks in the
" Statistics for Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba show that the British-born male population between
the ages of 20 and 45 was 105,518. The Canadian-born population from the same demographic was
136,305. "Male Population of Canada Census of 1911," taken from Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49
12 Canadian Annual, 1914, 196-197
13 Hali
fax Herald, 9Nov 1914
14 Miller, Our Glory, 18
15 See Canadian Annual, 1914, 196-197 and Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 213
16 Morton, A Peculiar, 22. It must be remembered that at the outbreak of the war, the British War Office
informed British reservists living abroad that they could return to Britain or enlist in the appropriate
Dominion contingent. Ithank Dr. P.H. Brennan for this reference.
-
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autumn of 1914. Nicholson concludes that once the source of newly arrived British
immigrants had dried up, replenishment of men proved considerably more difficult and
relied almost entirely on the Canadian-born coming forward. 17 While Miller argues that
Canadian-born enlistments were artificially depressed by the army's desire to enlist men
with military experience, the evidence in the Maritimes is more consistent with
Nicholson's and Morton's socioeconomic arguments. If Miller's hypothesis were
applicable in the Maritimes, the few British enlistments would have been replaced by
eager, but less experienced, Canadian-born men. During the initial months, this was not
the case.
The Maritimes' population of British-born immigrants was negligible, with
British-born males representing less than 1% of all males 20 to 45 years old in Prince
Edward Island, less than 3.5% in New Brunswick, and only 9% in Nova Scotia. Across
the region, the 10,000 British-born males represented approximately 6.5% of the age
range eligible for the army. 18 Comparing the same demographic, the large British-born
populations in Saskatchewan and British Columbia represented 25% and 35% of the
eligible men. Moreover, the Canadian-born demographic was only 25% in British
Columbia and 38% in Saskatchewan, while it was 90% in the Maritimes.' 9 Clearly, the
demographic makeup of English Canada varied considerably across the regions, and
Maritime enlistment must be considered in light of the miniscule British-born population
and its overwhelming Canadian-born population.

17 Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 213
18 The British-born male population between 20 and 45 years old was 10,224 out of atotal of 164,748.
"Foreign-born" individuals, who included all persons not born within the British Empire, make up the
remaining percentage not accounted for.
19 Compared to the Maritimes, British Columbia had approximately five times the number of eligible
British-born men, while Saskatchewan had approximately four times as many. Statistics gathered from
"Male Population of Canada Census of 1911," taken from Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49
-
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The various religious denominations in English Canada also volunteered
differently. Nationally, Anglicans supported the war to the greatest degree, with over
18% of all Anglicans joining the CEF. Approximately 12% Presbyterians participated,
while 10% of Roman Catholics fought in the army, excluding Quebec (only 5% of
Roman Catholics participated when Quebec is included). Methodists and Baptists were
slightly less supportive, with an 8% participation rate. 20 The religious demographic
makeup of the Maritimes is distinct from the rest of English Canada due to the proportion
of Roman Catholics and Baptists (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.121
Percentage

of

People

According

to

Anglican

Roman Catholic

26
16
19
13

15
17
19
35

Religious

Denomination

by

Province/Region

British Columbia
Prairies
Ontario
Maritimes

Presbyterian

Methodist

Baptist

13
16
27
11

4
4
5
18

21
20
21
19

It is impossible, however, to draw conclusions from the denominational demographics.
Among the English Canadian regions, the Maritimes had the lowest percentages of the
two denominations that enlisted most, Anglicans and Presbyterians. British Columbia had
the highest proportion for the same two denominations; yet, over the course of the war,
British Columbia had proportionally fewer voluntary enlistments than the Maritimes. 22
Similarly, by comparing the religious demographics to different population criteria, one

20

See, "Religions of the People by Provinces" table in Blue, Fifth Census of Canada, 1911, 146 and RG

24, vol. 1843, file GAQ 10-47 E, "Religions," undated, [6 Dec 1927]
21 Statistics gathered from ibid., 146
22 Excluding those conscripted into service, 34% of eligible Maritimers volunteered compared to 32% of
eligible British Columbians. See total enlistment figures, less those taken under MSA, in RG 24, vol. 1843,
File GAQ 10-47 E, "Enlistments by Province," undated, [6 December 1927]. For eligible recruiting
demographic, see ages between 20 and 45 years old in "Male Population of Canada Census of 1911,"
taken from Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49
-
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can see (Table 2.2 and 2.3) that religion in English Canada did not make much difference
in enlistment.
Table 2.223
Number of Men per 1000 (of Total Male Population) By Denomination
Anglican

Roman Catholic

Presbyterian

Methodist

Baptist

Total

Maritimes

130

350

190

110

180

960

Ontario

190

190

270

210

50

910

Table 2.324
Number of Recruits per 1000 (of Total Male Population) By Denomination
Anglican

Roman Catholic

Presbyterian

Maritimes

23

35

23

Ontario

34

19

32

Methodist

Baptist

Total

9

14

104

17

4

106

Consequently, the significant demographic anomaly affecting recruiting in the Maritimes
during the early days of the war was the tiny British-born population.
However, initial recruiting shortfalls for the

17t1i

Battalion in August 1914 were

only partly areflection of the demographic makeup of the region. The organization and
recruiting efforts in Nova Scotia under Lt. Col. S.G. Robertson failed to produce the
numbers required to field a full battalion. Robertson's disorganization and lack of
influence undermined a recruiting process that had been effusively supported by the
press. 25 So, too, did the circumstances surrounding the Nova Scotia recruits at Valcartier,
which were discouraging enough to convince a third of the men to go home.
Nevertheless, no public outcry greeted the announcement that Nova Scotia's

23
24

17th

Statistics gathered from Blue, Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 146

The press embraced the possibility of aNova Scotia regiment. See, for example, the Halifax Herald, 2631 Aug 1914. Indeed, when the Nova Scotia regiment failed to be listed in the orders for overseas service,
the paper vigorously reiterated that the regiment was still to go forward and men should enlist quickly.
Halifax Herald, 2Sept 1914.
25
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Battalion would not be amongst the twelve line battalions of the first contingent.
Explaining that "the part of the soldier is to ask no questions but obey," the Herald
defended the importance of the cause and emphasized the likelihood of aNova Scotia
battalion serving in the second contingent. 26 The Herald also touched on the demographic
explanation for the limited number of recruits from the Maritimes in the immediate wave
of war euphoria, lamenting that "Canada's first contingent contained... ONLY 20 p.c.
[per cent] CANADIAN BORN."27 Nova Scotia's male population eligible for enlistment
was over 86 per cent Canadian born. While the first contingent was approximately 80 per
cent British born, less than 9per cent of Nova Scotia's population was Britishborn. 28
Nevertheless, Canada's Minister of Militia, Sam Hughes, spoke tirelessly on how
Canada's role was as aprincipal in the war, not acolony. National pride and imperial
obligation were his message and, in the months following the outbreak of hostilities, the
message proved contagious .
29 Canadians, who might not have identified as strongly with
the 'mother country' as their British-born neighbours, increasingly felt compelled to
participate for the greater cause. In addition to Hughes' public rhetoric, both the Liberal
and Conservative press in English Canada embraced the war as just and necessary.
Importantly for the Maritimes, as part of the second contingent, the region was allocated
its own battalions, the

25 1h

Battalion from Nova Scotia and the

26th

from New Brunswick.

Ibid., 3Sept 1914. Hopeful articles and editorials are found surrounding the late September bid to include
aNova Scotia regiment; however, the any disappointment resulting from the second let-down did not play
out in the press.
27 Emphasis in original. Ibid., 9Nov 1914. The statistics vary somewhat, but Nicholson states that "less
than 30 per cent... had been born in Canada; 65 per cent... from the British Isles
Nicholson, Canadian
Expeditionary Force, 213
28 "Male Population of Canada
Census of 1911," taken from Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49
29 Haycock, Sam Hughes, 199-202.
The perception of the Maritimes contributing slightly fewer men
lingered beyond the reality of the shortcoming. J.G. Scott wrote G.E. Foster, after the latter was critical of
Quebec recruiting numbers, explaining that Foster's comparison of Quebec recruiting to the West was
unfair; rather, Scott felt that the comparison should be between the Maritimes and Quebec, since the
Maritimers were "native born and [had] occupations similar to our own." See Wilfrid Laurier Papers
[NAC], MG 26 G, vol. 713, J.G. Scott to G.E. Foster, 1Dec 1917
26

...."

-
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Rather than lamenting the fate of the l7

Battalion, the press lobbied hard for enlistment

in the new units, which were officially announced in early November 19l4.

°

The

regional battalions established a sense of ownership and pride that was vigorously
supported by the media and politicians, and which swelled recruiting. 31
Public sentiment supported the war from the outset, but as it became apparent that
the war would not be over quickly and as the war became increasingly "Canada's war,"
large-scale enlistment by Canadian-born individuals became fully realized. For all the
public rhetoric and regionally-based battalions, the Canadian involvement in battle
galvanized the broader English speaking population's perception of the importance of the
war to stimulate recruiting. Canadian involvement at Neuve Chapelle, the courageous
stand against German offensive that employed chlorine gas at Ypres, and the Canadian
losses when the Lusitania was torpedoed, helped develop a sense of national pride.
Moreover, involvement in battle affirmed Canada's role as a combatant in the war. 32
Indeed, G.S. Campbell, the chairman of the Nova Scotia Recruiting Association,
concluded that the lagging recruitment at the beginning of the war was due to the
"[inadequate] machinery for bringing before the young men of our Province our vital
interest in the war, the urgent need of men, and the personal responsibility

...

to do his

individual share of the fighting."33 The publicity generated by the involvement of the
CEF in battle made up for the lack of recruiting "machinery." Canadian ownership of its

30 For typical patriotic appeal, see "Let Nova Scotia Be True To Her Traditions and Respond to the Call,"
Halifax Herald, 8Nov 1914,. The recruitment drive of the 251h was daily front-page news in the Herald.
For example, see ibid., 11 and 12 November 1914. On 14 November 1914, the Herald ran regional
recruiting stories, with afill-page editorial appeal on p. 4.
The value of regional representation to spur recruiting was discussed in numerous contexts. See, for
example: Borden Papers, vol. 35, R.L. Borden to J.D. Hazen, 24 Oct 1914 and vol. 39, J.D. Hazen to R.L.
Borden, 30 Nov 1914
32 Haycock,Sam Hughes, 201
33 Borden Papers, vol. 207, Report, "Recruiting in Nova Scotia," G.S. Campbell, 26 July 1916
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role in the war was not immediate, as indicated by the level of Canadian-born recruits
across in the first contingent. Thus, the nation-wide trend to enlist predominantly Britishborn men was exaggerated in Maritime Canada because of the chiefly Canadian-born
population.
If ashortfall of volunteers in Maritime Canada during the recruiting of the first
and, to aslightly lesser degree, the second contingent, was perceived, the explanation is
the demographic makeup of the region. Ultimately, the combination of regionally based
recruiting and the increasing development of national identification with the war effort
catalyzed the recruitment of Canadian-born men in the CEF. It proved as true in the
Maritimes as anywhere else.
Furthermore, as the war stagnated and manpower needs increased, the Militia
Department began refining its recruiting processes. After the first contingent, the
Department granted the rank of Lieutenant Colonel to prominent citizens in various
regions across the country, then left them to use their influence and money to raise the
battalibns. Citizen Recruiting Leagues and Committees began popping up for the purpose
of organizing patriotic rallies and carrying out other activities to encourage enlistment. 34
Territorial areas were set up to facilitate the regional recruiting efforts. In the Maritimes,
various local leading-lights grabbed up the commanding officer appointments and
aggressively recruited with considerable success. Despite the regional structure, Hughes'
system and the haphazard central administration created problems. Competition between
semi-autonomous battalion commanders encouraged overlapping recruiting efforts. For
example, the

60th

(Montreal) Battalion and the PPCLI were pulling from across the

Maritimes until the commander of the

6th

Military Disctrict (the Maritimes) put an end to

34 Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 213-214
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the practice. 35 Not until late 1915 did it became policy to restrict recruiting to asingle
district in order to avoid overlapping recruiting efforts. Nevertheless, throughout 1915
recruiting moved along satisfactorily, with minor changes being implemented as Hughes
saw fit.
In the Maritimes, some prominent citizens were concerned by the sluggish
enlistment at the outset of hostilities. In the spring and summer of 1915, meetings were
held in Halifax where public men of the province rallied support for the recruiting efforts
and formed the Halifax Recruiting Association.

Its success in Halifax highlighted the

lack of organized public appeal across the province, and the Halifax Recruiting
Association expanded its mandate, becoming the Nova Scotia Recruiting Association.
The Provincial Association gave support to regional associations, providing advice,
speakers, music and posters. 36
Typical

of Hughes'

decentralized

administration,

the

regional

recruiting

associations worked semi-independently from the Militia Department. Hughes chose
prominent individuals in various regions to round up recruits, but left the methods up to
these men. The latter would often work with the recruiting associations, but organization
remained ad hoc. Ultimately the success of recruiting had alot to do with the competence
and popularity of the prospective commanding officer. The recruiting associations were
secondary and, in the case of Nova Scotia, the acceptance of their secondary role allowed
for

an

amicable

and productive relationship

between the

Association and the

For more on the effort to stop the 60" Battalion, see RG 24, vol. 4562, File 133-14-1, W.E. Hodgins to
G.O.0 6th Division, 29 May 1915. For more on the PPCLI, see ibid., File 133-10-1 [Illegible], Chief
Recruiting Officer to [W.E. Hodgins], Acting Adjunct General, 6th Division, 11 Oct 1915
36 Borden Papers, vol. 207, Report, "Recruiting in Nova Scotia," G.S. Campbell, 26 July 1916
35
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commanding officers in charge of recruiting for their battalions. This combination
worked well enough to ensure Nova Scotia met its proportional obligation. 37
The number of battalions raised during 1915 reflects the short-term suitability of
Hughes' system. The success across the country was mirrored in the Maritimes. Even
amongst the significant French-speaking minority in New Brunswick, the

l65

Battalion

demonstrated the usefulness of localized recruiting methods. Based in Moncton, under
the command of Lt. Col. L.C. D'Aigle, the 165'h recruited French-speaking Acadians
from across New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. The Battalion
enlisted to full strength with over 1200 men. 38 Indeed, across the Maritimes, over 2700
French-speaking Acadians had voluntarily joined the CEF by the spring of 1917.

Under

Hughes' system, awave- of successful recruiting crossed the country and the Minister was
spurred on by his own success, making increasingly outrageous claims. Even Borden was
swayed by Hughes' optimism, leading to his promise in January, 1916 that 500,000 men
would be raised. Hughes was confident his ad hoc system would "easily" provide the
men. 40
Hughes' plans began to unravel in early 1916. The lack of foresight displayed by
Hughes is well documented. Indeed, those involved in recruitment questioned the
sustainability of Hughes' system of recruiting. 41 The unreasonable expectations of his
system became increasingly apparent throughout 1916 as recruiting failed to provide the

Ibid.
French-speaking Acadians also joined the l32"', 115(11 and 140th Battalions inconsiderable numbers:
between the three, there were 1000 French-speaking recruits. See Kemp Papers, vol. 124, file 41, Report,
"The French Canadians Enlistment," 15 June 1917
'"Statement Showing the Number of French Canadians Enlisted in the Canadian Expeditionary Force
Completed to April 30, 1917." Ibid., 30 Apr 1917. The 165th Battalion was eventually absorbed by the
Canadian Forestry Corps in the summer of 1917.
40 Haycock, Sam Hughes, 207
41 These doubts are well documented. G.S. Campbell alludes to them in his report, Borden Papers, vol. 207,
"Recruiting in Nova Scotia," 26 July 1916
38
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manpower necessary for Canada to live up to its manpower promises to Britain.
Furthermore, the senior officers who had played such alarge part in recruiting amongst
the villages, towns and cities across Canada, and who had been promised command of
battalions were, most often, made surplus once their battalions arrived in Britain and their
men absorbed into reinforcement drafts. Compounding the problem, as discussed
previously, the patronage appointments created asituation of regionally disproportionate
representation. While complaints from surplus officers and men who had lost their
original battalions were beginning to hurt nation-wide recruiting efforts, the impact of
disproportionate representation was felt most acutely in the Maritimes. Recruiting efforts
there were hindered by the continual break-up of Maritime battalions and the inability of
the Maritime units to get across to France.
Under the strain of Canada's new promise of 500,000 men in uniform, recruiters
became increasingly creative in their efforts to secure enlistments. Medical checks
became less and less rigorous. In particular, the St John Medical Board quickly
developed areputation for passing unfit individuals. 42 Working within Hughes' 'more
and more' battalion approach, desperate commanding officers sought out niche groups in
society. The idea for aColoured Battalion from Halifax wa proposed,43 while the 236"
and the 237' (New Brunswick) Battalions actively recruited in the United States. 44 More
profitably, the appeal to asense of heritage was seen as useful, meaning most of the new

RG 24, vol. 4564, file 133-44-3, J.S. Bentley, MD to Captain D.A. Laurie, 19 Jul 1916
For more on the Coloured Battalion, see ibid., vol. 4562, File 133-17-1,
"Coloured Battalion
(Organization)"
" For more on the 2371h Battalion, which recruited in Military Districts 4, 5, 6and 7, and their recruiting in
the United States, see ibid., vol. 4564, file 133-44-3. For the efforts of the 236111 to recruit in the United
States, see ibid., vol. 4583, file 45-1-16, P. A. Guthrie to G.O.C., Military District No. 6, 21 June 1917

42
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Maritime battalions ended up being Highland units.45 Similar scenes were repeated across
the country as recruiters desperately tried to achieve the lofty goals set in Ottawa.
Across the country civilian recruiting leagues became aware of the inadequacies
of Hughes' arbitrary policy and concluded that voluntary enlistment could no longer
provide adequate resources. Industry, timber, mining and agriculture were beginning to
feel the pressures of wartime manpower shortages. The manpower burden was becoming
increasingly unequal and many began to focus on French Quebec's failure to contribute
its share. 46 There is no evidence of the Maritimes' contribution being highlighted for
criticism. Indeed, many people in the Maritimes shared the negative sentiment towards
Quebec. 47 Recruiting leagues from across the country began to suggest ideas from the
creation of anational register to the more radical idea of conscription. The Nova Scotia
Recruiting League called for "the Government

...

to decide who were to go to the front,

and who were to do their duty at home."48 The Nova Scotia Steel Company made a
similar appeal .
49 The New Brunswick legislature enacted legislation recommending the
Dominion Government adopt ascientific enrolment plan to help protect agriculture and
industry. 50 Thus, the attitude of Maritime recruiters was, for the most part, similar to the
attitude of recruiters across the country.
For all the similarities with other parts of English Canada, the Maritime
recruitment problem was compounded by the meager battalion representation at the front.

The 236th New Brunswick Battalion or, "The New Brunswick Kilties Sir Sam's Own" were amongst
the many Highland outfits. For the perceived importance of the Highland image to recruiting, see ibid.,
P.A. Guthrie to Secretary, Militia Council, 16 Oct 1916. Those of Scottish heritage made up 25% of the
population across the Maritimes.
46 Haycock, Sam Hughes, 208
See, for example, Borden Papers, vol. 207, G.S. Campbell to R.L. Borden, 26 July 1916
48 thid Report, "Recruiting in Nova Scotia," G.S. Campbell, 26 July 1916
49 Haycock, San Hughes, 209
50 Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 219
45

47

-
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Nova Scotia Recruiting Association Chairman, G.S. Campbell, had been hopeful that the
announcement of the Maritime Brigade in early 1916 marked a sincere change in
Maritime fortunes and would facilitate aconsiderable recruiting drive through the spring
of 1916. However, Campbell quickly came up against Hughes, who resented Campbell's
rationale for the Brigade. Hughes' personal interference and his lack of sympathy for
proportional representation left the Recruiting Association "seriously handicapped." 51 By
September 1916, Campbell was desperate. Recruiting for the required reserve battalion
had ground to ahalt because the Brigade itself had still not left for England. 52 Similarly,
Lieutenant-Colonel J.L. McAvity appealed to create the
most realistic opportunity to recruit volunteers, since the

26th

26 th

Reserve Battalion as the
New Brunswick Battalion

was "the only New Brunswick Battalion which has as yet gone to the Front as aUnit." 53
Even as recruitment was falling off to worrisome levels across the country, Hughes failed
to recognize the importance of regional representation, handicapping recruiting efforts in
the Maritimes.
The plight of individual Maritime battalions has already been discussed.

The

frustration over the marginal treatment of the region affected recruiting efforts from the
outset with the mishandling of the

17th

Battalion. As previously noted, Lt. Col. Cameron

felt that the proposed obliteration of his 171h Reserve Battalion in August 1916 would
have adetrimental effect on recruiting. 54 In addition to the undercurrent of complaints
from prominent individual officers like Cameron, Fowler, Kirkpatrick, Beer, limes and
51
52

13

Borden Papers, vol. 196, G.S. Campbell to R.L. Borden, 3Feb 1916
lbid vol. 75, G.S. Campbell to R.L. Borden, 16 Sept 1916
RG 24, vol. 4574, file 3-9-23, J.L. McAvity to [P.A. Guthrie] G.O.C. Troops New Brunswick, 28 Oct

1916. McAvity had taken the 26" (New Brunswick) Battalion to France and commanded it in action. He
suffered abreakdown after the St. Eloi battle which was officially attributed to "stress of service". An
experienced officer, he continued to serve in the CEF after he returned to Canada in the late spring of 1916.
RG 150, CEF Personnel Records, TJ McAvity file. Iwish to thank Dr. P.H. Brennan for this reference.
54 Borden Papers, vol. 45, D.D. Cameron to G.O.C., 2nd G.T. Brigade, undated
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Robertson, and the consistent disbanding of Maritime battalions was beginning to elicit
negative commentary in the press.

For example, in the autumn of 1916, The Kings

County Record alluded to the perpetual dissolution of local battalions when it ran along
editorial on the recruiting problem in the region. 55 Early in 1917, the Moncton Daily
Times ran aseries of stories on how the "Old

145th

was 'busted up." 56 Still, any lingering

resistance towards enlistment because of the treatment accorded to the Maritime units
was muted. Furthermore, there existed no indication that these complaints actually had
any tangible affect on recruiting. Under Hughes' system of regional recruiting, men from
the Maritimes seemed willing to enlist with neighbours at the behest of prominent local
community leaders and, through the course of the war, had enlisted at rates comparable to
the rest of English Canada. 57 The fact that their units were more likely to be broken up
seems to have gone unnoticed or was disregarded by the general public in the Maritimes.
Even after Hughes' departure, the lingering structure of his administration
plagued recruiting efforts, just as it plagued the army's efforts to redress the patronage
issues discussed previously. Nova Scotia Senator W.H. Thorne explained to Hughes'
successor, Kemp, that the "conduct of militia business in this province has become a
farce

•

While Hughes' dismissal ushered in an era of professional administration,

tough decisions to undo the Hughes' legacy were immediately necessary. After having
nearly every one of the region's units dissolved or merged by Hughes, the new army

Kings County Record, 10 Nov 1916
As galling as the loss of another Maritime battalion was, it was matched by coverage of the unit's band
being sent off to the 1791h Battalion from Winnipeg. Moncton Daily Times, 22 Jan 1917
57 Statistically, under the voluntary system, 34% of eligible men in the Maritimes volunteered. This
compared to 40% in Ontario, 36% on the Prairies, and 32% for British Columbia and the Yukon. See total
enlistment figures, less those taken under MSA in RG 24, vol. 1843, file GAQ 10-47 B "Enlistments by
Province," undated, [6 Dec 1927]. For eligible recruiting demographic, see ages between 20 and 45 years
old in "Male Population of Canada Census of 1911," taken from Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49
58 lbid., vol. 193, "Minister of Militia, Congratulations, L to W, "W.H. Thome to A.E. Kemp, 25 Nov 1916
55
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administration was forced to dissolve the highly publicized Nova Scotia Highland
Brigade.

The hard-pressed recruiters from the Maritimes were perplexed at their

misfortune. Under the system being created, the CEF had no room for an entire brigade
of green battalions. Furthermore, reinforcements were needed after the grim losses on the
Somme

-

25000 killed and wounded. Lt. J.W. Maddin, who stood to become another

surplus officer from the decision, appealed directly to Borden. Maddin feared years of
continual mistreatment of the Maritimes had "combined to create an atmosphere of
dissatisfaction and distrust

...

which affected recruiting and made it evident that some

new basis must be found on which men could be asked to enlist." Moreover, according to
Maddin, dissolving the unit would be seen as a
"...breach of faith on behalf of the Canadian Government and how owing
to the conditions existing in the Province of Nova Scotia this order must
necessarily prevent the effective cooperation of the remainder of the men
in that province in the prosecution of the war." 59
Recruiting associations echoed Maddin's complaints. The Sydney Recruiting Committee
sent aplea to Borden strongly protesting the breakup of the Highland Brigade, explaining
that "the pomise made by [Hughes] to these men must be carried into effect if only from
the standpoint alone of future recruiting

F. MacDonald, aSydney lawyer, made a

similar appeal to Borden, arguing that "if the Brigade is going to be split up to fill the
wastage in Montreal and Toronto Regiments, we lose

...

hope [for future recruiting]." 6'

Of course, their predictions for the Brigade's future were correct. During the month of
December, English-speaking units from Quebec received over 900 men recruited in Nova

59

60
61

Borden Papers, vol. 45, J.W. Maddin to R.L. Borden, 9Dec 1917
Ibid., W.A. Richardson, F.A. Crawell, J.F. Miles to R.L. Borden, 11 Dec 1916
Ibid., F. MacDonald to R.L. Borden, 14 Dec 1916
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Scotia. 62 With only two battalions serving in France at this time and the regional Brigade
dissolved, Maddin's ominous forecast for recruiting was accepted with resignation by
recruiting administrators across the region.
In an effort to stimulate national recruiting numbers, Borden and R.B. Bennett
commenced aspeaking tour of Canada. Campbell was extremely hopeful that Borden's
visit would help offset the negative publicity generated by the CEF's decisions to
dissolve Maritime battalions. 63 However, after taking nearly the entire month of
December touring

Canada,

Borden found himself swamped with administrative

responsibilities. When Borden was forced to withdraw from the speaking engagements a
week later, Campbell was deeply distressed. He nevertheless made the most of Borden's
replacement, J.D. Hazen, who spoke with R.B. Bennett to packed houses in Halifax and
St John. 64 Indeed, the brief visit by Hazen and Bennett marked the beginning of a
conscious public relations campaign to improve the image of the CEF in the aftermath of
the Hughes' era.
In the context of the new administration, speaking engagements and the press
facilitated the general awareness of the increasing need for enlistments across the
Maritimes. In the daily newspapers, desperate pleas for new recruits continued as they
had since the beginning of the war. Newspapers provided free space for the recruiting
committees to argue their case. They advertised for men in schools, churches, theatres,
Richard Ernest William Turner Papers [NAC], MG 30 E46, vol. 10, file 68, R.E.W. Turner to G.H.
Perley, 26 Feb 1917. One of the 900 was Pvt. Will Bird of the 193'' (Nova Scotia Highland) Battalion who
was sent to reinforce Montreal's 42nd (Black Watch) Battalion. Bird, of course, survived the war, and
during the interwar years, became the country's most popular writer of Great War memoirs and novels.
Will Bird, Ghosts Have Warm Hands: A Memoir of the Great War, first published 1930 (Nepean: CEF
Books, 1997), 1-5 and Jonathan Vance, Death So Noble: Memory, Meaning and the First World War
Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1997), 195-7
See Borden Papers, vol. 68, G.S. Campbell to R.L. Borden, 18 Dec 1916 and G. S. Campbell to R.L.
Borden, 26 Dec 1916
64 See ibid., J.D. Hazen to R.L. Borden, 6Jan 1917 and Tilley to R.L. Borden, 8Jan 1917
62
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and factories. Individuals went out canvassing neighbourhoods. 65 In the spring of 1917,
Nova Scotia MP F.B McCurdy happily informed the Minister of Militia, E.A. Kemp, that
"people were turning out well" to the recruiting rallies. 66 Nevertheless, despite the
publicity and appeals which permeated every part of society, recruiting dwindled. Still,
by this point, failing enlistments were anational characteristic and newspaper editorials,
recruiting leagues and politicians did not suggest that the Maritimes was failing its
obligation.
Maritime recruitment leagues and commanding officers faced many of the same
obstacles as recruiters from across English-speaking Canada. However, making the
Maritime recruiters' job more challenging was the lack of British-born immigrants who,
across the country, demonstrated more willingness to enlist for overseas service. Further,
Maritime recruiters faced adifficult task in assuring volunteers that they would be kept
together because of the serious under-representation of Maritime units in the trenches.
Ultimately, any adverse impact resulting from the regional misrepresentation remains
impossible to quantify

-

for contemporaries, however, the concern was very real.

Ironically, Hughes' recruiting system was ideally suited for recruiting locally amongst the
significant French-speaking population across the region. Still, despite these obstacles to
recruiting, the Maritime Provinces contributed proportionally as much as the other
regions of English-speaking Canada. By mid 1916, they had recruited 32,608 men for
the CEF from an eligible male population of approximately 164,000. Contributing about
20% of its eligible population, the Maritimes lagged proportionally behind Ontario,
Alberta and Manitoba/Saskatchewan, which, over the same period, recruited about 28%
65 Halifax Morning Chronicle, 27 Nov 1917
66 Kemp Papers, vol. CO 1, file 13 1(a), "McCurdy, F.B. 1916-1917," F.B. McCurdy to A.E. Kemp, 13 Apr
1917
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of their eligible males. The Maritimes did, however, contribute nearly on par with British
Columbia, which recruited 34,885 men from apool of approximately 151,000, or about
23%. Quebec's population resources and meager contribution of about 11% became the
obvious focus for advocates of asystem that would arbitrarily distribute sacrifice across
the country. Indeed, the Maritimes had recruited only 6,000 fewer soldiers than all of
Quebec, which had more than twice the population. 67 Despite falling numbers, Maritime
enlistment was actually stronger through the spring arid summer of 1917, making up
ground on Ontario and the West. 68 By the time the voluntary system had run its course,
there was nothing to. distinguish between the proportional participation of the Maritimes
and the rest of English Canada. 69
The perception of contribution was as important as the actual contribution when
manpower shortages became an increasingly high profile issue. In fact, from very early
on, the public perception was that the Maritimes was doing its part. After Borden's 1916
New Year's promise of 500,000 men, an evaluation of the contribution was made to that
point. The

Halifax

Morning Chronicle proudly devoted an entire page to "Nova Scotia's

splendid rally" for men after the poor showing in the first contingent. The paper
concluded that the shortfall with the first contingent had been due to poor organization
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Recruitment number by province or region are taken from Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 31 "Memorandum

Regarding the Absorbtion [sic] of Quebec and British Columbia Battalions at the Front," undated [Feb
1917]. A copy of the memorandum is also available in Borden Papers, vol. 75. The date is identified in a
covering letter: ibid., G.H. Perley to R.L. Borden, 2Apr 1917. Percentage contributions are arrived at by
comparing recruitment numbers to the "Male Population of Canada—Census of 1911," (ages 20-45
inclusive) taken from Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49. The higher percentage referred to previously is taken
from all voluntary enlistment throughout the course of the war, not just until 1916.
68 Once firmer numbers were established after the war, it was revealed that under the voluntary system,
34% of eligible men in the Maritimes volunteered. This compared to 40% in Ontario, 36% on the Prairies,
and 32% for British Columbia and the Yukon. (noted above) It is also interesting to note that it was not
until the summer of 1917 that the numbers of Canadian-born soldiers serving with the CEF were on par
with British-born.
69 As noted above, the 34% enlistment amongst eligible men was comparable to BC and the Prairies,
though slightly lower than Ontario.
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and the fact that Maritime recruiting efforts were hindered by the careless absorption of
Maritime units into unrelated battalions. Finally, the Morning Chronicle gushed:
"Altogether Nova Scotia has done exceedingly well in the response she has made with
her young manhood to the great appeal in the cause of Freedom."7° Likewise, the Sydney
Record found the Maritime response to the call to arms "spontaneous and hearty."71 The
editorial response to recruiting in the Wolfville Acadian declared that the Maritimes had
reacted to the appeal for men with solemn responsibility. 72 In the public forum,
perception was generally that the Maritimes was doing its part in supplying men and
resources to the war effort.
Likewise, within the government and army administration, no suspicion towards
the Maritime contribution surfaced. Rather, as recruiting reached new lows in the spring
of 1917, the Maritime Provinces were amongst the only ones able to sustain their
allotment of battalions with sufficient reinforcements while still supplying reserves to
under-strength English-speaking Montreal units. Quebec's inability to supply sufficient
recruits to reinforce its allotment of battalions was well-known and the largely Frenchspeaking province took much of the blame for recruiting shortages. 73 From June 1916
through February 1917, other provinces had supplied nearly 5,000 men to Englishspeaking Quebec battalions. 74 By the end of January, the

731(

(Canadian Black Watch)

Battalion had in excess of 500 men from regions other than Montreal with another 130
reinforcements from Nova Scotia having been earmarked to join, once their training was
70 Hali
fax Morning Chronicle, 1Jan 1916
'Sydney Record, 12 Jan 1916
72 WoifrilleAcadian, 14 Jan 1914
73 A pamphlet was prepared describing the composition of the CEF in preparation for the conscription fight
in 1917. Borden received it in July 1917 for circulation in Canada. The pamphlet singles out Quebec alone
for the manpower shortages of the CEF. The Maritimes are not mentioned. See Department of Militia and
Defence Papers [NAC], RG 9, Volume 55, "Our Boys Overseas."
7 Turner Papers, vol. 10, file 71, G.H. Perley to D. Watson, 22 Mar 1917
4
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complete. The 12 1h Canadian Infantry Brigade's Commanding Officer, Brig. Gen. J.H.
MacBrien, was convinced that the 73

d

should be made aNova Scotia battalion since so

many of the recruits sustaining it were filtering in from Nova Scotia. 75
The Maritime experience in 1917 was similar to the rest of English-speaking
Canada, which by this point was also drawing largely on Canadian-born individuals.
Morton explains that recruiting changed from aserious problem in 1916 to anational
crisis in 1917. Across the country industry and farming interests complained that the
recruiting system had swept away irreplaceable labour. During 1916, the National
Service Board had failed in its mandate to allocate manpower more efficiently. Calgary
lawyer R.B. Bennett's plan for national registration to aid the National Service Board
failed too. 76 The manpower resources in England were insufficient to meet a year's
wastage and enlistments were sagging to the lowest levels since the outbreak of the war.
After Hughes' dismissal, George Perley was given control of the CEF through his
appointment as Minister of Overseas Military Forces of Canada. Through 1917, Perley
worked closely with Edward Kemp and General Turner to establish regionally
proportional representation as part of a series of efforts to repair the desperate
reinforcement situation. 77 Through the summer of 1917, national enlistments fell below
4000 per month for the first time. 78 The voluntary enlistment system was untenable.
Manitoba had an allotment of battalions appropriate to its enlistments and population, but
could no longer supply the necessary recruits to maintain them, illustrating the gravity of
Ibid., Report,
Canadian Division A," J.H. MacBrien, 29 Jan 1917
76 Morton,A Peculiar, 128. For more see Henry Borden, ed., Robert LairdBorden: His Memoirs, (Toronto:
MacMillan, 1938),609-11
77 Kemp was Minister of Militia and Turner was GOC [General Officer Commanding] Canadians in
71
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England. For more on the changes implemented by Perley to make the CEF more professional to help
recruiting, see Morton, A Peculiar, 101-104.
78 RG 24, vol. 1843, file GAQ 10-47 E, "Voluntary Enlistments May
December, 1917," S.C. Mewburn,
undated
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the manpower shortage. By September 1917, Manitoba reserves could only reinforce the
province's seven infantry battalions for another three months.

Alberta was in worse

shape, with only one month's reinforcements available for its four infantry battalions.
Meanwhile, British Columbia was in the process of losing several of its battalions to
Ontario .
79 Despite Perley's genuine efforts to redistribute battalions regionally, the
Maritimes only had four battalions in the Corps in the spring of 1917.

With more

manageable 'wastage,' Maritime enlistments were sufficient to sustain reinforcements for
its battalions and, in many instances, picked up the slack for Montreal battalions. 80
Conscription was increasingly considered necessary and, by the summer, Borden made it
the policy on which he would run for re-election.
The Maritime recruiting experience was typical of most of English-speaking
Canada. Initial shortcomings were due partly to poor organization and the lack of
regional representation. More importantly, the enlistment numbers seemed low initially
because of the region's tiny British-born population. Recruiting followed the same trend
in the old Eastern Provinces as in the West, the difference being the large British
immigrant population west of Ontario. However, as Canadian-born citizens from across
Canada embraced the war, so too did Maritimers, leading to strong enlistment numbers
from across the region. Surprisingly, little evidence suggests that the pronounced underrepresentation of regional battalions and the common occurrence of Maritime soldiers
During the last 18 months of the war, British Columbia would see the Canadian Corps transform four of
its seven infantry battalions into Ontario units to prevent their disbandment.
80 Kemp Papers, vol. 75, file 100, "Reinforcements 1917" [unsigned], to A.E. Kemp, 5 Sept 1917. As
discussed previously, it was very difficult to dissolve Montreal battalions because of their powerful patrons.
Moreover, because of its immense political and economic clout, Montreal had been given more battalions
than could reasonably be reinforced from Montreal or the rest of Englishspeaking Quebec alone. To
supply the necessary reinforcements, other regions, mainly the Maritimes, had to make up the difference.
The same predicament faced British Columbia in 1917-18, though with no outside source of
reinforcements, that province lost her battalions, and not without considerable political grumbling. Iwish
to thank Dr. P.H. Brennan for the British Columbia reference.
79
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being allocated to Quebec formations resulted in fewer enlistments. While both trends
speak to the marginal character of the region, neither can be directly tied to any
diminishing support for the war. Rather, the evidence suggests that over the course of the
war the Maritimes fulfilled its proportional obligation.

Even the significant French-

speaking minority did not significantly skew the region's ability to 'do its part.'
Ultimately, the Atlantic provinces responded similarly to the rest of English-speaking
Canada and, despite some regional nuances, their recruiting experience was characteristic
of the larger English-speaking Canadian experience.
By the end of the Hughes' administration, the problems with recruiting were not
isolated to the Maritimes. By early 1917, the voluntary system had completely collapsed.
Registration and conscription were openly discussed as options to maintain the Canadian
Corps' fighting capabilities. As the Maritime resolve for war was tested by the call for
recruits, it would be tested again in an election where the only issue would be whether to
support aUnion government in favour of conscription or the traditional Liberal party
which was opposed.
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CHAPTER THREE
Follow the Leader: Union's Maritime Success

On the evening of 17 December 1917, Prime Minister Borden received acable
from his Nova Scotia campaign organizer, GS Campbell, wishing him congratulations on
his election to parliament and the general result across the country. Campbell noted the
disappointing result in Nova Scotia generally, adding that he thought the soldiers vote
might improve matters. 1 The Halifax Herald made no attempt to disguise its disgust with
Nova Scotia "stay-at-homers," ridiculing them for "uniting with Quebec" and lamenting
the "shameful Christmas message to her hero-sons overseas."2 Both Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island voted in a majority Laurier-Liberal opposition, while in New
Brunswick four of thirteen seats went to the Liberals. While Campbell was correct about
the soldier vote changing the outcome in numerous seats, the Maritimes, on the whole,
failed to support the win-the-war government. Using the election as ameasure of support
for the war, Maritime Canada appeared not to embrace the war to the same degree as the
rest of English Canada. Certain regional trends, like the role of the press, demographic
representation, and significant socio-political movements, need to be explored to
understand what was, within the Canadian context, the apparently anomalous voting
pattern of the Maritimes.
The English-language press was in the forefront of the English-Canadian patriotic
response to the war effort, for the most part decrying the partisan politics that were
compromising the war effort and championing the Union cause. Throughout the

'Borden Papers,, vol. 227, Campbell to Borden, 17 Dec 1917
Herald, 19, 20 and 22 Dec 1917

2 Halfax
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Maritimes, traditionally Liberal and Conservative newspapers found amiddle ground to
advocate Union and the "win-the-war" effort. In New Brunswick, every major English
daily supported the Union government. However, across the Straight of Northumberland,
the support was inconsistent. Among certain Liberal dailies in Nova Scotia endorsement
was lukewarm, while in Prince Edward Island the Liberal Island Patriot vehemently
opposed everything Union.

The influence of the newspapers on public opinion is,

however, difficult to judge. Whether the press influenced public opinion or was a
reflection of public opinion or simply imparted the views of its editors and publishers, the
reaction of the press indicates that forces were at work within the English-speaking
Maritime region which did not embrace Union to the same degree as the rest of Englishspeaking Canada. Furthermore, a critical difference in the perception of Union
government emerged in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. There, support for Union
was not intrinsically correlated with support for a"win-the-war" government, nor was
Union seen as necessary to ensure Canada. would fight "as anation and an ally." 3 Rather,
for many, Union was seen as apartisan aberration of the traditional Conservative Party.

The demographics of Maritimes were unique amongst the Canadian regions. The
mostly rural population was overwhelmingly Canadian-born,4 and the British-born
proportion was the lowest in English-speaking Canada. Nevertheless, the region was
predominantly of British ancestry. 5 A significant French-speaking population of Acadians
resided in each province. In New Brunswick, just under one-third of the population was
R. Matthew Bray concludes that support for Union was the expression of English-speaking Canada's
resolution to fight 'as anation and an ally.' See his "Fighting as an Ally'," 166-168.
4Nova Scotia had the smallest rural population (62% rural), while New Brunswick (72% rural) and Prince
Edward Island (84% rural) were even more disproportionately rural. See Fi
fth ,
Census of Canada, 1911,
529-530.
The term "British" refers to the demographic considered British in the 1911 census and includes English,
Irish, Scots, Welsh and anyone coming from any other part of the British Empire.
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French-speaking, congregating mostly in the northern constituencies of Westmoreland,
Victoria and Madawaska, Gloucester, Kent, and Restigouche. 6 In Nova Scotia, the most
significant French-speaking populations were in the south-central constituencies of
Digby, Richmond, and Yarmouth, but, unlike New Brunswick, these constituencies
contained English-speaking majorities. 7 Similarly, the constituency of Prince in Prince
Edward Island had asignificant minority of French-speaking voters. Consequently, apart
from the slightly larger Acadian population in New Brunswick, and some slight regional
differences, the Maritimes were largely homogenous. 8
The labour movement in parts of the Maritimes was well organized, with the coal
miners of Nova Scotia forming the foundation. Ernest Forbes notes that labour's position
strengthened during the war, playing on the government's fear of awork stoppage to
consolidate their union.

By 1919, District No. 26 was "the largest cohesive body of

organized labour in the country." 9 At first glance, given that Canadian labour did not
fervently support the war and fiercely opposed conscription, the wartime expansion of
labour unions across the Maritimes might explain the underwhelming Union Party
support. 1° While organized labour certainly had some influence in the industrial areas of
Nova Scotia, the. movement's impact on voting should not be overstated.

6There were French-speaking majorities in each constituency except Westmoreland, where their population
represented about 45% of the electorate. See Blue, Fifth Census of Canada, 1911, 181-91
See Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 192-205
8 A couple of notable anomalies include overwhelming Scottish populations in the Nova Scotia
constituencies of Pictou and Inverness and the Prince Edward Island constituency of Kings. Lunenberg,
Nova Scotia contained an overwhelming majority of German descendants. See ibid., 200-203.
Forbes, Maritimes Rights, 39-40
10 Charles Lipton notes that the labour movement generally "[held] back fervent support for the war." See
Charles Lipton, The Trade Union Movement of Canada 1827-1959 (Montreal: Canadian Social
Publications, 1967), 165. Martin Robin concludes that there was "little support for the assumption that
organized labour quietly and patriotically acquiesced to the sacrifices imposed by the war crisis." See
Martin Robin, "Registration, Conscription, and Independent Labour Politics, 1916-1917," Canadian
Historical Review, vol. 47, no. 2(June, 1966), 10 1. See pages 102-103 for more on the revulsion towards
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In attempting to understand why the Maritimes failed to embrace the Union cause
to the degree shown in the rest of English Canada, the political situation in Nova
Scotia/Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick will be juxtaposed. They had asimilar
regional perspective with similar demographics. In the aftermath of the election, leaders
concluded that the strong partisan politics of the region were too engrained to
overcome." However, this explanation is incomplete. Crucially, Union failed to acquire
adominant figure to advance and manage their cause in Nova Scotia or Prince Edward
Island, whereas in New Brunswick, Prime Minister Borden was able to secure Frank B.
Carvell, aprominent Liberal, 12 to run for Union and mastermind the provincial campaign.
The press reflected the personal influence and appeal of the leadership in each province.
Both Liberal and Conservative English-speaking newspapers fervently supported Carvell
and Union in New Brunswick, and under his dynamic leadership Union carried every
constituency with an English-speaking majority. With no dominant, skilled local
leadership developing in either of the other provinces, the press failed to drop partisan
differences and advocate Union to the same degree, and the Unionist cause was only
recovered by the careful allocation of the soldier vote. 13

On Easter Monday 1917, fighting as an integrated unit for the first time, the
Canadian Corps captured Vimy Ridge. The intricate training and detailed planning that
preceded the battle enabled the Corps to achieve a splendid victory.
victory included over 10000 casualties.

But the cost of

In fact, during April and May, the Corps

conscription. Robin ultimately concludes that "blood was thicker than water," with most trade unionists
voting as Anglo-Canadians, supporting Union during the election for patriotic reasons despite their deep
reservations about conscription and the Borden government.
11 See, for instance, Henry Borden, ed., Robert Laird Borden, 761
12 English, Decline ofPolitics, 130
13 English demonstrates no central organization came together in either Nova Scotia or Prince Edward
Island. Ibid., 172-76
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sustained nearly 24000 casualties, while recruiting efforts in Canada had managed to
raise only 11290 men. This shortfall was predictable, as recruiting had been declining
steadily for over a year, to the point that all hopes for a sixth division had been
abandoned the previous October. 14 A last-ditch effort to revive the Home Defence Force,
which would have freed 50000 recruits in Canada for overseas duty
conscription question

-

failed to gamer the necessary men.

-

and avoided the

Recently returned from

visiting the men at the front, the Prime Minister realized that further attempts to raise the
required manpower by any other means than conscription simply delayed the inevitable. 15
Despite the intensely partisan nature of Canadian politics, conscription was an
issue that appealed to individuals of both political backgrounds. Given the severity of the
manpower crisis, both conscription and coalition were debated in cabinet on 17 May. All
agreed conscription was necessary.

16

The following day, Borden informed Parliament

that the voluntary recruitment system could no longer yield sufficient reinforcements to
keep the Canadian Corps in the field. Many English-speaking Liberal MPs joined their
Conservative colleagues in celebrating the announcement.
Borden had forced the issue by publicly announcing the government's intention to
impose compulsory military service, leaving the option for coalition open to Laurier. In
English-speaking Canada, both the Liberal and Conservative press had been encouraging
conscription as the only viable alternative to the inadequate voluntary system, and

'
4Nicho1son, Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1919, 341
15 The importance of Borden's visit with the troops should not be understated. English notes that the praise
lavished on him after the victory at Vimy was difficult to resist. Moreover, the gravity of the position the
allies now found themselves in had not been evident to him before his visit. English, Decline of Politics,
127-28.
16 Robert Craig Brown, Robert Laird Borden: A Biography, Vol. II:
1914-193 7(Toronto: Macmillan,
1980), 84
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embraced the move. Across English Canada, both Liberals and Conservatives attended
public rallies in favour of conscription. 17 Laurier' sposition became increasingly difficult
as the division over conscription began to create ayawning rift within his own party.

Maritime Liberals emphasized the need to approach the situation with grave
caution. Most saw conscription as necessary and apparently widely supported by the
public. Still, the party was divided, and amajority felt an election over such an incendiary
issue ought not to be launched by apartisan government.' 8 Nova Scotia Premier George
H. Murray concluded that some sort of coalition government was the best solution.' 9
Moreover, Murray and WS Fielding, a former Nova Scotia premier and minister of
finance under Laurier, agreed that the Nova Scotia electorate would want a coalition
government to move

conscription forward.

Like their Nova Scotia colleagues,

conscriptionist Liberals from across the country, including such luminaries as Michael
Clark, Frank Carvell, George Graham, Fred Pardee, Newton Rowell and John W. Dafoe,
hounded Laurier to accept some sort of coalition over the conscription issue. In the early
stages of the debate, it appeared that the conscriptionist Liberals would be able, by the
weight of their will and numbers, to force Laurier's acceptance of coalition to implement
compulsory military service. 20

Clearly, Laurier was in a difficult position. He understood that many of his
followers outside Quebec favoured conscription and the idea of acoalition or "national

English, Decline ofPolitics, 130
Laurier Papers, vol. 709, G.H. Murray to W. Laurier, 2 June 1917. See also Bruce Fergusson, Mr.
Minister of Finance, Vol. 2 (Windsor, NS: Lancelot Press, 1971), 171; and J. Murray Beck, Politics of
Nova Scotia, Vol. 2(Halifax: Tantallon /Four East Publications, 1988), 68
19 As early as June 1917, Murray was lobbying Laurier to consider coalitiqn government, given the
volatility and importance of the conscription issue. See Laurier Papers, vol. 709, G.H. Murray to W.
Laurier, 2June 1917
20 English, Decline ofPolitics, 158
17
18
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government" of some sort. Conversely, he worried about Quebec's response and the
devastating affect aconscriptionist coalition would have on his support there. Since the
outbreak of the war, Henri Bourassa had claimed that Laurier's support for the war would
eventually lead to conscription, and Laurier knew his advocacy would be translated as
betrayal. 21 While Laurier could not accept conscription, he did not say so publicly until
early June when compelled to declare aposition by Borden's direct offers to set up a
coalition government and the increasing pressure from within his party to negotiate with
the Prime Minister. By turning down Borden's proposals for coalition on 6June, Laurier
forced an election over the issue

-

awartime election positioning conscription as aparty

measure. Brown notes that this gave Laurier the time he needed to consolidate the anticonscriptionist forces and to win back those Liberals who were wavering. 22 The issue
was not black and white and Laurier intended to maneuver amongst the shades of gray,
aided by the considerable pull of party loyalty and deep-rooted political partisanship.

Despite Laurier's objection to coalition, Borden began to look for support in the
Liberal camp beyond Laurier. Realizing that he was winning little support with federal
Liberals, Borden began to solicit provincial Liberals and known Liberal supporters who
were not formally involved in party politics. Borden had meetings with Ontario premier
Newton Rowell, who, despite Laurier's strong objection to any sort of cooperation,
expressed cautious interest. In late June, Sir Clifford Sifton, owner of the Manitoba Free
Press, quite suddenly dropped his support for Laurier, becoming one of Borden's most
important Liberal allies. Sifton's influence in the West became immediately clear as he
began coaxing prominent western Liberals like Manitoba Free Press editor John W.

21
22

Brown, Robert Laird Borden, Vol. II, 87
English, Decline ofPolitics, 133-134. See also, Brown, Robert Laird Borden, Vol. II, 89
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Dafoe and James Calder, the number two man in the Martin Liberal government of
Saskatchewan, toward Borden and his coalition plans.
The division in the federal Liberal party was realized on 5 July. When Parliament
voted on the Military Service Act, two thirds of the party's English-speaking MPs sided
with the government. The division on the vote, instead of reflecting the partisan interests
of parliament, mirrored acultural divide

-

that English Canada supported conscription

and French Canada did not. 23 At aLiberal convention in Winnipeg in early August, many
Western Liberals sought to get Laurier to cease his open hostility towards conscription.
However, due to Laurier's considerable popularity, and back-room maneuvering, the
convention failed to address the conscription issue but instead' resolutely endorsed
Laurier's leadership. In late July, aconvention of Ontario-based Liberals met with the
intention of declaring for a conscriptionist coalition with suitable terms. 24 Once again,
support for Laurier's leadership became the focus. while issues of coalition and
conscription became secondary, meaning the pro-conscriptionist push for coalition failed.
Despite these initial setbacks, conscription was too important for many EnglishCanadian Liberals to concede and Borden astutely continued to offer political refuge to
Liberal conscription supporters .
25 By the end of September, he had set up parliamentary
committees with equal Liberal and Conservative representation.

However, these

committees had no real power, and the Liberals pushed for equal representation in the
cabinet as abetter test of Borden's intentions. By October, he agreed to accommodate
them, causing an uproar among many of the extreme partisans within his own party.

23
24
25

English, Decline ofPolitics, 139-40
Ibid, 144-45
lbid, 158
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Nonetheless, Borden demonstrated fairness and resolve by shuffling the cabinet in midOctober to accommodate Liberals Frank Carvell, Frank Cochrane, A.K. Maclean and
Gideon Robertson.
In New Brunswick, Frank Carvell was a strong political figure and his
appointment was well received by the press. As early as August, he had been projected
as a suitable candidate to be a minister in the cabinet by both the Liberal and
Conservative press, though partisan political editorials attacking and defending Carvell
continued through September. 26 Carvell's appointment to cabinet at the expense of J.D.
'Hazen, the most prominent New Brunswick Conservative MP, came as ashock to many
New Brunswick Tories. .27 Nevertheless, with astrong mandate from the Prime Minister,
Carvell was given the difficult task of organizing the Unionist camp for the coming
election. Despite losing his cabinet position to Carvell, Hazen demonstrated no bitterness
and actively supported his replacement while simultaneously advising Borden on the
progress of the New Brunswick campaign effort. 28 Consequently, Unionism in New
Brunswick had the strong and able leadership of Carvell as its public face, with the
seasoned politician Hazen acting as Ottawa's eyes and ears behind the scenes.

Carvell lacked the assistance of astrong provincial Liberal organization. Rather,
he inherited aprovince bitterly divided on party lines that had only recently done battle in
aprovincial election. Carvell went to work allocating the New Brunswick seats, coming

St John Evening Times Star, 7Sept 1917
Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.J. Robidoux to J.D. Hazen, 18 Oct 1917 and Fred C. Macneill to J.D. Hazen,
22 Oct 1917. See also English, Decline ofPolitics, 164
28 Hazen's equanimity is demonstrated in Borden Papers, vol. 136, Fred C. Macneill to J.D. Hazen, 22 Oct
1917 and J.D. Hazen to R.L. Borden, 24 Oct 1917. Furthermore, Hazen's appointment to the Supreme
Court of New Brunswick as chief justice probably made the transition easier. See English, Decline of
Politics, 157.
26
27
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up against personal rivalries and deep-seated political traditions .
29 Whether despite or
because of New Brunswick's reputation for political mayhem in, Carvell made asincere
attempt to create aUnionist provincial organization to fight the election. In this, he was
supported throughout the campaign by former provincial Conservatives J.A. Murray and
J.B.M. Baxter and Liberal organizer E.S. Carter. Moreover, he personally took charge of
every constituency save one, Northumberland. 3°

Carvell's personal charisma, political

acumen, and unquestionable fairness won the respect of nearly everyone who dealt with
him during the campaign. 31
The critical step was to establish who would run under the Union banner, for
despite almost universal respect for Carvell, Conservatives and Liberals remained deeply
suspicious of one another. Carvell attempted to follow the Unionist formula of holding
joint constituency conventions, but could not find any common ground between
Conservatives and Liberals from which to build. 32 In the end, despite cries of opposition
from local Conservatives to Borden, he was able to force his will in many situations. To
his credit, Borden supported Carvell fully, pleading with party loyalists to be sympathetic
with Carvell's decisions. 33 Carvell's reliability made it easy for Borden to support him
when difficult decisions needed to be made.

Canadian Annual Review ofPublic Affairs, 1917 (Toronto: Canadian Review, 1917), 605
English, Decline ofPolitics, 175
'Borden Papers, vol. 136, W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 5Nov 1917
32 English, Decline of Politics, 175. The Liberals had narrowly won the recent provincial election that was
largely fought on the issue of corruption.
33 Borden Papers, vol. 136, R.L. Borden to W.H. Thorne, 7Nov 1917
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In Victoria-Carleton, where Carvell hoped to run, it might seem that his support
was unquestioned. 34 However, Senator Thorne was concerned that Carvell might have a
"hard run," with Conservatives supporting former premier Flemming who had already
been nominated to represent the party in the next federal election. 35

Flemming's

nomination had come in the aftermath of arailway scandal that had forced him to resign
as premier.

Borden intervened by sending aletter to the constituency's Conservative

organization endorsing Carvell and telling them to do the same. 36 Carvell's nomination
was never truly in question. He was wildly popular amongst New Brunswick Liberals
and his commitment to Union convinced even Carvell's severest critics of his value to the
campaign. Carvell was openly assured of local Conservative support and clearly had the
unquestioning support of the Liberal newspapers throughout the province. 37 On
nomination day, Flemming even spoke on behalf of his bitter enemy at the joint
convention.

Nevertheless, when nominations were submitted on 20 November, James

Porter was on the ballot for the Laurier Liberals to run against Carvell.

A race in

Carvell's own riding demanded that he spend time campaigning locally, taking away
from his efforts to promote the Unionist cause across the province and the region. Both
the Victoria and Carleton county Liberals rallied behind Carvell and privately pressured
Porter to resign.

Following a particularly sizeable Unionist meeting on 4 December

where Carvell, Borden and Senator Thorne spoke, James Porter withdrew his nomination.
The St John Daily Telegraph noted that Carvell should never have been opposed in the

" The constituency of Victoria-Carleton, in the eastern part of the province, was largely rural. Woodstock
and Hartland were the major towns. The constituency had been aLiberal stronghold, going back to the
1900 federal election.
35 Borden Papers, vol. 136, W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 5Nov 1917
36 M.M. Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections of 1917 (Unpublished MA Thesis: University of New
Brunswick, 1974), 142
37 St John Daily Telegraph, 27 Nov 1917
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first place, demonstrating publicly that in Liberal circles, Porter had thin support. 38
Encouraged by this happy turn, the Globe optimistically concluded that Carvell's
acclamation was proof the Laurier Liberals faced ahopeless task in the Maritimes. 39

Initial indications suggested that York-Sunbury would divide on traditional
partisan lines. Nominated to represent the Laurier Liberals, Nelson W. Brown relentlessly
attacked Borden, Conservative conduct of the war, and all attempts to create aUnion
government. Nelson was also willing to openly oppose conscription, which, according to
the St John Telegraph, was aposition supported by many of the rural districts of Sunbury
county. 40 While the Telegraph indicated that support for Conservative Unionist Harry F.
McLeod was limited, even amongst past supporters, McLeod was acclaimed by ajoint
Liberal-Conservative convention held on

16 November in Fredericton. McLeod

embraced Carvell' sleadership, publicly declaring his allegiance to the man who, like
himself, had "chucked" his politics. 41

Carvell was absolutely confident in McLeod,42 and did not make a public
appearance in Fredericton until 11 December, six days before polling day, when he spoke
after McLeod and Rev. Campbell at the Fredericton Opera House. Eliciting agreat deal
of laughter, Carvell noted that "had any man told him twelve months ago that he would
be amember of agovernment supported by Harry McLeod, he would have called him an
infernal fool." Both Carvell and McLeod warmly complimented the other, emphasizing
the greater importance of supporting the men at the front. The confidence exuded by the

Ibid., 4Dec 1917
St John Globe, 12 Dec 1917
40 St John Telegraph, 16 Nov 1917
41 Ibid., 16 and 17 Nov 1917
42 Borden Papers, vol. 138, F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov 1917
39
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two politicians and the large, enthusiastic crowd was reflected in the Telegraph's
revision of its York-Sunbury analysis

-

it now described the public sentiment as

strongly in favour of Union. 43

Any worries about the appeal of McLeod and Union in York-Sunbury were
proved unfounded. Borden's confirmation that exemption boards would be set up
relieved the concern that the rural electors would vote against aconscription party. Even
prior to factoring in of the lopsided pro-Union soldier vote, McLeod captured 66% of the
ballots. As the provincial capital, Fredericton emphatically stated its support for Union,
outvoting Brown by nearly four to one. 44

As in Victoria-Carleton, the selection of the Unionist candidates in St. John was
more difficult and more controversial than the Union campaign and eventual election.
Controversy immediately plagued the Union effort to organize candidates. 45 The
Conservatives refused to support Carvell's choice of William Pugsley, who had not
endeared himself to the Conservative Unionists when he publicly stated that Liberals who
supported the Unionist cause did not cease to be Liberals. 46 Conservative Fred Macneill
wrote Hazen that day, noting "one thing is absolutely certain and that is we will never
accept [Pugsley] as aUnionist representative,"47

and Hazen bluntly informed Borden

that forcing Pugsley on the electors as a "win-the-war" candidate would disrupt the

41

St John Daily Telegraph, 12 Dec 1917

St John Evening Times Standard, 18 Dec 1917
St John was atwo-member seat.
46 Canadian Annual, 1917, 606. Pugsley's middle ground annoyed both sides. While polite with Pugsley,
Laurier was clearly frustrated with his "illogical position" of accepting Union government and the Military
Service Act. Indeed, Laurier felt the about-face would be "giving away our whole case." See Laurier
Papers, vol. 713, Wilfrid Laurier to W. Pugsley, 23 Oct 1917
47 Borden Papers, vol. 136, Fred C. Macneill to J.D. Hazen, 22 Oct 1917
44

45
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Unionist cause across New Brunswick. 48

Eventually the situation was resolved when

Pugsley was appointed Lieutenant-Governor, allowing the Unionists to nominate
Conservative R.W. Wigmore and Liberal S.E. Elkin.

The Liberal press endorsed the

compromise, noting that Pugsley's acceptance of the appointment was the right thing to
do for the Unionist cause. 49 His honourable removal had paved the way for an amicable
situation in the St John ridings.

As agreed, the Liberals and Conservatives each held their own convention in midNovember to respectively select a Union candidate. The Conservative convention
featured speeches by influential provincial Tories J.B.M. Baxter and Senator Thorne,
while aletter was read on behalf of Carvell. Local businessman W.F. Hatheway was the
first to bb nominated; however, Baxter stressed that the Conservatives needed to field the
best possible candidate, not so subtly indicating that he felt Hatheway was unsuitable.
Baxter nominated R.W. Wigmore in lieu of other nominations. Indicative of Baxter's
influence, the convention chose his candidate by a decisive three to one margin. 50
Meanwhile, the Liberal convention did not progress as smoothly.
discussion, the Liberal convention

"

..

After "spirited"

.voted down amotion that one Unionist Liberal

candidate should be chosen to run with a Unionist Conservative

•

Rather, the

convention nominated A.F. Emery and W.P. Broderick to run as Laurier Liberals.
Perplexed by the course of events and intent on keeping their agreement with
Conservative Unionists, more than fifty delegates from the Liberal convention met in
another room and nominated S.B. Elkin, aprominent St John businessman. The Liberal

48
49
50
51

lbid., J.D. Hazen to R.L. Borden, 24 Oct 1917
St John Globe, 5Nov 1917
St John Daily Telegraph, 15 Nov 1917
Ibid.
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Telegraph's editorial praised both Elkin and Wigmore and their abilities, while devoting
no comment on the Liberals nominated to run against them. 52

Liberal Unionists met acouple of days later to consolidate their organization and
select representatives to meet with Conservative organizers. By 19 November, the
Telegraph reported approvingly on the spirit of cooperation between the two political
traditions in St John, noting the many prominent Liberals and Conservatives who had
signed the nomination papers of the candidates. 53 Henceforth, the St John papers
followed the daily movements of Elkin and Wigmore, taking every opportunity to
emphasize the cooperation between Liberals and Conservatives and making emotional
appeals to end partisan politics and support the boys at the front. 54 While the two
candidates received unwavering support from the St John press, the value of Carvell's
appeal should not be understated as St John editorials focused as much on Carvell as
Elkin and Wigmore. 55 Indeed, Carvell's 3December visit to St John drew record crowds
and confirmed the support for Union in St John. In addition, prominent St John religious
leaders publicly supported Carvell and Union throughout the campaign. 56

Meanwhile, Emery and Broderick loyally supported Laurier, decrying the
profiteering of the past Borden government.

St John had voted in a Liberal and a

Conservative in the previous three elections, with the winners often being chosen by the
12

Ibid.

St John Daily Telegraph, 19 Nov 1917
54 See, for example, "Messrs Elkin and Wigmore Get Warm Greeting Everywhere," St John Daily
Telegraph, 26 Nov 1917; "Two Rousing Local Meetings for Union," ibid., 30 Nov 1917; "Fine Class of
Citizens in Simonds Endorse Unionist Candidates," ibid., 6Dec 1917; and "Rousing Meeting for Union,"
St John Evening Times Star, 7Dec 1917
St John Daily Telegraph, 28 Nov 1917; St John Evening Times Star, 1Dec 1917; St John Globe, 4
Dec1917; St John Evening Times Star, 11 Dec 1917
56 St. John Methodist, Baptist and Anglican leaders spoke out publicly in support of Union. See, for
example, St John Evening Times Standard, 5Dec 1917; St John Daily Telegraph, 15 Dec 1917; St John
Evening Times Standard, 15 Dec 1917 References to endorsements by Roman Catholic clergy were absent.
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slimmest of margins. This time, despite the scandals, Laurier had little support.
Contrasting the reverent nature of the Union rallies and speaking engagements, Liberal
meetings were frequently interrupted with challenges to Laurier's policy and commitment
to the war effort. 57 In St John, Laurier's reputation and anti-conscription policy had little
appeal, the Liberals lacked any public support from the Protestant churches, and the press
all but ignored them. Given the apparently overwhelming support for Union in St John,
the results were as expcted. Both Elkin and Wigmore won slight majorities in the rural
counties and carried nearly three to one majorities in the city. 58 The victory was
vindication for the emotional appeal of the campaign. The Globe concluded that the
splendid majorities in St John "express the faith

...

in the justice of our war cause and the

determination of St John-Albert to stand behind the boys overseas until the war is won." 59
Even the victory of Wigmore and Elkin failed to take the focus off Carvell who, on
election night, was received at the St John Unionist headquarters with "a more hearty and
spontaneous ovation" than the candidates themselves. 60

By mid-November, Carvell's initial plans for many constituencies were obviously
becoming derailed.

The new constituency of Royal combined from King's and Albert

and Sunbury-Queen's was particularly difficult. D.H. McAllister had been the Liberal
incumbent in King's and Albert in 1911 and had only lost the election by asmall margin.
McAllister rallied support to

run

on behalf of Union while

Sunbury-Queen's

Conservative incumbent H.H. McLean hoped for the same. .Initially, Carvell had backed
McAllister to run as the Unionist candidate. However, local Conservatives were deeply

17 St John Daily Telegraph, 11 Dec 1917
St John Globe, 18 Dec 1917

58

59
60

1bid.
St John Daily Telegraph, 18 Dec 1917
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suspicious of McAllister's loyalty to the Unionist cause.

Senator Thorne bitterly

complained to Borden that McAlllister was an "out and out supporter of the opposition"
and was only being suggested by Liberals because they needed the Conservative vote to
have any chance of being elected. 61 Conversely, the Liberals despised the Conservative
candidate in Royal, H.H. McLean, to the point where Carvell believed local Liberals
would attempt to prevent him running as aUnionist candidate. Carvell proposed that they
find aalternative acceptable to both Liberals and Conservatives, and if the Conservatives
could "get rid" of McLean, Carvell promised to make his best effort to "get rid" of
McAllister. 62 Carvell then proposed both a Conservative and aLiberal alternative. He
felt, for atime, that this would work and deterred the local Liberal organization from
forcing the issue over McAllister. Local Conservatives were pleased when McAllister
stepped down, but refused to accept an alternative to McLean who, they argued, had
always held to the principles of Unionism and been chosen by open nomination.
Conversely, McAllister was Carvell's personal choice (to represent the party), which
caused considerable antagonism.

Moreover, support for McAllister in the county was

suspect, especially given his recent conversion to the Unionist cause. 63

While Borden was informed of the growing tension over the Royal constituency,
he resolutely supported Carvell's decision to have both McAllister and McLean withdraw
in favour of amutually acceptable candidate. Still, Borden worried that the controversy
developing in Royal would begin to affect other constituencies. 64 Carvell met with
McAllister in St John on 15 November. McAllister trusted Carvell completely, leaving

Borden Papers, vol. 136, W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 5Nov 1917
Ibid., F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov 1917
63 Ibid., J.A. Murray to R.L. Borden, 14 Nov 1917
64 1bid R.L. Borden to F.B. Carvell, 15 Nov 1917
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the situation in Carvell's hands, providing McLean would not run as the Union candidate.
Carvell contacted his Conservative aid, Baxter, suggesting both a Liberal and a
Conservative political

neophyte.

They

agreed

on Liberal Allan

Schofield

and

Conservative G.O.D. Otty. The following morning, an editorial appeared in the St John
Standard that blamed Liberal-Unionists, and specifically Carvell's administrative aide,
E.S. Carter, for the trouble finding consensus in Royal. 65
Despite Carvell's best effort, local Liberals and Conservatives still could not
agree on the Unionist candidate. Traditional rivalries were difficult to forgive and both
sides felt they had been as accommodating as possible. 66 McLean was adamant that his
personal reputation was on the line and he refused to step down in Royal. ConservativeUnionists argued directly to Borden that they had made a large sacrifice by allowing
Carvell's acclamation in Victoria-Carleton and expected Carvell to remove McAllister
from opposing McLean in Royal. 67 Despite the acrimony between the two partisan
camps, the hard feelings did not play out in the press. The Liberal St John Daily
Telegraph praised Dr. McAllister' scommitment to the greater Unionist cause, noting that
when Unionists had learned the Laurier Liberals intended to run acandidate, McAllister
had put his fate in Carvell's hands to act in the best interest of the Unionist party.
McLean's nomination as the sole Unionist candidate was reported as an amicable
arrangement for the good of the party and no reference was made, in either the Liberal or
Conservative press, to the partisan nature of the negotiation over nomination. 68

St John Standard, 16 Nov. 1917. See also Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov
1917. Carvell was particularly indignant at the Standard's comments regarding E.S. Carter, whom Carvell
considered very loyal and unquestionably competent.
66 Thid
vol. 138, W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 17 Nov 1917
67 Ibid., W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 18 Nov 1917 and H.H. McLean to R.L. Borden, 18 Nov 1917
St John Daily Telegraph, 20 Nov 1917. See also Kings County Record, 23 Nov 1917
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Notwithstanding

the

controversy

surrounding

McLean's

nomination,

the

homogenously English-speaking Royal was solidly behind Union. McLean took the seat
by nearly two to one before the soldier vote had been allocated. 69 Carvell's appointment,
however, did not secure the Union victory. Given partisan traditions, enforcing the
formula of Liberal and Conservative nominees established in Ottawa was impossible.
Nevertheless, Carvell's leadership and care demonstrated his ability to control a
potentially volatile situation. Moreover, those who knew him never questioned Carvell's
integrity.

Indeed, even after the unpleasant circumstances surrounding McAllister's

failure to win the Royal nomination, he proceeded to travel with Carvell, supporting him
and speaking on behalf Unionism. 70 By successfully diffused the controversy in the
constituency of Royal, Carvell did not allow the hard feeling to fester or spread. The
loyalty displayed by Carvell's associates was atestament to his leadership and political
skill.
The constituency of Charlotte proved to be very awkward for Carvell, and like
Royal, required much personal attention. Partisan division was well established in the
county. In the 1911 election, the traditionally Liberal shore areas had strongly supported
Reciprocity while the mainland area voted solidly Conservative. 71 In early November,
Carvell visited St Stephen and managed to convince the local Liberal organization to
nominate Conservative Irving Todd. Todd was an acceptable choice to most of the
Liberals, being one of the "finest characters in the province." Nevertheless, Conservative
support for incumbent Thomas Hartt was strong.

69 St John Daily Telegraph, 18 Dec 1917
70 St John Evening Times Standard, 5Dec 1917
71 Ferris, New Brunswick Elections, 147-148

To come to a consensus, Carvell

91

arranged and chaired ajoint-convention of Liberals and Conservatives in which each side
was equally represented. Carvell had to leave the convention early but, given the course
of events, anticipated Hartt would be nominated and the matter settled.

72

When word

came, however, Carvell was informed that the convention had nominated a former
Liberal, George Byron. Unfortunately, Hartt's more ardent supporters refused to accept
the decision and against the wishes of the Conservative executive, organized their own
convention. 73 The Laurier Liberals, meanwhile, held their own convention, nominating
W.F Todd who had run in aclose race with Hartt in the 1911 election. Ultimately, the
outcome of the Laurier Liberal convention consolidated the Unionist camp. Following
Todd's nomination, a Conservative-dominated Union convention was hastily arranged
and nominated Hartt without opposition.

Carvell was perplexed and worried that the

division along old party lines was destructive and that Union victory was in doubt due to
the strong sentiment against conscription amongst the fishermen of Charlotte County.
Carvell described the outlook as "not too bright" to Borden. 74 Nevertheless, as was so
often the case, none of these worries, nor the lack of cooperation between the two camps,
played out in the media. Much of the credit for presenting aunified front goes to Irving
Todd (no relation to W.F. Todd), who despite being hopeful for his own nomination,
seconded the motion to nominate Hartt. 75 Todd's sacrifice played out well in the Liberal
papers and arelieved Carvell sent atelegram to Borden the next day noting that things in
Charlotte seemed much better and recommended against the Prime Minister interfering. 76
While Carvell had not anticipated the Liberals embracing Hartt, he had planned for a

Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov 1917
St John Daily Telegraph, 14 Nov 1917
74 Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov 1917
71 St John Daily Telegraph, 17 Nov 1917
76 Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 18 Nov 1917
72
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Conservative to run on behalf of the Unionists in Charlotte. A unified front and aspirit
of cooperation were vital to Carvell, and he was pragmatic enough to realize when undue
interference from above would exacerbate adelicate situation.
Irving Todd's political sacrifice and Carvell's intuition to leave the situation as it
stood in Charlotte fostered the developing spirit of cooperation dutifully reported in the
Telegraph. 77

That cooperative spirit contributed to the high level of organization in

Charlotte, culminating in Borden's visit in early December when over 400 people came
out on aTuesday afternoon ta hear the Prime Minister, Hartt and McAllister. The editor
of the Telegraph interpreted the meeting as overwhelming support for Union in Charlotte
county. 78 Nevertheless, Carvell visited St. Stephen and St. George aweek later. Over
2000 people gathered in the local curling rink to attend the political rally. Speaking after
his Conservative aide Baxter, Carvell was reportedly greeted with a prolonged,
thunderous applause and arousing three-cheers. Recognizing the Liberal tradition in the
area, Carvell acknowledged his own struggle to break his party ties, but pointed out that
twenty-five other prominent Liberals had also felt compelled to do so "for the good of the
country."" Finally, Carvell emphasized that Charlotte had only one issue to decide:
consciiption and the Unionist win-the-war commitment. The evening was agreat success
for the New Brunswick Union organization, with the daily papers across the province
prominently reporting developments.
Nonetheless, the final results were relatively close. The shore areas, which had
traditionally been Liberal, favoured Todd slightly whereas Hartt had aslight advantage

77 St John Daily Telegraph, 22 Nov 1917
Ibid., 5Dec 1917

78

79

1bid., 11 Dec 1917
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throughout the mainland. The critical ward was St. Stephen itself, where Carvell had
attracted such large numbers. Hartt took it with a margin of nearly 400, and the
constituency with approximately the same margin. 80 The cooperation of the Union
organization executive based in St. Stephen, and the political presence of Carvell, played
acentral role in alleviating much of the traditional partisan tension in St Stephen and
contributed greatly to Union victory in Charlotte.
Due to its significant French-speaking minority, Northumberland was unlike the
homogenous English-speaking constituencies discussed previously. 81 Former Liberal
W.S. Loggie was nominated with relative ease to represent the Unionists. Having held
the Northumberland seat since 1904, Loggie had the support of both Carvell and the local
party administration. While Loggie's support amongst Unionists was encouraging in the
light of problems in Royal and Charlotte, Carvell was concerned that Northumberland
would be a difficult riding to win. 82 A recent Liberal convention had resulted in the
removal of the leadership who supported Union, including Loggie, the president J.P.
Burchill, and the Secretary, W.F. Cassidy. John Morrisey was endorsed to run as a
Liberal supporting Laurier. 83

As

the

Union nominee,

Loggie

embraced the

Union

campaign policy,

emphasizing that his decision to run on behalf of the Union party was "a case of country
before party, principle before party," and that conscription was the only issue to be

Ibid., 18 Dec 1917. See also Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections, 150.
The French-speaking population was approximately 12% of the total population of the constituency. See
Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 188
82 Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.B Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov 1917
83 The Liberal convention took place on 13 November and was followed closely by the Chatham Gazette.
80

81

Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections, 155-156..
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decided. 84 The message of 'principle before party' became the working theme for Union
organization

in

Northumberland.

Cooperation

between

former

Liberals

and

Conservatives received considerable coverage in the large St John daily newspapers.
Prominent Presbyterian minister Reverend S.J. Macarthur, who had traditionally
supported the Conservative party, campaigned hard on behalf of Loggie.

Macarthur

adopted the Union Party policy of putting the central issue of conscription before all else,
while noting that past party allegiances had no place in this election.
85

Baxter's 9December visit to Newcastle without Carve!l is an indication of the
confidence the Unionists had in Loggie's support. On 12 December Carvell cancelled his
speaking engagements in Northumberland to head to Halifax in alast-minute attempt to
shore up support for Union in the aftermath of the Halifax disaster. 86 That same day, the
Telegraph confidently predicted that Loggie would carry Northumberland by atwo to

one majority. As stated above, Northumberland was the only constituency that Carvell
did not take an active role in during the campaign.

His non-participation in

Northumberland can be directly attributed to the level of cooperation and competence of
the local party organization.

The Acadian vote in Portage River, Neguac and Rogersville swung heavily for
Morrissey; however, the larger, predominantly English-speaking urban centers voted for
Loggie. Once the soldier vote was included, Loggie held over a1000 vote cushion. 87 The
result was not as strong as the Telegraph had predicted, but demonstrated the local

S/ John Daily Telegraph, 21 Nov 1917
lbid 27 Nov, and 5and 15 Dec 1917
86 St John Evening Times Star, 13 Dec 1917; St John Daily Telegraph, 13 Dec 1917
87 Prior to the soldier vote, Loggie held only atiny margin of victory, polling 50.8% of the civilian vote, or
amajority of 121. See ibid., 18 Dec 1918. The final tally gave Loggie 56% of the vote.
84
85

95

organization's ability to overcome deep-rooted partisan politics and vindicated Carvell's
hands-off approach.
The predominantly French-speaking electoral districts were an uncertainty for the
Unionist cause, but were still considered worthwhile. As early as June, Senator T.J.
Bourque had indicated to Hazen that any party endorsing conscription would fair poorly
amongst French-speakers, concluding that amongst "the Acadian people [who] are
influenced by Bourassa

...

[the] vote would be very uncertain." 88 Nevertheless, as the

campaign got underway, there was guarded optimism for Westmoreland and Kent, where
Union leaders perceived themselves to have credible candidates.

In Kent, where the

population was over 72% French speaking, 89 Hazen encouraged Borden to offer every
possible support to F.J. Robidoux who was Conservative, favoured conscription, and had
the support of the local French-language newspaper Le Moniteur Acadien (which he
owned), Senator Bourque, and other influential Acadians. Hazen reasoned that Robidoux
would gather both French and English votes, offering the Unionists areasonable chance
at victory. 90

O.M. Melanson, an ex-provincii member, disagreed with Hazen's

reasoning, arguing that aConservative candidate would not be elected in Kent, given the
French opposition to conscription.

Thorne agreed with Melanson, pessimistically

concluding "[that] in the Province it is quite evident we will lose four Constituencies
dominated by the French." 9'Nonetheless, Hazen was adamant that with full support of
the government, Robidoux stood areasonable chance of success.

Borden Papers, vol. 136, T.J. Bourque to J.D. Hazen, 25 Jun 1917
Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 184
90 Borden Papers, vol. 136, J.D. Hazen to R.L. Borden, 22 Oct 1917
91 Ibid., W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 5Nov 1917
88
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While Robidoux supported conscription, Auguste T. Léger ran in opposition to
conscription for the Laurier Liberals. In early December, an embarrassing letter to J.B.M
Baxter from Léger's son, aMajor serving in France, was published by Robidoux's Le
Monitor Acadien. 92 In the letter, which was written in early August, Maj. Léger
denounced partisan politics and praised conscription as necessary for the CEF. Despite
running aFrench-speaking Union candidate and the revelation of support for conscription
amongst apopular Acadian officer, any expectation that Robidoux could sway the local
French vote in favour of conscription proved completely unfounded

-

in fact Robidoux

was defeated by the greatest proportionate vote of any candidate in New Brunswick. 93
The loss mirrored the cultural divide that characterized general voting across Canada and
suggests that Carvell's popularity did not transcend this chasm.
In December 1916, well in advance of any certain knowledge of an election, O.B.
Price was selected to represent the Conservatives in the constituency of Westmoreland.
Taking advantage of his political connection, Price worked with the local Great War
Veterans Association and returned soldiers. When the December electionwas announced;
local organization in Westmoreland got underway. Liberals who might have supported
Union showed very little interest in helping him, and Price appealed directly to Borden to
confirm his nomination as the Union representative. 94

Borden turned to Senator Thorne for feedback on the situation in Westmorland.
Thome was concerned that A.B. Copp might declare himself aUnionist, despite the fact

92
93

Republished in the St John Daily Telegraph, 3Dec 1917
Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections, 155

"Borden Papers, vol. 136, O.B Price to R.L. Borden, 25 Oct 1917 and O.B. Price to R.L. Borden, 31 Oct
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that had been vocal in his denunciation of coalition government. 95 Carvell was inclined to
support key Liberals who chose to run as Unionists in an effort to have similar numbers
from each party running on the Union slate. By doing so, Carvell raised the ire of local
Conservatives who had begun to select their candidates. Thorne was certain that if Copp
chose to run on behalf of the Unionists, Carvell would support him. The situation did not,
however, materialize. 96 Copp made the decision to run on behalf of the Laurier Liberals
and Price, in turn, was appointed the Union candidate by Carvell.
Throughout the northeast of New Brunswick, the Union cause was plagued by
inadequate organization. So, while Carvell was personally popular amongst the Liberal
press in Westmorland, the failure to organize adequately undid any personal support he
garnered. 97

The debacle on nomination day in Moncton was indicative of the

organizational problems; three individuals came forward as Unionist candidates, two
claiming to be endorsed by Carvell. In addition to Price, Adelbert Chapman submitted
his name, claiming to be the authorized Union candidate. The Union organization was
eventually able to convince Chapman to resign.

The selection of aConservative candidate in Westmoreland did not bode well for
the Unionist cause. Copp's support for Laurier and his stand against conscription gave
him almost unanimous support amongst the Acadian population, while his support from
many English-speaking Liberals compounded Union's problem.

95

After all, French and

Thorne's was also annoyed by Pugsley's and McAllister's decision to support Union and the controversy

their fair-weather support had caused in St John and Royal.
96 Borden Papers, vol. 136, W.H. Thorne to R.L. Borden, 5Nov 1917
Before he was appointed to the Union government, the Moncton Transcript defended the integrity and
sincerity of Carvell. See St John Evening Times and Star, 7Sept 1917
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English were nearly split evenly across the constituency. 98 Indeed, Melanson, had neatly
summed up the situation in aletter to J.D. Hazen in October:
"We are going to lose alot of the French Acadian votes in this
Province as they seem to follow the French Canadians with regard
to conscription... In the [county] of Westmorland
Ido not think
that it is possible for [a] Conservative Candidate to be elected. In
the first place our man Dr. Price is very unpopular and could not
have been elected even without conscription." 9
...

Hazen concluded that a "win-the-war" convention that selected a suitable candidate
might still yield afavourable result. Carvell, however, did not commit his resources to
ensuring the organization was adequate and that the candidate chosen offered the best
chance for success. His failure to help organize in Westmorland is also due in part to the
crises developing in St John, Royal and Charlotte during mid-November. He had "hoped
of doing something to our advantage in Westmorland," when his attention was called to
stabilize the situation in constituencies he felt Union had abetter chance of winning. 100
Copp won the county wards convincingly, whereas Price only took Moncton by
approximately 400 votes.' 01 The Acadian anti-conscription vote certainly aided Copp;
however, Copp's victory can be attributed partly to Carvell's absent leadership and
organizational failure, which permitted Copp's support amongst English Liberals to
remain unchallenged. Copp, furthermore, was shrewd in his campaign not to alienate
English votes by stating that he was not against conscription per se, but rather was

98 FifthCensus of Canada, 1911, 188
99 Borden Papers, vol. 138, J.D Hazen to R.L. Borden, 24 Oct 1917 See also Ferris, The New Brunswick
Elections, 152
100 See both letters of the same day, Borden Papers, vol. 136, F.B. Carvell to R.L. Borden, 16 Nov 1917
101 St John Evening Times Star, 18 Dec 1917. See also Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections, 153
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determined in his loyalty and support for Laurier as the leader of the Liberals. 102 Carvell
had concluded that his personal appeal and efforts were unlikely to overcome the
division, and spent his time more profitably elsewhere.

Despite early efforts to organize a Union candidate in Bathurst, Gloucester
remained fiercely Liberal. 103 Carvell explained to Borden that the situation in Gloucester,
Kent and Madawaska-Restigouche was "hopeless" and eventually they abandoned any
hope of success in Gloucester when the Union 'candidate Degrace backed out on 8
December

1917,

allowing' Liberal

journalist

0.

Turgeon's

acclamation. 104

In

Restigouche-Madawaska, however, Carvell was able to foster a spirit of cooperation
where proper organization was left wanting. The joint meeting in Campbellton on 17
November started with everyone pledging their support to Carvell, and they made a
conscious effort to work together as they fielded nomination proposals. 105 Unfortunately,
the convention was unable to induce popular Liberals C.H. Labillois and Alexander
MacLellan to run while Lt. Col. A.E.G. Mackenzie, who was serving in France as
commanding officer of the

26th

(New Brunswick) Battalion, was rejected for logistical

reasons. 106 Conservative David A. Stewart, who had been defeated in the recent
provincial elections, was unanimously endorsed as the fourth choice.
Cultural undercurrents were evident throughout the campaign. While Englishspeaking Liberals tended to favour Union, French-speaking Liberals rejected Unionism

102

Ibid., 161

Borden Papers, vol. 136, A.H. Furningbam to R.L. Borden, 14 Nov 1917
104 Ibid., F.B Carvell to R.L. Bordem, 16 Nov 1917
'
05 St John Daily Telegraph, 19 Nov 1917
106 Not all Union constituency organizations were so practical, for at least two serving officers ran
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Alberta.
103
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and conscription. Labillois, who had been asked to run on behalf of Union, publicly sided
with Laurier Liberal Pius Michaud. With French-English tensions high, the local English
press attempted to stay neutral so as not to alienate its Acadian audience. 107 Stewart's
effort reflected typical Union campaigning: he denounced partisan politics and reduced
the election solely to conscription. Conversely, Michaud embraced Laurier and his
policies towards the war effort, yet diversified the local campaign by focusing as much
on the escalating cost of living as he did on the

While Carvell's popuhirity and

influence was strong amongst English-speaking Liberals, his lure and message meant
little to the French-speaking population in northern New Brunswick.
The results in Restigouche-Madawaska, like Kent, Gloucester and Westmorland,
confirmed the Acadians' objection to conscription. The disorganization that plagued the
constituency was similar to the rest of northeastern New Brunswick and reflects Carvell's
resignation to defeat in the Acadian constituencies. However Restigouche-Madawaska
was unlike Westmorland inasmuch as Carvell's influence and organization would not
have influenced results greatly. While English-speaking communities like Campbellton
voted strongly for Union, French-speaking districts voted nearly thirty-to-one for
Michaud. 109 No change amongst the English-speaking vote would have affected the result
in light of the overwhelming Acadian rejection of conscription. Considering the different
constituencies, but looking at the province more generally, the key factor that led to the
seven English seats going Union while the four French seats went Liberal is evident.

Campbellton Graphic, 6Dec 1917. The constituency was over 60% French speaking.
St John Daily Telegraph, 20 Nov 1917
109 Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections, 160-1.61
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Indeed, John English notes the massive French-speaking majorities in each of the four
Liberal constituencies as the sole reason for their loss.' 10
Organization in New Brunswick was, on the whole, excellent. J.D. Hazen kept
correspondence with Borden throughout the autumn, updating the Prime Minister on the
events and attitudes towards the Union cause in Hazen' snative province. Moreover, as
Carvell's reliability became increasingly evident, the correspondence between Borden
and Carvell increased dramatically.

Consequently, Borden was able to have frank,

detailed political correspondence with two influential politicians from both party
backgrounds in New Brunswick. Carvell's input to the campaign, however, was critical.
He had willingly embraced Union government and had the ability to bridge, the partisan
gap that existed in the province. Ferris notes correctly that Hazen' sinvolvement leading
up to Union government was minimal, though his endorsement of Carvell lent further
credibility to Union. 111
In New Brunswick, the press strongly encouraged the cooperation of both
political traditions. The obvious common ground of the win-the-war effort was critical to
this cooperation. However, the press consistently encouraged people to unite under
Carvell's leadership. Carvell's complete devotion to the Union cause and his disregard
for partisan politics was used as the example on which Liberals and Conservative alike
should model themselves.' 12 Indeed, when Carvell and Borden toured New Brunswick in
early December, record crowds turned to see the "greatest political demonstrations in the

English, Decline ofPolitics, 174
Ferris, The New Brunswick Elections, 139
112 St John Daily Telegraph, 30 Nov 1917; St John Evening Times Standard, 1Dec 1917
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history of St John."' 13 Numerous prominent New Brunswickers of both political
affiliations partook in the event. Importantly for understanding the influence and value of
his leadership, Carvell was given an equal billing with the Prime Minister in the media
coverage of the tour.
Furthermore, Carvell sincerely subscribed to the values of Unionism. More than
simply awin-the-war effort, Borden anticipated that the opportunity to develop anew
political order was at hand. Carvell took the same message to heart, embracing the more
esoteric goals of Unionism, publicly declaring the need for achange in the political order
through an end to partisanship. 114 Carvell, who relentlessly championed this message
across New Brunswick, took that idea to the electorate. Beyond his reputation for
integrity and leadership, he was apowerful orator. Given Borden's reputation for being a
very detailed, pragmatic (some might say dull) speaker, Carvell's ability to "hold an
audience spellbound" must account for some of the press' focus and his appeal
generally! 15 Simply put, Carvell could sell Union government by his own example.

The most striking aspect of the New Brunswick election results is the similarity
with the general national trend of French and English voting. Though lingering partisan
politics did play arole, as evident in Westmorland, the evidence starkly indicates that
cultural background was the primary determinant in the pattern of voting in New
Brunswick. Results across the rest of Canada indicate that foreign-born (meaning neither
British- nor Canadian-born) individuals were more likely to vote Liberal; however, the
113

St John Globe, 4Dec 1917; St John Evening Times Standard, 4Dec 1917; St John Daily Telegraph, 4

Dec 1917
114 St John Evening Times Standard, 7Dec 1917
115 Throughout the election race, Carvell was praised for his stirring speeches. The quoted example is from
aspeech to alargely Conservative audience in Hartland on 19 November 1917. St John Daily Telegraph,
20 Nov 1917
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miniscule foreign-born population in New Brunswick removes that variable. 116 Given the
obvious correlation between French-speaking Acadians and Roman Catholicism, one
might then assume religion played some part in the voting.

However, no evidence

establishes English-speaking Roman Catholics being opposed to conscription.

In St

John, for instance, which voted overwhelmingly for Union, Catholic Irish represented the
largest religious denomination. 117 Similarly, in Fredericton Roman Catholics made up 20
per cent of the population. And in Charlotte, which had the narrowest margin of victory
of any constituency with no significant French community, Roman Catholics represented
a mere ten per cent of the constituency's population." 8 Thus, a correlation between
religious groups and trends in voting cannot be distinguished.
foreign-born

influence

and

the

difficulty establishing

Given the lack of a

a link between religious

denomination and voting, the French-English division is reinforced as aprimary voting
determinant. In the end, New Brunswick mirrored the national divide on its own small
scale. The French-speaking population was adamantly against conscription while the
English-speaking population was able to overcome divisions amongst itself to give a•
majority in favour of Unionism and, therefore, conscription.

If cultural background is a definable trend in New Brunswick, how can the
considerable Liberal majority in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island prior to the
inclusion of the soldier vote be resolved? The comparison between New Brunswick and
the rest of the Maritimes must focus, therefore, on the English-speaking regions of New
Brunswick, which unanimously endorsed Union government while ethically similar Nova

116 The foreign-born male population over the age of 20 was approximately 3% of the same demographic
for the rest of the province. Kemp Papers, vol. 127, file 49
"7Fj/ih Census of Canada, 1911, 22-23
"'Ibid., 18-19
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Scotia and Prince Edward Island opted for Liberal representation. Ultimately, the Union
campaign in New Brunswick was fought by focusing on the personality, charisma and
integrity of Frank Carvell; by encouraging and demonstrating compromise; and by oversimplifying the choice into winning the war or giving up the fight. Union success was
directly attributable to the strong English-speaking leadership. However, as the election
results in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island indicate, overcoming the division
amongst the English-speaking population was not afait-accompli. Carvell's political
popularity and his ability to overcome traditional political rivalries in New Brunswick
contrasts dramatically with the absence of any comparable figure in the other two Union
campaign efforts.

105

CHAPTER FOUR
Missed Opportunity: Union's Leadership Failure

The strong political leadership and general cooperation of the traditional political
foes, which characterized the 1917 federal campaign in New Brunswick, contrasted
sharply with the situation in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

W.F. O'Connor,

whose papers list all the political organizers for each province, does not identify aleader
in either province, indicating that no centralized Unionist organizations existed there. 1
Without the leadership of a centralized organization, the Unionists failed to overcome
partisan divisions.
However, the organizational failure in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island was
not unique. The Unionists also failed to organize above aconstituency level in British
Columbia, leaving English to conclude that there only the "great strength of the Unionist
impulse

...

permitted a Unionist victory.

,2

Yet the Unionist impulse did not prove

substantial enough to sway the majority of civilian voters in either Nova Scotia or Prince
Edward Island. The particularly deep-rooted partisan tradition in the region played its
part. 3 Moreover, the role played by the press in both provinces must have had
considerable influence. Whereas the major New Brunswick papers took on aconciliatory
tone towards old political rivals and emphatically endorsed Union, the major papers in
Nova Scotia and especially Prince Edward Island never abandoned their traditional
animosities, and failed, by and large, to embrace the Unionist message. Amongst the
Liberal press, support for Union was at best lukewarm and, in many cases, was vehement
English, Decline ofPolitics, 173-175
ibid., 173. There was a large British-born population in British Columbia. It seems likely that this
demographic would have influenced voting in favour of Union.
Henry Borden, ed., Memoirs, 761
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in its denunciation of Union. Nothing in New Brunswick's major dailies came close to
the intensely partisan editorials of the Conservative Guardian and the Liberal Island
Patriot in Charlottetown. 4 Nor is there an example of any of the Liberal St John papers

giving Union the qualified, meager support of the like offered by the Halifax Chronicle.
The deep-rooted nature of the partisan divide, the lack of astrong local political
leader, and the Liberal press' failure to adopt Union in combination created anearly
insurmountable obstacle. The English-speaking New Brunswick comparison, with its
cultural similarities to both Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, emphasizes the
conclusion. Unlike the rest of English Canada, the Liberal press in Prince Edward Island
and Nova Scotia did not interpret conscription as fundamental to the win-the-war effort. 5
Those Liberals who joined Union across the country were dismissed as temporary
Unionists who joined the cause only over a single issue. 6 Over the course of the
campaign, the Liberal press increasingly dismissed influential Liberal Unionists as wellintentioned but misguided individuals who would return to the Liberal fold after the war.
'The constituency developments in New Brunswick demonstrate the influence and
importance of Carvell's leadership during the campaign. Similarly, the constituency
activities in both Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia clearly demonstrate the lack of
direction and leadership that led to partisan division.
Over the course of the campaign, Prince Edward Island failed to let go of its deeprooted partisan politics. The demographic and religious make-up of the province had
created aculture of political polarity that invariably played arole. Prince Edward Island
'The Liberal Charlottetown Examiner came out in support of Union, specifically distancing itself the the
Island Patriot's angry rhetoric. See, for example, Charlottetown Examiner, 20, 21 and 29 Nov 1917
Many Liberal papers failed to link conscription to Borden-led Union government. Indeed, conscription
and win-the-war attitudes were not intrinsically linked. It was argued that conscription was merely a
campaign tool for adesperate government. See, for example, the Pioneer, 6Oct 1917
See, for example, Island Patriot, 27 Oct 1917
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had apopulation of approximately 100,000, with nearly two-fifths of Scottish origin. 7
The population was approximately half Catholic and half Protestant. 8 The Provincial
Legislature was closely divided and, federally, the province had consistently voted nearly
equally for Liberals and Conservatives.
Borden did not have astrong candidate to lead the Union cause in Prince Edward
Island. A provincial politician, such as Conservative Premier A.E. Arsenault, would have
been unacceptable, given the bitter partisan division during the November by-election in
St. Peter's District and Arsenault's active role on behalf of his Conservative party in that
provincial contest. 9 The seat became open after Liberal J.D. McInnis died. In light of this,
and given the provincial Conservative government's majority, many local Liberals were
hopeful that a by-election would be deemed unnecessarily wasteful. Thus, the
Conservatives' decision to contest the constituency exacerbated antagonism between the
parties. 1° Indeed, much of the bitter partisan division and issues from the provincial
campaign, fought on straight party lines, filtered over to the federal campaign which ran
simultaneously. Finally, with no obvious provincial politician to lead the campaign and
with only four seats at stake, the federal Unionists in Ottawa took very little interest in
the organization of the Island's Union campaign.
With no influential federal politicians from Prince Edward Island, some fanfare
greeted Conservative MP A.A. McLean's appointment as Comptroller and Deputy
Minister of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police. However, the appointment meant
The Irish population was about 21%, English about 24% and French about 14%. See Fi
fth Census of
Canada, 1911, Vol. 2,, 254
Canadian Annual, 1917), 715. Amongst Protestants, Presbyterians were by far the largest denomination.
Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 152
Charlottetown Examiner, 8Nov 1917. The Conservative candidate, McDonald, won by five votes in the 7
November 1917 election.
10 Other issues that solidified the partisan divide included prohibition and the provincial government's
spending record. Island Patriot, 25 Oct 1917
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McLean departed for Ottawa, leaving him no influence on the upcoming election. Thus,
legitimate local leadership was not present to make decisions on Union candidates;
instead, competing Liberal and Conservative hopefuls would be confirmed in Ottawa."
In aclimate of nearly equally-divided political affiliations, the lack of organization and
central control all but assured the most traditionally partisan and acrimonious local
campaign in Maritime Canada.
King's was thç most ethnically homogenous constituency in Prince Edward
Island, being mostly of Scottish origin. Nevertheless, the defining charadteristic of the
constituency was the by-election held in St. Peter's District. Consequently, organization
for the local 7 November provincial by-election took precedence over any federal
organization in the early part of the national campaign. James Mclsaac, who ran for
Union in the federal election, also took an active role during the Conservative campaign
for St. Peter's District. 12 The five-vote majority garnered by the Conservative candidate
demonstrated the nearly even partisan split in the riding. Not surprisingly, in the week
following the provincial by-election, federal nominations were divided on party lines.
The Liberal convention nominated incumbent J.J. Hughes to run as aLaurier Liberal
while the Conservative-dominated Union convention nominated the aforementioned
Mclsaac, publisher of the weekly Charlottetown Herald. 13
Hughes immediately attacked the alleged mismanagement of the war effort by the
Borden government.

He praised Frank Carvell's work in exposing much of the Tory

government mismanagement while lamenting that he "[did not] know Frank Carvell if
[the purchase of Canadian Northern] is ever consummated by aGovernment of which he

12
13

Ibid., 26 Oct 1917
Ibid., 31 Oct 1917
Charlottetown Examiner, 20 Nov 1917
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is amember." 14 Hughes clearly distanced himself from Carvell's decision to join Union.
To minimize the influence of Liberals joining Union, the Patriot published excerpts of
S.C. Mewburn' sand Carvell' searlier criticisms of the Borden administration. 15
Strikingly, conscription became asecondary issue during the campaign in King's.
Hughes' strong record as incumbent and his importance as abusinessman were the focus
of the Patriot's editorials. Conversely, the paper dismissed Mclsaac for his political
inexperience. 16 When discussing the shortfalls of the Conservative government's
administration, the Laurier Liberals routinely adopted Carvell as their own for his earlier
efforts in rooting out Conservative mismanagement. Interestingly, the Liberals relied as
much on Carvell' sname for their cause as did the Unionists, whose interests Carvell now
represented. 17 While the importance of non-conscription issues was doubtlessly debated
across New Brunswick, there were few examples in that province's press acknowledging
them as being of much importance. By comparison, the press in Prince Edward Island
devoted much of its reporting to these seemingly secondary issues. Hughes and the
Patriot dismissed Mclsaac's position on the importance of conscription. For them, the
voluntary system had not broken down, as claimed by the "Tory-Unionists." 18 Indeed, the
Charlottetown newspaper ran an article titled "Soldiers Ovefseas Are Strong Against The
Union Government," claiming that Borden was unpopular with army and that the draft
would fail to adequately meet the manpower needs at the front. '
9

'
4 Island Patriot, 21 Nov 1917. Also see ibid., 5Dec 1917
Ibid., 22 Nov 1917. Mewburn was an influential Ontario Liberal who had been made Minister of Militia

15

and Defence when the Union coalition was announced on 12 October 1917.
16 Ibid
24 Nov 1917
17 Ibid., 26 Nov 1917
18

'
9 Ibid., 10 Dec 1917
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Political meetings tended to be deeply partisan and supporters of both parties
genuinely saw themselves as the best choice to continue the war effort. On 11 December,
ameeting was held in the small coastal town of Souris with apredominantly Liberal
crowd. Contrasting Mclsaac's apparently quiet reception was the boisterous applause for
Hughes and his spirited attack on the track record of the Borden government. After the
candidates' addresses, an agitated Senator McLean spoke on behalf of Union, declaring
"that any man who would vote for Sir Wilfrid Laurier was atraitor."2° McLean received
astinging rebuke from the meeting's chairman, H.H. Acorn, who had ason, abrother and
two nephews in France and was aLaurier supporter. Like many Islanders, he did not
believe that conscription was necessary and did not see Union as anything other than
Conservative by adifferent name.
The Patriot's conclusion that Souris would vote overwhelmingly for Hughes
proved correct; his margin of victory was nearly a2:1 •21 Mclsaac's Charlottetown Herald
employed unusual restraint in its editorial on the election, noting "Prince Edward Island
alone in the Maritime Provinces, failed to appreciate the seriousness of the situation and,
make amore lofty response in our country's hour of peril.

,22

The soldier vote eventually

gave Mclsaac a50-vote majority. King's had been aconsistently tight race between the
two parties, having been decided by fewer than 100 votes over the previous five federal
elections. There was no central figure to bridge the differences between the traditional
political foes, the rhetoric in the papers was divisive and antagonistic, and the
overlapping provincial by-election hardened the partisan stance of each side. Finally,

20
21

Ibid., 12 Dec 1917
Ibid., 19 Dec 1917; Charlottetown Herald, 19 Dec 1917; Charlottetown Examiner, 18 Dec 1917.

Excluding the soldier ballots, Hughes had won by over 200 votes.
22 Charlottetown Herald, 19 Dec 1917
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conscription failed to become the central issue of the election in King's. By concentrating
on the Borden government's record of mismanagement and the increasing cost of living,
the Liberal newspapers perpetuated the partisan division that had existed before Union.
The provincial by-election that was underway in St. Peter's District profoundly
affected the political climate across the small island. The Charlottetown dailies
exchanged virulently partisan editorials.

Against this divisive backdrop, a Union

convention was held for the constituency of Queen's in late October. Conservative
incumbent Donald Nicholson and local Conservative farmer Alexander Martin were
unanimously selected to be candidates for Union. After the St. Peter's election, aLiberal
convention selected A.B. Warburton and J.E.
candidates."23

Sinclair as

Liberal

"win-the-war

The staunchly Conservative Guardian and the traditionally Liberal-

leaning Examiner protested the idea that anyone running on behalf of Laurier could
purport to truly be a"win-the-war" candidate. 24 The editorial gauntlet was down. The
Patriot noted that the Liberal candidates were chosen by aLiberal convention while the
Unionist candidates were chosen by a Conservative convention. The contest was on
traditional party lines: Nicholson and Martin were merely "masquerading as Unionists." 25
Moreover, the Patriot ridiculed any suggestion that Warburton and Sinclair were
insincere in their desire to win the war. 26 The tone of the editorial rhetoric degenerated
from there. The most acrimonious debate was between the Patriot and the Guardian as
their positions became increasingly polarized. Usually sympathetic to the Patriot, the
Examiner now identified itself with the position taken by Carvell, Fielding, McCurdy and

Island Patriot, 12 Nov 1917
Charlottetown Examiner, 13 Nov 1917
25 Island Patriot, 20 Nov 1917
26 Ibid., 13 Nov 1917
23

24
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respected Liberal papers across the country, 27 and noted the level of involvement of
Liberals in Union across the Maritimes and Canada. 28 While the Examiner's support of
Union was characteristic of many of the Liberal newspapers across Canada, it was the
exception in Prince Edward Island.
With the backdrop of editorial fighting, the campaigning was similar to King's
County.

Warburton and Sinclair attacked the "deplorable mismanagement in many

matters connected with the war" and decried the patronage that had led to the dismissal of
thousands of Liberal civil servants and postal workers .
29 The rising cost of living and the
woeful record of Sam Hughes were discussed at the political meetings across Queen's
County. 3° Warburton's assertion that conscription remained unnecessary since the limits
of the voluntary system had not yet been reached would have been dismissed as nonsense
in New Brunswick, yet found a receptive audience in Prince Edward Island. While
Martin and Nicholson desperately tried to focus the issue on conscription and which party
best represented a "win-the-war" effort, they lacked the political legitimacy of a
respected individual like Carvell to concentrate the debate on a single issue. Though
almost inconceivable in the 1917 election, both of the Unionists avoided the issue of
conscription altogether while speaking at aLiberal dominated meeting at Kingston on 29
November. 31 Martin and Nicholson's silence on the issue indicates the difficulties in their
campaign. Their efforts were poorly organized and lacked the initiative and legitimacy to

The Examiner examples included the Manitoba Free Press, St John Globe, Halifax Chronicle,
Vancouver Sun, the Maritime Merchant and the Ottawa Citizen. Charlottetown Examiner, 20 Nov 1917
28 Ibid., 15 Nov 1917
29 Island Patriot,
20 Nov 1917
30 Major meetings were held through mid November at Pownal, Eldon, Grand View, Belle River and
Vernon River. See Ibid., 24 Nov 1917
31 Ibid., 30 Nov 1917
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control the political debate. They were, quite simply, out-maneuvered over the course of
the campaign.
The 6December visit of Carvell and Borden amounted to too little, too late. The
Union candidates were desperate. Both the Liberal and Union press gave varying
accounts of the reception Carvell and Borden received, 32 although large crowds certainly
turned out for the meetings in Charlottetown and Summerside. Carvell maintained the
same policy he had adopted throughout the campaign in New Brunswick: conscription
was the single issue to be decided upon and that decision reflected whether one would
"stand by the men at the front, or quit."33 The crowds were enthusiastic, though not
without their vocal Laurier supporters. The Patriot protested that Carvell's reduction of
the campaign issues to conscription was not the best test of support for the men at the
front, claiming that "he is making an appeal to vulgar ignorance and prejudice." 34
Pointedly, a Liberal rally held the next night attracted a full hail. On 14 December,
another massive Liberal rally was held with much fanfare.

Just three days before the

election the Unionists were still referred to as 'Tories' and the partisan tone of the
speeches was unlike anything reported from New Brunswick. Ultimately, the brief
excitement stirred by Carvell and Borden failed to make up for the lack of Unionist
leadership.
The Liberals colitrolled the debate and were better organized. They keyed on the
appeal of Laurier, attacked the wartime record of the Conservative government,

and

refused to recognize Union, never allowing it to differentiate itself from the Conservative

Thid 7Dec 1917 and Charlottetown Examiner, 7Dec 1917
Ibid., 7Dec 1917
34 Island Patriot, 8Dec 1917
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33
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party of 1911. In the aftermath of the election, Premier Arsenault lamented to Borden that
"not one Liberal public man nor Liberal newspaper supported Union."35
Initial polls gave Warburton and Sinclair sizeable victories by over 800 votes. The
Island Patriot was euphoric in its pronunciation of the sweeping majorities the Liberals
had achieved in Prince Edward Island, while matter-of-factly reporting the national
Union majority of 45 seats. 36 The Charlottetown Guardian lamented the Liberal sweep,
commenting bitterly that "the Car Ferry should tow Prince Edward Island up the St.
Lawrence and tack it on to Quebec." 37 The Examiner was more judicious in its analysis
of the defeat, while noting its profound disappointment that Islanders had voted against
the better judgment of military and political leaders, the clergy, leading businessmen, and
both Liberal and Conservative newspapers. Seeking an explanation for the Liberals' local
success, the Examiner pointed to lingering regional discontent, "partyism," and alatent
mistrust that conscription was an attempt by the government to take away their freedom.
Once the soldier vote was counted, Nicholson ousted Warburton, while Martin
fell three votes short of Sinclair, giving the parties a split in Queen's. As usual, the
soldier vote went overwhelmingly in favour of Union. The closeness of the civilian vote
ould have been predicted

-

a majority of over 100 votes had not occurred in five

elections, going back to 1896. Thus, despite the apparent gravity of the election, little
indicates that voters abandoned their traditional partisan affiliations.
On a small island, the constituency of Prince was, geographically, furthest
removed from the provincial by-election in St. Peter's. It also had the largest French-

36

English, Decline ofPolitics, 175
Island Patriot, 18 Dec 1917
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Quoted in ibid., 24 Dec 1917
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speaking population of any of the Prince Edward Island constituencies. 38 In late October,
the tone of Prince's main Liberal newspaper, the Pioneer, was conciliatory. Though the
Pioneer lamented the "rampant" party spirit, it applauded Carvell's inclusion in the
cabinet as an "[o]live branch" from Borden. The Pioneer was also optimistic that Nova
Scotia's Premier Murray, too, would join the Union cause and "add respectability to the
administration." 39

Nevertheless, local cooperation was critical to Union's success.

Support for Union from prominent local Liberal, Joseph Read, had not yet been
expressed.

Moreover,

the

traditionally

Conservative

Journal

had

appealed

to

longstanding party allegiances in denouncing Read in its editorials. With no hi-partisan
Union leadership or organization, people leaned towards their traditional positions and, as
the rhetoric became increasingly divided in Charlottetown, Read played the middle
ground, not coming out clearly for one party or the other. He explained that while he
held true to the principles of Liberalism, he had problems with specific policy items of
both Laurier and Borden. Read's middle ground extended to conscription

-

while

claiming he had objected to its divisiveness from the outset, given the inevitability of the
Military Service Act, he saw the election as agood referendum on the conscription bill.
In early November, Read announced he would support whatever government had the
support of the electorate over the conscription issue. As to Union government, Read
thought it "a splendid thing [which] has already done good service and will be all right
until the election takes place, when... amore truly National government [is formed]."4°
Despite his seeming support for Union, Read continued to assert that he would follow Sir

The French-speaking population represented about 27% of the constituency's total population. See Fi
fth
Census of Canada, 191, 254
39 Pioneer, 20 Oct 1917
40 1bid., 10 Nov 1917
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Wilfrid Laurier as far as his conscience and "view of service to the Nation would
permit." 4'
Using Read's position as apolitical yardstick throughout the election, the Pioneer
avoided supporting either party clearly while it decried the divisive rhetoric of the
Charlottetown Guardian and appealed for tolerance. 42 The Examiner, whose stance was
quite moderate in mid-November, admired Read's sincerity while disputing his stance on
conscription. 43 Read remained unequivocal that he would represent the Liberals of Prince
County, noting that aLiberal meeting had authorized him "to remain their candidate and
[left] it open to [him] .to support aUnion Government

..
...

.44 The lack of organization and
"

strong leadership that had made cooperation in the campaigns in King's and Queen's
impossible contributed to the lack of Conservative involvement in Read's selection.
The Conservatives had nominated A.A. Lefurgey earlier in the year to contest the
constituency and suggested him as the Union candidate. 45 With confirmation of
Lefurgey's Union candidacy, the polarization along traditional party lines began.
Lefurgey desperately tried to link voting Liberal as being akin to backing out of the war.
Read refuted Lefurgey's accusation, declaring that conscription was presented by Borden
"ostensibly to win the war, but really to win the election."46 Indeed, the argument that a
vote for the Liberals was a vote for ending the war effort was resentfully dismissed
throughout the campaign. 47 Read's dismissal of conscription as the critical issue reflected

41

Ibid.

Ibid., 10 Nov 1917. Also see ibid., 17 Nov 1917, which ran competing but moderate political views with
no editorial comment.
'° Charlottetown Examiner, 14 Nov 1917
44 Pioneer, 10 Nov 1917
45 Island Patriot, 19 Nov 1917; Charlottetown Examiner, 20 Nov 1917
46 Island Patriot 30 Nov 1917
47 After the Carvell-Borden visit to Summerside on 6December, the Pioneer called Carvell's assertion of
42

the same "grossly unfair". 8Dec 1917
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the Liberal trend across the province, and conscription consistently became asecondary
issue behind war mismanagement, civil service dismissals, the Canadian Northern
Railway crisis and the Franchise Act. 48
Borden's and Carvell's brief visit to Summerside failed to convince the electorate
that Union was truly representative of both traditional parties and essential to the war
effort. 49 Rather, it initiated ahardened, more partisan stance in the Pioneer. The fear of
conscription amongst the rural population was exposed as the Pioneer warned that
General Mewburn's exemption for farmers would "be ignored by Exemption Tribunals,"
thus offering "cold comfort" to farmers and fishermen of Prince Edward Island. Any
suggestion of exemption by Lefurgey or Premier Arsenault was, according to The
Pioneer, simply an attempt to deceive voters. 50
The poll results indicate that the fear amongst farmers and fishermen in the
largely rural Prince constituency likely played arole in how they voted. Read won the
constituency by over 500 votes, relying on consistent majorities in the smaller rural polls.
Lefurgey, meanwhile, received amajority in both Summerside and Kensington. 5'One •
outspoken supporter of Union explained the defeat by musing that "the Scotch
Presbyterians seemed to vie with the Irish Catholics and both with the French Canadians
to pile up majorities for the Liberal candidate." 52 As it turned out, the soldier vote could
not save Lefurgey and Joseph Read went to Ottawa with amajority in excess of 300.

Is addition to the Island Patriot, 30 Nov 1917, see the Pioneer, 1Dec 1917
After the Borden-Carvell visit, the Pioneer played with the win-the-war rhetoric by sarcastically referred
to the Unionists as the "win-the-election party." 8Dec 1917
° For example, see articles "The Old 1911 Game Again," "Yet Another Election Bluff," and the editorial
page in the Pioneer, 15 Dec 1917. The final conclusion of the Pioneer was "BEWARE! VOTE RIGHT!"
51 Charlottetown Examiner, 18 Dec 1918
52 Pioneer, 29 Dec 1917
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The partisan division in Prince Edward Island was particularly entrenched. As the
support of Premier Arsenault, an Acadian, for Union might suggest, the partisan division
did not correlate with cultural background. Rather, the small community had astrong
and long-standing culture of partisan allegiances at both the federal and provincial levels.
This division was exacerbated by two factors. Firstly, the St. Peter's by-election, which
lasted until mid-November, was being fought on party lines by many of the same
organizers and politically active individuals being asked to cooperate over Union.
Second, whether areflection of, or an impetus to, the division, the press was particularly
acrimonious, attacking competing newspapers and opposition candidates. Partisan
polarization might have been avoided had competent and respected leadership surfaced
and had cooperative political organization been achieved. Rather, each side organized
independently. Consequently, Union in Prince Edward Island was truly a re-branded
Conservative party lacking any legitimate non-partisan claim. That all four seats went
Liberal, before the soldier vote tipped two to Union, reflected amore organized, more
vigorous, and ultimately more convincing campaign effort by the local Liberals.
The 1917 federal election was extremely close in Nova Scotia. When the civilian
votes were tallied on 17 December, nine of fourteen seats went for the Laurier Liberals. 53
Still, five of the seats were so close that, with negligible manipulation, the soldier vote
carried them into the Union column. 54 Nova Scotia represents the middle-ground between
English-speaking New Brunswick's endorsement of Union and Prince Edward Island's
rejection. Certainly, in Nova Scotia the public never displayed the depths of partisan
acrimony as in Prince Edward Island. Indeed, most of the Liberal press in Nova Scotia
53 Nova Scotia was represented by 16 seats; however due to the Halifax Explosion on 7December 1917,
polling for the two Halifax seats was deferred until January.
J. Murray Beck, Politics ofNova Scotia, Vol. 2(Halifax: Tantallon /Four East Publications, 1988), 71
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endorsed Union as in New Brunswick. Moreover, some partisan feelings were put aside
as Union was able to establish abasic organization representing both Conservatives and
Liberals. The primary reason for Laurier-Liberal success in the province was that despite
the support of the major newspapers and alevel of Union organization, there was never a
broadly respected political figure to lead the Union campaign in Nova Scotia. 55
Prime Minister Borden, who was an MP from Halifax, was perhaps the obvious
choice. However, Borden was desperately busy running the wartime government and
campaigning on behalf of Union across the country. Consequently, Borden devoted very
little personal attention to his home province. Borden, however, recognized the value of
giving prominent Liberals from both New Brunswick and Nova Scotia significant
appointments. Carvell's "aggressive personality" and popularity amongst Liberals had
made him an obvious choice for New Brunswick. This, however, failed to materialize in
Nova Scotia just as it had failed to materialize in Prince Edward Island.
While Nova Scotia lacked the central leadership like that which carried the
campaign in New Brunswick, prominent Liberals did endorse Union, however tacitly.
Borden was confident that the limited support of local Liberals and Carvell's appeal as
the central Liberal-Union spokesperson throughout the Maritimes would be sufficient to
convince the Nova Scotia Liberal establishment of Union's credibility. As it turned out,
the Union campaign in Nova Scotia was unable to convince the electorate to break its
traditional partisan ties, which Borden described as "intensely strong.

,56

No central

leader and lukewarm support from prominent provincial Liberals compromised the
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legitimacy of Union, leaving partisan suspicion in many constituencies across Nova
Scotia.
Early in the campaign, securing prominent Liberals to join Union was considered
crucial, and Borden's choice for Nova Scotia was the province's long serving premier,
G.H. Murray. 57 Murray was an extremely popular provincial Liberal who had been
Premier since

1896.58

Borden proposed a senate appointment to Murray, which would

allow him to enter Cabinet. 59 Given the level of uncertainty amongst influential party
members towards joining Union, Murray initially showed little interest. 60 Still, as "the
only man who can bring you anything from Nova Scotia," Borden was hopeful that
Murray might become a Unionist. 61 Certainly, there was also considerable public
speculation about Murray's involvement in the Union experiment. Liberal papers
commented that his participation would "add respectability to the administration." 62 Still,
Murray remained aloof, and although Borden hoped he might change his mind,
alternative Liberals were discussed. A.K. MacLean, aformer provincial attorney who had
won aHalifax seat for the Liberal party in the 1911 election, was suggested .63 on 18
October, Murray finally confirmed that he could not accept the offer to join the
government. 64 He was sympathetic with the idea of anational government but because of
his strong Liberal ties, was reticent to take a leading role in the campaign. 65 Murray

Perley Papers, vol. 10, file 2, R.L. Borden to G.H. Perley, 13 Oct 1917
Remarkably, Murray served as Premier, without interruption, for 27 years: 1896-1923.
59 Borden Papers,, vol. 77, R.L. Borden to unknown [probably A.B McCurdy], undated [Sep 1917]
60 Ibid A.B. McCurdy to R.L. Borden, 4Sep 1917
61 Ibid., K.E. Crosbey to R.L. Borden, 18 Oct 1917
62 Alberton Pioneer, 20 Oct 1917
63 Borden Papers, vol. 77, [unknown] to H. Mclnnes, 13 Oct 1917
64 Ibid., G.H. Murray to R.L. Borden, 18 Oct 1917. Murray's decision was not easily made. He had
consulted Laurier and fellow Nova Scotia Liberals extensively. See Laurier Papers, vol. 709, W. Laurier to
D.D. MacKenzie, 18 Oct 1917
65 Fergusson concludes that Murray considered coalition necessary, fearing conscription adangerous policy
in the hands of a partisan administration and seeing the Western Liberals join. Indeed, it seems that
57
58
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excused his non-participation by arguing that his provincial political status made him
unsuitable. 66 Borden was greatly disappointed by Murray's refusal, but quickly redoubled
his efforts to secure MacLean. By the 23'', MacLean was sworn in and given the chair of
the Committee for Re-adjustment and Development of Returned Soldiers. 67 Though not
as prominent as Murray, MacLean was still amongst the leaders of the Liberal party in
Nova Scotia, and Borden hoped that his prominent appointment would help convince
Nova Scotia Liberals of his sincere concern for creating an equal balance within the
Union government. Much to Borden's satisfaction, Murray released a statement
endorsing MacLean's appointment and encouraging cooperation between the traditional
political foes. 68 Still, MacLean represented Borden's second choice

-

he had neither the

influence nor public appeal of the Premier and, through the course of the campaign,
played only aminor role.
The lack of news generated by MacLean's appointment indicates his limited
public appeal. Days later, the Halifax Morning Chronicle came out in support of Union
government, describing the newly formed Liberal and Conservative administration as the
best solution "under the circumstances." Nevertheless, the editor did "not believe that the
personnel of the present Union Government [were] the best and the strongest which this
country [could] produce." 69 More telling than the Chronicle's guarded endorsement was
the Halifax County Liberal Association's resolution confirming their confidence in

Maritime Liberals were deeply influenced by the decisions of Western Liberals. See Bruce Fergusson, Rt.
Hon. W.S. Fielding, Mr Minister of Finance, Vol. 2, (Windsor: Lancelot, 1971), 172-179. See also, Beck,
Politics ofNova Scotia, 68
66 In fact, his decision was deeply influenced by the feelings expressed at an early October meeting of
prominent Nova Scotia Liberals. They agreed collectively that Murray should not go into the Union
government, despite some feeling Nova Scotia Liberal involvement in a Union government might be
advisable. See Laurier Papers, vol. 715, G.W. Kyte to W. Laurier, 18 Oct 1917
67 Borden Papers, vol. 77, R.L. Borden to F.B. McCurdy, 23 Oct 1917
68 Ibid., R.L. Borden to G.H. Murray, 26 Oct 1917
69 Halifax Morning Chronicle, 31 Oct 1917
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Laurier's leadership. 7° The same Association had selected MacLean as the Liberal
candidate in the previous election. Certainly, MacLean was no Carvell.
In Nova Scotia, only W.S. Fielding held as much prominence amongst Liberals as
Premier Murray. Fielding had served one term as premier of Nova Scotia immediately
prior to Murray, and had also served as Laurier's Minister of Finance before losing by the
narrowest of margins to F.B. McCurdy in the 1911 reciprocity election. After that defeat,
Fielding had left to become the editor of Montreal's Daily Telegraph. However, he still
had close ties to his home province and, over the course of the summer of 1917, Murray
and Fielding had both advised Laurier that some sort of coalition government was the
best course of action. Despite having advised otherwise, Fielding initially felt compelled
to support Laurier in opposing a coalition government out of a sense of trust in, and
loyalty to, his leader. Moreover, Fielding was suspicious of Borden's sincerity, feeling
that atrue coalition could have been formed at the outset of the war. 71 If Murray seemed
aloof in his commitment to Union government, Fielding was doubly elusive.
When the Liberal party fractured in early October and Carvell and MacLean
joined the coalition Union government, Fielding remained non-committal. Instead, he
called for "co-operation of men who have had sharp differences, not only in former times,
but on the questions that have arisen during the war and in relation to the war

....

"12 His

chief criticism of Borden's Union government was its timing, which was too late. Still,
when prominent Liberals from across the country came out in support of Union, Fielding
felt that Nova Scotia ought to be represented in the new government, thus avoiding the
risk of isolating itself from the rest of English Canada. Foreshadowing the election
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results, Fielding noted that in no other province was Laurier held in such awarm regard
and with such deep appreciation for his services than in Nova Scotia. Nevertheless, for
Fielding, it was in the interest of the Liberal party for Maritime Liberals to stand with
their counterparts in Ontario and the West. 73 Fielding, therefore, endorsed MacLean's
cabinet appointment. News of Fielding's support was warmly received by the press,
which felt his influence would help "Union prevail in aProvince where party spirit runs
so high. 5574
Fielding was unanimously chosen by aLiberal convention for the constituency of
Shelburne and Queen's on 13 November. A Conservative convention anticipated
supporting incumbent F.B. McCurdy; however, McCurdy had already been chosen to
represent Union in Colchester. 75

The tone of negotiation in Shelburne and Queen's

remained civil and some initial confusion over candidate selection was easily overcome. 76
Borden impressed cooperation on the Conservative convention, which did not elect
another candidate, leaving Fielding to be acclaimed for Union. 77 On nomination day,
Shelburne and Queen's was the only constituency in Nova Scotia to nominate asingle
candidate. Fielding's support for Union was given reluctantly and his acclamation
allowed for his limited participation. Contrasting the highly public role undertaken by

73 Fergusson concludes that participation in Union by the Maritime Liberals had more to do with asense of
loyalty to the English-speaking Liberals in Ontario and the West than asense of commitment to Union.
Ultimately, public interest and the good of the Liberal Party would be promoted through the cooperation of
Liberals from the Maritime Provinces with these other Liberals. See Ibid, 177-179
" Westville Freelance, 6Nov 1917
75 There was some confusion over Fielding's appointment. McCurdy had refused the nomination for
Shelburne and Queen's, recommending instead that, as a demonstration of support for Union, the
Conservative convention ought to nominate Liberal A.K. MacLean there. MacLean, who had not been
chosen in Halifax, refused to consider running in Fielding's riding. Whether McCurdy's suggestion that
MacLean be chosen was intentional or not, McCurdy met with Fielding to apologize for the
misunderstanding.
76 Morning Chronicle, 14 Nov 1917. See also Fergusson, Mr. Minister ofFinance, 179
77 Borden recalled great difficulties convincing local Shelburne and Queen's Conservatives not to select
another candidate after MacLean was rejected. See Henry Borden, ed., Memoirs, 761
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Carvell, Fielding was invisible in the Union campaign. Though Fielding and Murray, the
two most prominent Liberals in Nova Scotia, ultimately endorsed Union, their limited
role in the campaign greatly reduced the impact of their decision. Carvell, who was fully
committed to the Union cause, was disappointed and even complained to Borden that
"the Nova Scotia Liberals [are] not doing their part, Fielding being partisan and Murray
timid.

,78

In the end, for lack of alternatives, it was New Brunswick's Carvell who was

embraced by the press as the epitome of Liberal-Unionism in Nova Scotia.
Due to the lack of leadership, compromise was often difficult to work out. Despite
Borden's many national responsibilities, he attempted to facilitate compromise through
his own intervention and found himself making numerous excursions to deal with
controversies over candidate selection across the province. 79 The horrific events of the
Halifax explosion midway through the campaign stirred both political camps in the
surrounding area to a level of cooperation. Apart from the anomaly created by that
tragedy, partisan division characterized the Nova Scotia campaign and even Borden's
personal involvement garnered limited cooperation. Halifax was the chief difficulty. 8°
The press pressured the Liberals and Conservatives to strike some sort of compromise.
On the evening of 13 November, the conventions were held simultaneously. Nearly 300
Liberal delegates met to discuss their candidates, and as was the custom, the convention
selected one Protestant, G.A. Redmond, and one Roman Catholic, Edward Blackadder,
for the two available seats. The Conservative convention had extended an invitation to
the Liberals to "discuss matters in an endeavor to see if an agreement could be reached to

Thid.,764
Ibid., 761
80 Canadian Annual, 1917, 607
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elect two candidates by acclamation," 81 an offer the Liberals pointedly declined.

The

rebuke was frustrating, leading Borden to comment that making any arrangements with
the Halifax Liberals was impossible. 82 Even the Hali
fax Morning Chronicle, described as
"Liberal of the Liberals," was openly critical of the Liberal convention's decision. 83 The
Morning Chronicle went on to praise the Conservative convention for its "commendable
patience" in adjourning its candidate selection until the following day in hopes that a
compromise could be reached. Furthermore, there was aprofound disappointment that
the Liberal convention had snubbed A.K. MacLean, who had chosen to join Borden's
Union government in October. 84 Borden desperately tried to find compromise, making an
offer to the Liberal convention that involved neither him nor MacLean running in
Halifax. Instead, the Conservative convention would select only asingle, Conservative
Protestant, candidate. The Liberals again refused to cooperate, leading to asecond wave
of criticism from the Morning Chronicle. 85
Left with no other option, the Conservative convention nominated Halifax Mayor
and Conservative P.F. Martin and Liberal A.K. MacLean to run as candidates for Union
in Halifax. Borden, after 21 years as arepresentative for the city, stepped aside to run in
King's County. The significance of the event was not lost on the Morning Chronicle,
which heralded the precedent as one that all conventions ought to emulate. 86 MacLean's

Halifax Morning Chronicle, 14 Nov 1917
Henry Borden, ed., Memoirs, 761. The decision by the Liberal convention surprised most people, being
widely reported across the Maritimes. See, for example: Island Patriot, 14 Nov 1917; Charlottetown
Examiner, 14 Nov 1917; St John Daily Telegraph, 14 Nov, 1917 and Truro Daily News, 16 Nov 1917. The
decision was, for Liberals, easily made as the convention was happy with the selection they made. See
Laurier Papers, vol. 715, R.E. Finn to W. Laurier, 14 Nov 1917
83 The Morning Chronicle was described as "Liberal of Liberals," by the St John Evening Times Star, 6Dec
81

82

1917. Westville Free Lance described the Morning Chronicle as "Liberal to the back-bone." See, 7 Dec
1917
84 Hali
fax Morning Chronicle, 14 Nov 1917
85 1bid., 15 Nov 1917
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inability to influence the Liberals in his own riding is demonstrative of his authority as a
Liberal leader in the province. Where Borden had facilitated a level of cooperation
amongst Conservatives that was missing in the Prince Edward Island campaign, the lack
of Liberal leadership within Union was evident by the contest that developed in Halifax.
Surprisingly, on nomination day, G.A. Redmond withdrew from the competition
due to personal reasons and fellow Liberal MacLean's involvement in the campaign. 87
Nevertheless, Blackadder remained in the race. Also contesting the seat was a Labor
candidate. The Liberal and Labor meetings were held together while Union organized its
own. In lieu of a central leader, female involvement in the Union campaign took a
particularly high profile in the press, that is, until Carvell visited Halifax in early
December. Carvell' scampaign stop and speech in Halifax were significant because they
legitimized Liberal involvement in Union. 88
The exact extent of Carvell's influence in Halifax will never be known. Two days
after his visit, acollision in Halifax harbour resulted in ahorrific explosion that destroyed
much of the city and transformed the complexion of the Halifax campaign. In the weeks
that followed, adecision was made to postpone polling in Halifax until January. In the
end, both the Liberal and Labor candidates withdrew anyway. The disaster also
drastically affected the campaign in the nearby constituency of Colchester.
Like Halifax County, Colchester County had unsuccessfully attempted to arrange
acandidate acceptable to both traditional parties. A Conservative convention was held,
selecting Conservative MP F.B. McCurdy. They arranged to meet with the Liberal

86

Ibid., 15 Nov 1917

1bid,2ONov 1917
88 See ibid., 5Dec 1917; Halifax Herald, 5 Dec 1917; St John Telegraph, 5 Dec 1917 and Truro Daily
News, 6Dec 1917.
87
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convention but could not reach an agreement. The Liberal convention, in turn, nominated
G.H. Vernon. McCurdy, aHalifax lawyer and financier who had defeated Fielding in the
1911 federal election, had served as parliamentary secretary to the Minister of Militia and
was amongst the most influential Conservative politicians from Nova Scotia. While his
chances for victory were strong, his influence on aprovince-wide scale was neutralized
by Vernon's resignation days after the Halifax explosion since he was left without the
need to campaign and was under the moral obligation to be present for the Halifax relief
efforts due to Colchester's proximity to the disaster area.
The leadership in Nova Scotia had been neutralized in all respects. Borden's
participation was limited due to his competing responsibilities. 89 McCurdy, MacLean and
Martin were acclaimed amidst the more pressing issues facing the desperate citizens of
Halifax.

The

Halifax

explosion

overshadowed

their

political

appearances

and

overwhelmed their ability to take center stage as Union party leaders. 9° Finally, Fielding
was a non-participant. Having no competition, he "declared his unwillingness to
undertake

the

unpleasant

service

of speaking

against

Liberal

friends." 9' The

unwillingness (or inability) of prominent Liberals to participate solidified the intense
partisan spirit that characterized the traditional Nova Scotian political landscape.
Despite the lack of leadership, some organization did evolve. Provincial
Conservatives met with Unionist Liberals to form aProvincial Association. 92 Though the
Association had developed in early November, it, too, lacked the influence of ahighprofile Liberal politician to give weight to its decisions. The weakness of the Association
Borden apologized in advance for his projected absence during the campaign. See Halifax Morning
Chronicle, 19 Nov 1917
90 Fergusson explained that the disaster silenced party controversy in Halifax and reduced it in other parts
of the province. See Fergusson, Mr Minister ofFinance, 183
91 Ibid., 183
92 Canadian Annual, 1917, 607
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is best demonstrated in King's County. 93

Borden was nominated by a Conservative

convention in King's, but despite his prominence, the Liberal convention refused to
accept him, choosing instead to nominate astraight Liberal candidate to run against the
Prime Minister. The decision to oppose Borden was widely criticized by Liberal and
Conservative

press

alike. 94

Nevertheless,

Kentville

businessman

James

Sealy's

opposition to Borden failed to amount to much as he received less than 35% of the vote.
An

example

of cooperation between

the

traditional

political

foes

was

demonstrated in the constituency of Yarmouth and Clare. There, aLiberal convention
nominated a mutually acceptable standard bearer, E.K. Spinney. The Conservative
convention endorsed the Liberal proposal, making Spinney an authentic Union candidate.
Unfortunately, acclamation was not possible when aseparate Laurier-Liberal convention
nominated J.W. Comeau. Nonetheless, Spinney won the seat by over 1000 votes, despite
running in aconstituency with asignificant French-speaking population. 95
Cooperation was, however, the exception. On nomination day, only Fielding's
selection in Shelburne and Queen's went uncontested, and of the fifteen seats contested,
only the constituency of Yarmouth and Clare was able to find ajointly acceptable Union
candidate. 96 Borden had been able to manipulate concessions in Halifax and Shelburne

King's, on the western coast of Nova Scotia, was overwhelmingly English Protestant. The small Irish,
Scottish and German populations made up less than 20% of the constituency's population. See Fi
fth Census
of Canada, 1911, 34
"For examples, see: Truro Daily News, 20 Nov 1917; Wolfville Acadian, 23 Nov 1917 and King's County
Record, 7Dec 1917
95 Spinney's victory represented 57% of the popular vote; the constituency was approximately 41% Frenchspeaking. See Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 202. Laurier's failure to immediately endorse Comeau
indicates that the Liberal organization was often as inadequate as its opponent's. Comeau was upset by the
perceived slight and felt it hurt his status with true Laurier Liberals. See Laurier Papers, vol. 713, R.E. Finn
to W. Laurier, 8Dec 1917
96 There were sixteen Nova Scotia seats. Fielding's acclamation meant only fifteen seats were contested.
93
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and Queen's but no one enforced party decisions as Carvell did in New Brunswick
constituencies like Royal or Charlotte.
The closest fights in the south were in Digby and Annapolis, and in Rants. In the
1911 election, Digby and Annapolis had been two separate constituencies, both electing
Conservative representatives. In 1917, party allegiances proved impossible to overcome.
A Liberal convention confirmed that their choice for aUnion candidate was L.J. Lovett,
who had been nominated at aregular Liberal convention in 1915.

97

Annapolis incumbent,

A.L. Davidson, was selected by a Conservative convention to represent Union. While
Davidson was the official Union candidate, Lovett obscured the party lines by
campaigning as a"win-the-war" Liberal who "was in favor of aUnion Government for
carrying on the war to asuccessful issue

In lieu of aclear candidate, and with no

dominant leadership guiding the Union campaign in Nova Scotia, the contest was fought
on traditional party lines. The largely French-speaking fishing districts, predominant in
Digby County, sided with Lovett on account of conscription, while the English-speaking
urban voters of Annapolis and Digby town sided with Union. 99 Lovett's popularity in
Digby County could not overcome the Union support for Davidson amongst his old
electorate in Annapolis combined with his support in Digby town. Davidson took 51% of
the civilian vote, increasing his lead considerably when the soldier vote was calculated.

97 The Outlook (Middleton), 9Nov 1917
98 Hali
fax Morning Chronicle, 20 Nov 1917. The division being unclear was characteristic of the campaign.
See Bridgetown Weekly Monitor, 5Dec 1917.
St John Evening Times Star, 18 Dec 1917. See also The Outlook (Middleton), 21 December 1917. The
constituency of Digby had nearly an even split of French and English while Annapolis was predominantly
English. The French population was only about 25% once the constituencies were combined for the 1917
election. See Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 192
99
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The constituency of Hants was similar to Digby and Annapolis in its partisan
behaviour,

though

its

population

was

overwhelmingly

English-speaking. 100

The

constituency had been evenly split in the previous 1911 election, electing Conservative
H.B. Tremain by fewer than 90 votes,' 0'and very little changed in the wartime election.
J.B. Black, who had run for the seat on behalf of the Liberals in the previous election,
campaigned vigorously for the Liberal nominee, L.H. Martell, accusing the Unionists of
tricking prominent Liberals into aConservative-dominated relationship. 102 As Lovett had
done in Digby and Annapolis, Martell obscured the conscription issue by stating that he
would support "every measure calculated to win the war," while not taking aclear stand
on whether that meant supporting conscription or not. 103 The civilian vote indicated that
the electorate reverted to the Liberal-Conservative dichotomy, splitting nearly evenly.
Martell's razor thin majority was erased by the soldier vote.
In the southern half of the province, Lunenberg's resounding support for aLiberal
candidate was an anomaly. Support was almost certainly tied to the German majority in
the constituency. 114 Still, initial efforts were made to select a mutually acceptable
candidate, as had happened in Yarmouth and Clare. Despite the joint convention, each
side refused to compromise. The Liberals insisted on their previously selected nominee,
William Duff, while the Conservatives adamantly pushed for incumbent Dugald Stewart.
The Liberals were confident that Duff's appeal to the fishing and shipbuilding

100

The population was more than 90% English-speaking (English, Irish, and Scottish origin).

A small

population of German origin made up approximately 7% of the constituency. See Fifth Census of Canada,
1911, 194
101 Conservative H.B. Tremain beat Liberal J.B. Black by avote of 2191 to 2105.
102

103
104

Halifax Morning Chronicle, 20 Nov 1917
Ibid.
The German population represented approximately 70%

Canada, 1911, 199

fthe constituency.

See Fifth Census of
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community would carry the constituency. 105 Duff hoped that some compromise could be
worked out but the Conservatives were unwilling to move. In fact, at the eleventh hour,
Stewart withdrew, and rather than renegotiating with the Liberal convention, the
Conservatives quickly nominated aConservative provincial legislator, J.W. Mergeson.
The failure of Union leadership in Lunenberg is striking. Duff was extremely well-liked,
clearly supported by the large German community, and had been willing to run on behalf
of Union. Instead, the popular shipbuilder ran as astraight Liberal. Given the willingness
of Liberals and Conservatives in Lunenberg to meet from the outset and Duff's
willingness to participate as aUnion candidate, an influential and respected provincial
leader would likely have been able to facilitate compromise.
The result in Lunenberg was convincing. Lunenberg's large fishing interest and
considerable German population sided overwhelmingly with Duff, while Mageson and
Duff split the vote in the urban areas of Lunenberg. Mageson narrowly took Chester and
Bridgewater while Duff edged out Mageson in Lunenberg and Mahone Bay. 106 Despite
the close race in the urban centres, the smaller rural, German fishing communities' voted,
overwhelmingly for Duff, giving the Liberals a"record majority in Lunenberg."" Given
Duff's popularity and his willingness to participate as their candidate, this might well
have been amissed opportunity for Union.
In the northern part of the province, including Cape Breton Island, partisan feeling
ran high. Indeed, the Liberals had most of their success in the northern half of the
105 Hali
fax Morning Chronicle, 9Nov 1917
106 Mageson won Chester by asingle vote (298 to 297) and Bridgewater by six votes (340 to 334). Duff
took Mahone Bay by five votes (109 to 104) and Lunenberg by 40 votes (370 to 330). The civilian vote in
the urban areas of Lunenberg County was 51% Liberal, 49% Union. All four communities had German
populations of approximately 50%. Both the result and reasons for Liberal success are strikingly similar to
the situation described by W.H. Heick in North Waterloo. See W.H. Heick, ""If We Lose The War,
Nothing Else Matters" The 1917 Federal Election in North Waterloo," Ontario History 72:2 (1980), 67-92
107 Halfax Morning Chronicle, 19 Dec 1917
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province. 108 The region was mostly of Scottish origin, while Cape Breton represented the
industrial hub of the province, giving the area aslightly different demographic make-up.
The coal miners from the region formed the "hard core of the labour movement in the
Maritimes," though steelworkers had significant union organization too. Strikes before
the war had been particularly bitter and, over the course of the war, Ernest Forbes
explains that militants took advantage of government fear of work stoppages to develop a
stronger union. 109 Given the influence of union organizations in the region, it is not
surprising that Labour candidates ran in both Cape Breton South and Richmond,
receiving nearly 20% of the popular vote. Moreover, Charles Lipton concludes that the
labour movement generally "[held] back fervent support for the war," while Martin
Robin argues that there was "little support for the assumption that organized labour
quietly and patriotically acquiesced to the sacrifices imposed by the war crisis." 10
However, the characteristic lack of support for the war from labour movement, and
therefore its reticence to endorse Union government and conscription, provides only part
of the explanation for Liberal success in northern Nova Scotia.
For the most part, the campaign reflected adivide between the traditional partisan
allegiances. Organized labour dictated none of the policy or debate topics throughout the
campaign and the Labor Party's failure to challenge the traditional parties confirms
Labor's status on the fringe of provincial politics. The Labor candidates that ran in Cape
Breton South were the only Labour candidates running throughout the region, despite

108 All the constituencies south of Truro, Colchester County, carried Union victories with the civilian vote
alone (excepting the above noted Lunenburg anomaly). Before the soldier vote was applied, every
constituency north of Colchester County carried aLiberal majority.
109 Forbes, Maritimes Rights, 39-41
110 Charles Lipton, The Trade Union Movement in Canada 1827-1959 (Toronto: NC Press, 1978), 165;
Martin Robin, "Registration, Conscription and Independent Labour Politics," Canadian Historical Review
57(2) (1966), 101
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other pockets of labour influence such as in Pictou County.' 1'Union candidates received
the support of the popular press and, moreover, Union unashamedly ran on the same
conscriptionist platform as elsewhere. 112 The success of the Laurier-Liberals reflects the
strength of their message of support for the war and Union's leadership inadequacies. The
closeness of the race indicates the failure of Union party leadership to convince the
electorate that it represented a new non-partisan alternative as the best win-the-war
alternative.
In Pictou, the Free Lance hoped that partisan lines would be broken "[by]
conscientious patriotic electors who [would] support the man who supports the boys in
the trenches, regardless of what their affiliations have been in the past." 113 Nevertheless,
the traditional partisan divide developed. A Liberal convention nominated provincial
government Liberal R.H. McKay after Pictou incumbent E.M. McDonald declined the
offer to run as a Laurier-Liberal. Since Laurier's personal popularity was embraced
unquestioningly, the Liberal convention showed no interest in their candidate running for
Union. 114

In aseparate Conservative convention, Alexander McGregor was nominated to

run for Union.
The partisan division was strong enough that constituencies made no effort to
coordinate amutually agreeable candidate, as had been attempted in the south. Rather,
the stark divisions meant the candidates were aforegone conclusion and there were no

HI Forbes identifies Dan Livingston as aPictou radical who anticipated a 'revolution' by the ballot and
notes the popularity of "One Big Union" amongst the labour organizations in Pictou. See Forbes, Maritime
Rights, 42. Craig Heron explains that Pictou was one of the two focal points for Nova Scotia's steel
production. See Craig Heron, "The Great War and Nova Scotia Steelworkers," Acadiensis 16, 2 (Spring
1987),4
112 See, for instance, Union Candidate Alex McGregor's letter in the Westville Free Lance, 26 Oct 1917
113 Ibid., 13 Nov 1917

114 Halifax Morning Chronicle, 16 Nov 1917; Westville Free Lance, 20 Nov 1917
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nomination gatherings, atradition that normally attracted interested crowds.'

5 McGregor

appealed to Liberal voters, pointing to the endorsement and involvement of key Maritime
Liberals like Carvell, MacLean, Murray and Fielding. Meanwhile McKay, who had
originally supported Union before being nominated as a Laurier Liberal candidate,
deliberately failed to clarify the confusion over his political affiliation. 116 The vehemently
Liberal Eastern Chronicle attempted to obscure the conscription issue by dredging up
accusations of corruption and wrongdoing within the Borden administration.' 17 In Pictou,
the Liberal campaign was poorly fought while the Union campaign focused on key
Maritime Liberals involved with Union government, kept the debate focused on
conscription, and even enlisted the support of the Presbyterian and Anglican churches. 118
The split result in Pictou was similar to most of the Northern region inasmuch as
the vote followed traditional voting trends. Pictou County had just barely produced a
Liberal majority in the previous three elections, and before that, the Conservatives had
won the seat by the smallest of margins." 9 The partisan division of past elections
remained, favouring the Liberals as in recent elections. Still, the Liberal majority was
fewer than 100 votes out of the nearly 10,000 cast by the civilian electorate. The Free
Lance confidently predicted that the soldier vote would carry Union to arecord majority
and the Free Lance was correct

-

McGregor's majority swelled to over 750 votes.

115 Halifax Morning Chronicle, 20 Nov 1917
116 Westville Free Lance, 27 Nov 1917. As late as 14 December, McGregor was still trying to clear up any
confusion over McKay's status as an officially sanctioned Laurier Liberal. See ibid., 14 Dec 1917
117 See McGregor's response to the accusation in ibid., 11 Dec 1917
118 See ibid., 14 Dec 1917 and ibid., 11 Dec 1917 respectively. Indeed the religious overtones in Pictou
were amongst the strongest in any county in the campaign with inferences made that Roman Catholic
support for conscription was minimal. See ibid., 13 November 1917. Most of the churches officially
supported Union. For Baptist support in Nova Scotia, see Truro Daily News, 15 Nov 1917
119 The previous five elections had been decided by less than 0.05% of the popular vote. The Liberals won
in 1911, 1908 and 1904; the Conservatives in 1900 and 1896.
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Despite organized labour's supposed revulsion with the war and the influence of
labour in the industrial capital of the county, New Glasgow returned "the largest AntiLiberal vote in the history of the city." 2° One should not, however, completely discount
organized labour's traditional voting sentiment towards Liberalism. The Nova Scotia
Steel and Coal Company (Scotia) was one of the two major Nova Scotia steel companies
before the First World War that together accounted for nearly half of Canada's primary
iron and steel production. Scotia's steel finishing plant and the Eastern Car Company
were based in Trenton, an industrial suburb of New Glasgow. 121 Unlike New Glasgow,
Trenton voted decidedly for the Liberal candidate, McKay. 122 Given the divergent
opinions expressed in New Glasgow and Trenton, any obvious influence of labour on the
vote is difficult to quantify. If "labour" fails to explain the division, so, too, does the
demographic makeup of the region.

Pictou's population was mostly Scottish, and

Trenton and New Glasgow had proportionally similar Scottish populations. 123 In the
broader constituency-based analysis, the partisan pre-war status quo was as definably
present in Pictou as it was across the northern constituencies of Nova Scotia.
The other hub of industrial activity in northern Nova Scotia was Cape Breton.
Scotia had its primary steel plant at Sydney Mines, northwest of Sydney. Based in Cape
Breton, Dominion Iron and Steel Company (Disco) focused its production almost
exclusively on steel rails for the country's growing rail network. With industry providing
most of the jobs in the county, organized labour played a prominent role in the
communities of the two-member Cape Breton South and Richmond constituency. Indeed,

Westville Free Lance, 21 Dec 1917
Heron, "The Great War and Nova Scotia," 4
122 Westville Free Lance, 21 Dec 1917
123 Both electoral districts, which were generally reflective of the greater constituency, were approximately
75% Scottish, with English being the only significant minority. See Fi
fth Census of Canada, 1911, 200.
120
121
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the Labour Party held its own convention, nominating two candidates, R. Baxter and J.A.
Gillies, to ran. 124 Labour was not, however, vastly different from the Liberal party in
Cape Breton, aregion which had been traditionally aLiberal stronghold. 121 In fact, the
ties between the Liberal and Labour parties were so close that pre-nomination rumors
indicated that Liberal incumbent W.F. Carroll would be nominated by Labour.

126

In separate conventions, the Liberals nominated G.W. Kyte and W.F. Carroll
while aConservative convention nominated J.C. Douglas and R.H. Butts.' 27 The Liberal
convention refused to support any Union candidates, meaning efforts to establish one
Liberal and one Conservative candidate for the constituency never got off the ground.
Indeed, Borden and MacLean had hoped that D.H. MacDougall, general manager of
Disco, might consider running as aUnion candidate, but they were unable to convince
him and the idea was dropped. 128 Again, the lack of leadership or influence by prominent
Liberals in Nova Scotia contrasts sharply with Carvell's success in establishing, or
enforcing, compromise in New Brunswick. The partisan tradition was evident throughout
the campaign and became increasingly acrimonious. '
29
Both Liberals, Kyte and Carroll, were long-term incumbents and despite probably
losing significant votes to the Labor candidates, held slim majorities amongst the civilian
vote. 130 Douglas' and Butts' "success" in trailing so closely was more extraordinary

124 Truro Daily News, 16 Nov 1917. Note that Cape Breton South and Richmond was asingle two-member
constituency.
125 Since 1900, Cape Breton constituencies had returned Liberals in all but two instances (in 1904, two
Liberal-Conservatives were elected).
126 W.F. Carroll was eventually nominated to run as aLiberal. See the Morning Chronicle, 9Nov 1917
127 Kyte was among Laurier's most important confidants in Nova Scotia during the election of 1917.
Interestingly, apart from misjudging his own probability of success, Kyte's analysis of the seats was
remarkably accurate. See Laurier Papers, vol. 716, G.W. Kyte to W. Laurier, 4Nov 1917
128 Morning Chronicle, 20 Nov 1917
129 For example, the Sydney Post refused to print advertisements for the two Liberal candidates while the
Sydney Record refused the Union candidates. See Truro Daily News, 3Dec 1917
'
30 Perley Papers, vol. 10, file 3, Blunt to H. McInnes, 21 Dec 1917
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considering the Conservatives had not even bothered to run acandidate in Cape Breton
South since

1904.131

In Richmond, the last Conservative member was elected in 1896,

interestingly the same J.A. Gillies who was running for Labor in 1917. Regardless, the
Union candidates were in aposition to take advantage of the strong support for Union
amongst the soldier vote, which handed victory to Douglas and Butts. However, Union
success was almost certainly due to the Labor candidates, who siphoned off nearly 20%
of the popular vote that would surely have otherwise gone Liberal.
Cape Breton North and Victoria, which had traditionally voted similarly to Cape
Breton South and Richmond, had no Labor candidate. Liberal incumbent D.D. McKenzie
took over 55% of the popular vote, despite the influence of the soldier vote.' 32 Indeed,
Cape Breton Island and Antigonish, just south of Cape Breton, had a fiercely loyal
Liberal tradition. 133 The constituencies of Cape Breton North and Victoria, Inverness, and
Anitgonish-Guysborough all returned strong Liberal majorities that proved too large to be
overcome by the soldier vote. 134 Thus, strong Liberal partisanship and the appeal of the
Liberal campaign promises in the northern part of the province proved insurmountable in
all instances where a straight two-party fight ensued. 135 Indeed, the combined popular

131

Cape Breton was divided into Cape Breton North and Cape Breton South for the 1904 election. Before

that, it had been asingle constituency.
132 After the calculation of the soldier vote, D.D. McKenzie (sometimes spelled MacKenzie) beat Unionist
J. McCormick 4477 to 3649.
133 Indicative of the tradition of Liberal ties to the area; McKenzie (along with Kyte in Sydney) was an
important confidant for Laurier in Nova Scotia. See, for example, Laurier Papers, vol. 709, W. Laurier to
D.D. MacKenzie, 18 Oct 1917
134 All three constituencies had very large majorities of over 1000 votes (representing approximately 25%
of the civilian vote) before the soldier vote was tallied. See, Perley Papers, vol. 10, file 3, Blunt to H.
Mclnnes, 21 Dec 1917
135 Demography does not help explain the fierce Liberal tradition. Guysborough, for instance, was
predominantly of English origin while the Inverness and Cape Breton were mostly Scottish (like Pictou,
which voted in favour of Union) and Richmond had asmall French-speaking majority. See Fi
fth Census of
Canada, 1911, 190-202
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vote for Labor and Liberal in Cape Breton South was

57%•136

The success of Union in

Cape Breton South and Richmond was, ironically, due to the participation of Labor
candidates in the election.
The campaign was similar in Cape Breton North, Inverness and Antigonish. All
three Liberal incumbents ran again as straight Liberals and the Union candidates were all
chosen by separate Conservative conventions. In each instance, the Liberal majority was
almost identical to the previous election. 137
Traditional partisan allegiances proved the most dramatic factor in northern Nova
Scotia.

The northern part of the province simply reverted to its traditional partisan

alliances. Certainly the lack of influential and credible Liberal leadership on behalf of
Union facilitated this tradition. Yet, Union's leadership failures were also obvious in the
southern constituencies, as they too reverted to traditional party alliances. For the south,
the primary

difference

was

the

traditionally

even

split between Liberals

and

Conservatives. The soldier vote tipped the balance in all instances where the civilian vote
was close; even in Cape Breton South and Richmond, the participation of the Labor party
created an artificially close race between Union and the Liberals.
During the 1917 federal election, dominant English-speaking populations rarely
reverted so strongly to traditional party alliances as was the case in Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island. Several factors contributed to this anomaly. Most importantly,
both provinces lacked acredible and influential Liberal leader who committed his time

136 57% is remarkably similar to the popular vote achieved by Liberal candidates across Cape Breton who
did not have aLabor candidate running. See below for majorities.
137 In Cape Breton North and Victoria, McKenzie carried 55% of the popular vote in both 1911 and 1917.
In Inverness, A.W. Chrishoim carried 61% of the popular vote in 1917, compared to 59% in 1911 (where
there had also been an independent candidate running). In Antigonish-Guysborough, J.H. Sinclair carried
61% of the popular vote in 1917, compared to the combined popular vote for Liberals in Antigonish and
Guysborough (they had been separate constituencies in the previous election) of 57% in 1911.
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and resources to leading the Union effort. Due to the leadership void, Liberal candidates
were able to obscure the primary issue of conscription. Many Liberal candidates ran as
"win-the-war" Liberals who claimed they would support whichever government acted in
the best interest of the soldier; whereas, the same assertion elsewhere in Canada was
publicly regarded as incongruent and offensive. Indeed, where Liberals had success,
conscription had failed to become the dominant issue. Finally, provincial politics played a
large role in both Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia. The concurrent provincial byelection in Prince Edward Island was obviously divisive. In Nova Scotia, partisan
provincial legislators were chosen by partisan conventions in both Lunenberg and Pictou,
while Halifax's Conservative mayor was selected by a Conservative convention. The
involvement of provincial politics in the absence of identifiably Union leadership
reinforced traditional partisanship.
Other factors are more difficult to quantify. The influence of the small Frenchspeaking population in both Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island was limited as all
those constituencies where it was afactor voted Union. Organized labour's reticence to
embrace the war, and more specifically conscription, did not greatly affect the outcome,
either. In fact, in Cape Breton, which was heavily influenced by organized labour and had
astrong Liberal tradition, conscription failed to become the dominant election issue. The
Liberal candidates ambiguously supported the war effort, remaining aloof on the
conscription issue. The role of the press is also difficult to quantify. The Liberal press in
Nova Scotia generally supported Union. In Prince Edward Island, the press polarized and
the level of partisan acrimony was unlike anywhere else in the region. Yet, in both
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provinces, alarge part of the electorate failed to buy into Union as anon-partisan option,
reverting instead to traditional party allegiances.
Ultimately, the responsibility for Union's limited success in the Maritimes must
be attributed to the failure of local leadership. Despite Borden's personal efforts in the
Nova Scotia, he required an individual of Carvell's stature to break down fierce party
loyalties. The non-participation of key individuals like Fielding and Murray exacerbated
the leadership void in Nova Scotia. Borden's failure to induce key Liberals to actively
participate in the Union campaign was exacerbated by circumstance too. Liberal A.K.
MacLean was Borden's third choice after Murray and Fielding. Ultimately, MacLean's
influence and credibility amongst provincial Liberals was doubtful. Even MacLean's
limited influence was severely hindered by the overwhelming catastrophe at Halifax
harbour in early December. In fact, the Halifax Explosion led to both MacLean and F.B.
McCurdy being acclaimed. Lacking areason to campaign for their own seats and given
the gravity of the disaster, the exposure and influence of the two most identifiable and
infliential politicians running for Union was greatly diminished.
Borden placed much of his hope on Carvell's appeal across the region. But the
Maritimes were not homogenous and Carvell's influence in Nova Scotia was not as
significant as aprominent local Liberal's would have been. Moreover, Carvell posessed
the mandate to enforce localized compromise and facilitate efforts for equal constituency
representation of Liberals and Conservative running on behalf of Union only in New
Brunswick

-

Borden's hope that Carvell's influence would extend beyond New

Brunswick was at best hopeful and at worst naive.
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No other English-speaking province combined the fierce partisan traditions and
the impotent leadership that characterized the campaigns in Prince Edward Island and
Nova Scotia. For both provinces, the absence of influential leadership meant that
traditional partisan allegiances were left unresolved, allowing the campaign to degenerate
into a characteristically partisan race. Given the regional similarities, the Englishspeaking response in New Brunswick under the able leadership of Carvell is striking.
Underlining the point, the Halifax Herald asked: "Liberal leader Carvell says he is proud
of New Brunswick: But what Liberal leader is proud of Nova Scotia?" The Herald
lamented that Nova Scotia Liberals did not embrace MacLean, while other prominent
Liberals had abandoned the cause. The suggestion that Nova Scotia had become the "tail
of the Quebec kite" was sensational and certainly exaggerated, but the Herald had
identified the critical element missing from the Union campaign in Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island

131 Halifax

-

leadership. 138

Herald, 20 Dec 1917
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CONCLUSION
Brothers Layton and Ivan Ralston were born in Amherst, Nova Scotia in 1881 and
1890 respectively. A rising young Halifax lawyer, Layton had stayed in Nova Scotia,
while Ivan had followed in the footsteps of many Maritimers by moving west in search of
work. In November 1914, Layton Ralston was in Montreal visiting Ivan, who was
employed as asecretary with aleading business firm. An afternoon walk took them past
an armoury, where seventy or so new recruits were going through their drills. The two
brothers discussed joining the army. Ivan, who was not married, felt it his duty to do join,
but was unsure if he could get through the medical examination. Layton had discussed
the situation with his wife Nettie earlier, but felt that call was not urgent enough to leave
her and their young son on their own.' A few months later, in early 1915, the patriotic
call and the sense of duty proved too much and Layton joined as asenior officer in the
85 t

(Nova Scotia) Battalion. Ivan eventually caught on with the

60th

(Victoria Rifles)

Battalion in September that year, once medical examinations had been relaxed to buoy
enlistments. 2
The experience of the Ralston family is striking in its similarity to the Maritime
stereotype. Ivan's decision to leave the Maritimes for the nearest economic center,
Montreal; the keen desire by both men to heed the patriotic call to arms weighed against
the realities of family and other commitments; their enlistment in 1915, after the initial
wave of enthusiastic volunteering was beginning to ebb. Ironically, even though Ivan
James Layton Ralston Papers [NAC], MG 27111 B 11, vol. 2, Correspondence J. Layton Ralston to Parents
1914-1918 file, Layton Ralston to "Father and Mother," 29 Nov 1914,
2 Canadian Expeditionary Force
Personnel Records [NAC], RG 150, Ace 1992/93/166, Major Ivan Steele
Ralston. Layton Ralston's personnel file is missing from the RG 150 records; however his correspondence
survives in part as Layton Ralston Papers, vol. 2, "Correspondence J. Layton Ralston to Parents 19141918." Ivan Ralston served with three Quebec battalions—the 60111, 871h and 5" CMR. In early June 1918,
he transferred to the 85th Battalion, then commanded by his brother, to serve as acompany commander. He
was killed in action leading his men on the third day of the Amiens offensive, 10 August 1918.
-
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joined a Montreal battalion, he would soon find himself in the company of many
acquaintances from home. Layton was identified as an excellent officer early on; yet,
despite his competence, courage and a strong political lobby pressing for his
advancement, he never gained promotion beyond command of abattalion.
While men like Layton Ralston weighed the value of their participation in what
was forecast to be ashort war, thousands with fewer responsibilities (a great many of
them British-born and often unemployed) had quickly joined up.

Within months, it

became apparent that the war was going to drag on and Canadian-born Eiglish Canada
responded with the first of scores of battalions of volunteers. The single most important
factor behind the proportionally fewer recruits from the Maritimes in the first contingent
was the demographic makeup of the region, specifically the miniscule number of Britishborn men. After the initial contingent departed for Europe and it became increasingly
apparent that the war effort would require many more recruits, Maritime Canada reacted
similarly to the rest of English Canada despite being disadvantaged by the ongoing
.

marginalization of the region.
Thus, the survey histories that argue or imply that among the communities of
English Canada the Maritimes failed to do its bit have not analyzed the situation
thoroughly. When compared to the rest of English Canada, it is true that the Maritimes
did not recruit proportionally similar numbers in the first few months of the war and,
thereafter, did not field its proportional "share" of battalions at the front. While the few
British-born Canadians living in the Maritimes help to explain the numbers in the first
contingent, the analysis of the apparent front-line battalion shortfall reveals much about
the role of the Maritimes in Canadian society. Bluntly put, in terms of economic and
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political clout, the Maritime provinces were aperipheral part of Canadian society, afact
which was reflected in their influence during the partisan Hughes administration of the
CEF. The evidence of this marginalization is considerable: the plight of the
Scotia Battalion in the

1st

17t11

Nova

Division, and subsequently of the Nova Scotia Highland

Brigade, New Brunswick's being allotted asingle infantry battalion at the front until the
last weeks of the war, and the partisan and institutional bias against officers from the
region all indicate the insignificant clout of the Maritimes in negotiating its role in the
Canadian Expeditionary Force. Even more illustrative were the significant numbers of
Maritime men siphoned from local units to reinforce English-speaking Quebec battalions
commanded and supported by powerful benefactors. McKay's conclusion that the
Maritimes did not recruit proportionally similar numbers and the inference that the
Maritimes suffered from aregional war weariness not prevalent in the rest of English
Canada fails to present a fair case. Indeed, like most Maritime historiography, his
economic analysis reveals more about the marginal character of the Maritimes than a
regional response to the war. After the initial months, there is no evidence that the
Maritime provinces did not recruit in proportion to the rest of English Canada, despite the
regional bias under which the Maritimes laboured and any difficulties this may have
caused in the recruiting process. As this thesis clearly demonstrates, it was the regional
bias that prohibited aproportional number of Maritime battalions from fighting in France,
not any shortfall in recruiting. Ironically, if recruitment is the criterion, then an
investigation into the supposed "uniqueness" of the Maritime war experience reveals
striking similarities with that of the rest of English Canada, indicating the significant
integration of the Maritimes into the greater Canadian society.
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The federal election in December 1917 also demonstrates a regionally unique
wartime experience

-

namely the success of the Laurier Liberals before the influence of

the soldier vote was applied to tip the outcome. On asuperficial level, this might (and
has certainly been used to) indicate adifferent English Canadian perspective on the war.
However, rather than being attributable to amore pronounced war weariness or aweaker
"ownership" of the war when compared to the rest of English Canada, the electoral
success of the Laurier Liberals was due largely to the failure of the Unionists to organize
credible, influential leadership across the region. The results in New Brunswick juxtapose
with those in Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia well. Under the able and dynamic
leadership

of Liberal-Unionist Frank

Carvell,

English-speaking New Brunswick

supported Union government like any other English-speaking province. The decisive
support for Union by prominent Western Liberals like Arthur Sifton in Alberta, James
Calder in Saskatchewan and John Dafoe and Thomas Crerar in Manitoba was similar to
Carvell's role in New Brunswick.

As in the West and Ontario, the New Brunswick

election result demonstrated widespread English-Canadian support for Union as the winthe-war conscription government. Indeed, the strong popular vote for Union of
approximately 60% in New Brunswick was nearly identical to Ontario and Alberta? In
contrast, there was virtually no Union leadership in Prince Edward Island, and certainly
no Liberal support or leadership on behalf of Union. Nova Scotia saw only tacit support
for Union amongst its prominent Liberals. That the old warhorse, W.S. Fielding ran, but
did not campaign, for Union, and to all intents, Premier Murray stayed out of the election
was sadly typical. In both Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia, Union failed to
The popular vote for Union in New Brunswick was 59.4%; Alberta 61.0%; and Ontario 62.7%. Statistics
from table, "1917 Election" in J.M. Beck, Pendulum ofPower: Canada's Federal Elections (Scarborough:
Prentice Hall, 1968), 148
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convince many that coiiscription was necessary for Canada to continue her war effort, nor
did Union establish itself as anon-partisan party. Crucially, in the Maritimes as nowhere
else, support for the Laurier Liberals was often not perceived as being unsupportive of
the war effort. Under these conditions, the two parties split the popular vote as had
traditionally been the case in each province.4 Truly, the failure to identify Unionism and
support for the war as synonymous was the unique aspect of the 1917 federal election in
many English-speaking electoral districts of the Maritimes. Nevertheless, for the most
part, Union did well enough to secure asignificant majority across the region once the
soldier vote was allocated. The failure to recruit leading local Liberals, the evidence
suggests, explains why Union failed to receive the unqualified support it did across most
of English Canada.
Through the course of the Great War, the great majority of Maritimers perceived
support for the war as their duty and, when compared with the rest of English Canada,
they did their duty, for ultimately, the Maritimes supported the war proportionally to its
means. The primary factor in the region's minimally fewer volunteers was adramatically
smaller . British-born population than in any other English-speaking area in the country.
Through the course of the war there was grumbling, but no backlash, against the marginal
treatment of the region. 5 Perceived slights did not result in amoderated or weakened
resolve towards winning the war, or to enlist, the ultimate measure of individual and
collective commitment in asociety. The federal election campaign merely demonstrated

The popular vote in Nova Scotia was 48.4% Union, 45.5% Liberal, and 6.1% Labor/Other. In Prince
Edward Island, the difference was ahandful of votes: 49.8% Union and 50.2% Liberal. For statistics, see
ibid.
Though he does not include any analysis of the treatment of the Maritimes during the course of the First
World War, Ernest Forbes demonstrates that the development of a conscious regional perception of
mistreatment by the central Canadian authority finally articulated itself in the 1920s with the "Maritimes
Rights Movement." See Forbes, Maritimes Rights.
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the importance of Liberal leadership to Union credibility, for there is no categorical
evidence that the moderate Liberal success represented an attitude of war-weariness or
disillusionment with Canadian sacrifice for the war effort.
The unique aspects of the Maritime war experience affirm the regionally
distinctive

characteristics

of the

area.

The

Maritime Provinces

were

certainly

demographically unique in Canada. This distinctiveness created a difference in
recruitment when compared with other English regions. Regional distinctiveness also
meant the Maritimes lacked the influence of other areas of English Canada. This limited
influence meant Maritime soldiers were more likely to be transferred into non-regional
units, Maritimes officers were less likely to gain promotion to the senior ranks in France,
and Maritime battalions stood amuch reduced chance of making it to the front. Yet,
victory was as important to the person in Baddeck or Saint John as it was to the
individual in Toronto or Regina. Regional nuances characterized the Maritimes and how
individuals participated and supported the war. Rather than suggesting English Canadian
division over support for the war, recruitment and the 1917 federal election result in the
Maritimes confirm auniquely regional expression of support for the war but still one
broadly compatible with the national English Canadian response.
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